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FOCUS PAPER

THE DEFENSE WASTE ISSUE FOR WASHINGTON STATE

INTRODUCTON

Nuclear waste is produced by government defense activities, as well as

commercial power plants and users of radioactive materials. Much of

the U.S. commercial waste is stored on site at the power plants.

However, many people do not realize that large amounts of the nation's

defense nuclear waste are stored in Washington on the federally-owned

Hanford Site. The U.S. Department of Energy (USDOE) is currently

formulating plans for the permanent disposal of those wastes. The

disposal of Hanford defense waste is one of the reasons nuclear waste

has become a major issue for the State of Washington.

In 1982, the Nuclear Waste Policy Act authorized USDOE to locate and

build one or more repositories for udeep geologic" disposal of

high-level nuclear waste. The federal government's program to locate

the first permanent waste repository has focused on three states --

Nevada, Texas, and Washington. The repository site being considered in

Washington is at Hanford. This is another important reason why nuclear

waste has become a major issue for our state. Washington is closely

monitoring federal repository siting decisions, and its citizens have

taken an active interest.

Hanford defense waste and the repository siting program are

interrelated because of "commingling" or the disposal of defense

commercial waste in a single repository. The Nuclear Waste Policy Act

provided USDOE with two options for high-level nuclear waste disposal:

separate repositories could be built for defense and commercial wastes,

or they could be commingled. The law also required a study of both

options. After considering costs, health and safety, transportation,

and national security factors, USDOE recommended commingling the waste

(Reference 1). President Reagan confirmed that decision early in
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1985. This means that the first repository, wherever it is ultimately

located, could contain at least 20,000 canisters of defense high-level

waste in addition to commercially generated waste.

What does this mean for the State of Washington? First of all, many

people feel that moving the defense waste currently stored at Hanford

into a permanent disposal facility will be an improvement over the way

defense wastes are now stored. The permanent disposal facility may be

located at Hanford, or sited in another state, but Washington wants to

be sure that:

o the decision on where to place the permanent repository is not

driven by the economics of moving the large amount of waste

that already exists at Hanford;

o no matter where the repository is placed, the defense wastes

at Hanford will be safely managed in the long term; and,

o existing defense waste is considered as a major factor In the

national repository siting and design process.

This paper describes the defense waste at Hanford -- its history, its

production, the amount, types, and storage methods. Also described are

USDOE plans for defense waste management and the issues created for the

State of Washington.

WHAT IS DEFENSE WASTE?

Since World War II the United States has accumulated a large quantity

of nuclear waste resulting from the development and production of

nuclear weapons and other defense-related activities. Weapons

production requires special nuclear materials which must be generated

by plutonium production reactors. Other defense reactors do not

produce nuclear materials for weapons but are used for research and
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development. Most of the plutonium production and defense test
reactors in the U.S. have been built at three federally owned sites,

currently administered by USDOE: Hanford, Washington; Idaho

Engineering Laboratory, Idaho; and Savannah River Plant, South Carolina.

Most nuclear reactors use fuel rods made of two kinds of uranium. The
"reaction" that occurs during operation uses the uranium and produces
heat and plutonium. Commercial reactors use the heat to generate
electricity and the used or "spent' fuel rods are stored on site. The
primary purpose of defense reactors, however, is the production of
plutoni um; heat is a by-product. The spent fuel from defense reactors
is subject to 'reprocessing" to extract plutonium and any remaining
retrievable uranium. These materials are then used in nuclear weapons.

The process of extracting plutonium and uranium from spent fuel
generates by-products that are highly radioactive and require permanent
isolation. These materials are called high-level wastes and include
both the liquid waste produced in reprocessing and any solid wastes
derived from evaporation of the liquid.

Depending on factors such as the type of fuel, the extraction procedure
used in reprocessing, and subsequent waste treatment, high-level wastes
occur in the following forms:

o liquid - the effluent from reprocessing; can be either acid
or alkaline depending on the fuel and processing type.

o salt cake - damp, crystalline solid that results from
evaporation of water from alkaline reprocessing liquid.

o sludge - mud-like material formed when high-level liquids
from reprocessing are neutralized.
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o slurry - semisolid material that results when liquid wastes
from reprocessing are concentrated by evaporation.

o calcine - a dry powder derived from heating acidic liquids

from processing.

o capsules of separated by-products - solid cesium chloride

and strontium fluoride that have been removed from the liquid

wastes, encapsulated in double-walled capsules, and stored in

water basins (Reference 2).

Defense high-level waste represents 98 percent of the nation's total

volume of high-level waste and 13 percent of the total high-level waste

radioactivity (Reference 2). In terms of all types of defense waste,

high-level waste represents about 12 percent by volume and contains

about 97 percent of the radioactivity.

In addition to high-level wastes, there are two other types of defense

wastes. Transuranic wastes contain plutonium, americium, and other

heavy elements created by the absorption of neutrons by heavy atoms

such as uranium. The radiation from transuranic wastes is different

from that of high-level wastes. Transuranic wastes emit a much greater

proportion of alpha radiation, which does not penetrate far into solids

and tissues because of the relatively large size of the emission

particles. When these large alpha particles decay, they release a

great deal of energy per unit of distance. Therefore, alpha radiation

can be a serious health hazard when inhaled by humans and wildlife.

This is because the alpha particles can lodge in lung tissues and

damage nearby cells with energy released from the "ionization," or
decay of the particles. Typical defense transuranic contaminated waste
includes metal, glassware, and processing equipment (Reference 3).

Defense transuranic waste represents about 10 percent of the nation's

volume of defense waste and less than 1 percent of its radioactivity.
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Low-level wastes result from processing or treating radioactive
materials. Defense low-level waste is similar to the low-level waste

produced in commercial power plants, hospitals, etc. It consists of

trash, clothing, filter materials, resins, and tools from

defense-related processing that have been contaminated with relatively

low amounts of radioactivity (Reference 3). Defense low-level waste

represents about 78 percent of the nation's total volume of defense

waste and about 2 percent of its radioactivity.

WHERE IS DEFENSE WASTE CURRENTLY STORED?

High-level defense wastes must be stored where they can be closely

monitored and controlled by the government. A total of 203,000 cubic

meters (53.6 million gallons) of high-level defense waste is currently

stored at Hanford. This represents approximately 62 percent of the

nation's entire volume of high-level defense waste and about 35 percent

of the total radioactivity contained in high-level defense waste.

In addition to the Hanford Site, high-level defense wastes are also

stored at the Savannah River Plant and the Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory. Savannah River currently stores about 111,000 cubic meters

(29.3 million gallons) of high-level defense waste. This represents

about 34 percent of the nation's total high-level defense waste volume

and approximately 58 percent of its total radioactivity (Reference 3).

About 9,700 cubic meters (2.6 million gallons) of waste, representing

about 3 percent of the nation's total high-level defense waste volume
and approximately 5 percent of the total radioactivity, are stored in

Idaho today (Reference 3). Figures I and 2 on the following page show

the location of these three federal sites and the amount of defense

high-level waste stored at each one.

The three USDOE-administered sites in Washington, Idaho, and South

Carolina also store low-level and transuranic defense wastes, as do

federal facilities in Los Alamos, New Mexico; Oak Ridge National
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Location of Defense High-Level Waste Through 1983

FIGURE 1
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Laboratory, Tennessee; and the Nevada Test Site, Nevada (Reference 3).

Two other sites in Ohio and in Missouri store low-level defense

wastes. Hanford has about 54 percent, by volume, of the nation's

transuranic defense waste and about 15 percent of its low-level defense

waste (Reference 3).

HANFORD HISTORY: DEFENSE ACTIVITIES

HANFORD'S ROLE IN WORLD WAR II

Early in 1943, an experiment by a group of scientists in Chicago under

the direction of Enrico Fermi demonstrated that nuclear fission could

be controlled in a small reactor. One month later, the U.S. Army Corps

of Engineers selected Hanford, Washington, as the location of a

facility to build larger versions of the Fermi reactor for possible use

in military weapons (Reference 4). Hanford was considered an ideal

location because it was a large, relatively flat, uninhabited area with

an essentially unlimited water supply and ample power from Columbia

River dams (Reference 5). The federal government acquired 640 square

miles and established a federal reservation at Hanford dedicated to

nuclear research and development.

By late 1943 the federal government was building three nuclear reactor

facilities, referred to as B, D, and F. All three reactors used a

material called graphite (a form of carbon) to slow the speed of

neutrons in the nuclear reaction. They were thus called

graphite-moderated reactors. Columbia River water was used for

once-through cooling. This meant that the cooling water was circulated

through the reactor only once. Then it was monitored for radioactivity

and heat before being released back to the river. It took 18 months to

build the three reactors and they produced their first plutonium about

four months after completion (Reference 4). Plutonium produced at

Hanford was used in the Trinity weapons test at Alamogordo, New Mexico
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(July 16, 1945) and in the U.S. bomb dropped on Nagasaki, Japan (August

6, 1945) during World War II (Reference 6).

In addition, three fuel reprocessing plants (called Units U, T, and B)
were constructed during World War II. These facilities processed spent

fuel from the onsite reactors and extracted plutonium and retrievable

uranium from the fuels for use in government defense programs

(Reference 3).

POST WORLD WAR II ACTIVITIES AT HANFORD

When World War II was over, five additional graphite-moderated reactors

were built at Hanford, and were referred to as C, KW, KE, DR, and H.

This brought the total number of reactors at Hanford to eight. During

the 1950s, construction of facilities known as the Hanford Laboratories

began. This marked Hanford's change from a facility dedicated to

production of defense materials to one-involved in peacetime uses of

the atom. In 1963, the N-reactor was constructed to produce both

plutonium and electricity. The N-reactor,which has recirculation

cooling, was the first and remains the only "dual purpose' reactor in

the United States. A 1964 decision by President Johnson initiated the

closure of the original eight Hanford reactors. By 1971, N-reactor was

the only reactor in operation at Hanford (Reference 4).

All of the original reprocessing plants at Hanford were also either

closed or converted to other purposes by the late 1950s. Two new

reprocessing facilities, the Reduction-Oxidation Plant (REDOX), and the

Plutonium Uranium Extraction Plant (PUREX), were also constructed in

the 1950s (Reference 4). These two plants used different chemical

processes to extract plutonium and uranium from spent fuel. The REDOX

plant was closed in 1967 and the PUREX plant was closed in 1972

(Reference 2).
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The high-level defense waste currently stored at Hanford is the result
of the operation of all five reprocessing facilities at Hanford.
However, the only Hanford facility currently reprocessing spent defense
reactor fuel is the PUREX plant. This facility was refurbished and

resumed operations in 1983 after an eleven-year closure. The primary

purpose of the PUREX plant is to extract plutonium and uranium from

spent fuel from the N-reactor for use in other government and defense
programs. The PUREX facility is the largest generator of all nuclear
waste at Hanford.

Today, Hanford is still a major center for nuclear research and

development. The principal contractors responsible for Hanford

operations and for conducting research and development programs include
Rockwell International, Battelle Memorial Institute, UNC Nuclear

Industries, and Westinghouse.

DEFENSE WASTE STORAGE AT HANFORD TODAY

DEFENSE WASTE INVENTORY

It is important to understand the types and amounts of defense wastes

stored at Hanford. The current volume and the level of radioactivity
of all defense wastes (high-level, transuranic, and low-level) stored
at Hanford are shown in Table 1 (Reference 3).

Hanford contains five types of high-level defense waste: liquid,

sludge, salt cake, slurry, and capsules. Table 2 shows the volume and

radioactivity of each type of high-level defense waste. The capsules

of cesium chloride and strontium fluoride have the lowest volume of any
of the five types of high-level defense wastes stored at Hanford but
contain about 60 percent of the total high-level defense waste
radioactivity.
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Table 1. Types of Defense Waste Stored at Hanford (1983)

High-Level Low-Level Transuranic Total

Volume 53.6 83.7 27.7 165.0
(in millions of
gallons)

Radioactivity 474.2 6.04 .05771 1/ 479.30
(in-millions of
curies)

1 / alpha radioactivity only.
Source: Reference 3

Table 2. High-Level Defense Waste Stored at Hanford (1983)

Salt
Liquid Sludge Cake Slurry Capsules Total

Volume 15.1 12.4 25.0 1.1 0.0013 53.6
(in millions of
gallons)

Radioactivity 33.0 143.3 14.4 0.22 283.3 474.2
(in millions of
curies)

Source: Reference 3

HIGH-LEVEL DEFENSE WASTE STORAGE METHODS AT HANFORD

Before 1970, all high-level defense wastes at Hanford were stored in

underground tanks constructed with a single inner shell. There are

currently 149 of these single-shell tanks at Hanford, all built between

1943 and 1964. Each individual tank holds from 55,000 to 1 million

gallons of liquid waste; there Is enough total capacity to store more

than 90 million gallons. The tanks are constructed of reinforced

concrete and lined with carbon steel (Reference 4). As of 1984,
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Table 3. High-Level Waste Storage Tank Inventory at Hanford (Reference 7)

Waste Volumes (gallons)
I I .- . , A , , It

-No. of
Ta nk s Sait Cak y Si a Sunernatay SlurrYr/

Total-s
Solids

Interstitial
Liquid

/ Pumpabl&'
Liquid

Br_ wWvwy~p r_ _ .__ ___ _ __ _. ___ _ __ _ _ _ _ ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - , .

Single Shell 149 24,560,000 12,171,000 884,000 -0- 37,615,000 6,781,000 6,063,000

Tanks

Double Shell 20 306,000 175,000 12,837,000 1,078,000 14,396,000 78,000 12,869,000

Tanks

TOTALS 169 24,866,000 12,346,000 13,721,000 1,078,000 52,011,000 6,859,000 18,932,000

LIk/

d/

See text for definition

Liquid on top of a solid waste layer

Sum of salt cake, sludgel supernate, and slurry

Liquid which fills spaces within solid wastes

Liquid in tanks that can be removed by draining or pumping



approximately 40 million gallons of wet solids were stored in these

tanks (Reference 7). The amount of each type of high-level waste

stored in single-shell tanks is shown in Table 3.

According to USDOE, the single-shell tanks at Hanford are "no longer in

active service." That is, no new high-level wastes are being added to

the single-shell tanks (Reference 2). A total of 29 tanks have been
confirmed as "leakers" and 31 are assumed to be leakers (Reference 8).

Pumpable liquid has been removed from at least 94 single-shell tanks at

Hanford to prevent possible leakage (Reference 2). This liquid was

evaporated and the remaining salt cake and solids were returned to the

single-shell tanks. Under the current USDOE Interim Stabilization

Program, additional liquid will be removed from the tanks by drilling

wells into the salt cake and pumping the liquid that seeps into the

wells. This process of stabilizing wastes in the single-shell tanks is

expected to be completed by the early 1990s (Reference 2).

Beginning in 1968, double-shell tanks were constructed for high-level

waste storage (Reference 4). USDOE claims that these tanks represent

state-of-the-art physical security for high-level waste storage. There

are currently 20 underground double-shell tanks at Hanford with a total

storage capacity of nearly 22 million gallons (Reference 7); eight more

tanks are under construction. The double-shell tanks are being used to

store liquid that has been removed and concentrated from the

single-shell tanks (Reference 2). The high-level waste generated by

renewed operation of the PUREX plant is also temporarily stored in the
double-shell tanks while awaiting final disposal. Figure 3 illustrates

a cutaway view of a typical tank. The amount of each type of
high-level waste stored in the double-shell tanks is listed in Table 3.

Not all of the high-level defense wastes at Hanford are stored in

tanks. In 1968, U$DOE began a-program to remove strontium and cesium

from high-level wastes. These elements generate great amounts of heat

that can quickly weaken storage tanks. The strontium and cesium are

8836A
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removed, isolated, and converted to strontium fluoride and cesium

chloride. This material is then encapsulated in double-walled metal

capsules and stored in water basins for cooling and easy retrieval.

(Reference 4). The remaining high-level waste is easier to store in

underground tanks since cooling is not required. However, the capsules

require active cooling systems, monitoring, and surveillance to

maintain safe storage conditions. Cesium and strontium have been

removed from about half of the World War II era high-level defense

wastes. The cesium capsules are leased to private industry for

sterilizing medical products, processing food, and treating sewage.

These capsules are returned to Hanford for storage at the end of their

useful life.

Figure 4 shows the relationships between the various sources of

high-level defense waste and storage methods at Hanford.

DEFENSE TRANSURANIC AND LOW-LEVEL WASTE STORAGE TECHNIQUES AT HANFORD

Transuranic wastes contain long-lived radionuclides and emit large

particles that travel only short distances. For this reason they are

stored differently than high-level wastes. Before 1970, transuranic

waste was not considered as a distinct waste category. At Hanford, it

was disposed of in shallow trenches along with low-level defense

wastes, and was not intended to be retrieved or used later
(Reference 7). However, in 1970 USDOE began placing transuranic waste

in retrievable storage. Currently, all transuranic waste storage

containers and facilities must have at least a 20-year life. Solid

transuranic defense waste at Hanford is now packaged in drums, stacked,

and stored in trenches with an asphalt pad foundation. The drums are

then covered with four feet of soil (Reference 7).

Solid low-level defense waste at Hanford is disposed of in shallow

unlined trenches backfilled with soil. A total of 36 ditches and ponds

and 294 subsurface sites (cribs, trenches, french drains, and unplanned

8836A
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CUTAWAY VIEW OF DOUBLE-SHELL STORAGE TANK
FOR HIGH-LEVEL WASTE AT HANFORD
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releases) have been used to dispose of defense low-level liquid wastes

at Hanford (Table 4). Not all of these sites are currently used,

however. When a site is deactivated, it is covered with a layer of

soil. These disposal methods rely on the ability of the soil to absorb

liquids and the depth to groundwater to isolate the waste in one given

area (Reference 7) . Groundwater in the vicinity of cribs, trenches,

and ponds is monitored via a system of wells.

HANFORD STORAGE OF OFF-SITE DEFENSE WASTES

Only low-level and small amounts of transuranic defense wastes are

shipped from off site facilities for storage at Hanford. These defense

wastes come from several defense installations, including Rocky Flats,

Colorado, and a number of Navy facilities.

USDOE DEFENSE WASTE MONITORING

USDOE's tank monitoring system at Hanford is designed to detect any

leaks occurring from the stored high-level waste. The high-level waste

storage tanks at Hanford are surrounded by a system of vertical 'dry

wellsm that are used to monitor the soil for radioactive materials.

These dry wells, along with the liquid and radiation level monitoring

instruments in each tank, serve as the leak detection system for the

older single-shell tanks (Reference 4). The leak detection capability

of this system ranges from about 2,000 to 30,000 gallons. A few

single-shell tanks are located directly above lateral radiation

monitoring wells that can detect leaks of less than 5,000 gallons. The

newer single-shell tanks at Hanford have a draining grid beneath each

tank liner that connects to a leak detection sump. This system can

detect a leak of less than 100 gallons. The double-shell tanks are

equipped with special monitors that can detect leaks of less than 100

gallons (Reference 4).
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Table 4. Contaminated Soil Sites at Hanford (Reference 7)

I r

Site Category Number
of

Sites

Contaminated
Volume

(cu. yds of soil)

Area
(acres)

TRU
Inventory
(curies)

Non-TRU
Inventory
(curi es)

Plutonium
(pounds)

& -I I I 1 .1

w-

Surface Sites
(ditches, ponds)

Subsurface
Sites (cribs,
trenches, french
drains, unplanned
releases)

Deep Sites
(reverse wells)

294

10

3,668,000

1,572,000

2,489

271.7

66.7

2.0

700

12,000

540

3,400

120.00O

290

22

397

18

TOTALS 340 5r,242,489 340.4 13,240Q 126,300 437TOTALS 340 5,242,489 340.4 13.240 126,300 437



A comprehensive list of nuclear waste accidents at Hanford was

published by USDOE in 1975. Between 1958, when recordkeeping on leaks

began and 1975, there were 18 confirmed leaks from the single-shell

tanks storing high-level defense waste. The largest of these leaks

occurred in 1973 when 115,000 gallons leaked from the 106-T tank

(Reference 4). According to USDOE, a leak of this magnitude is not

expected to occur again under normal operations because the agency is

removing liquids from tanks, storing newly generated wastes in

double-shell tanks, and using a computerized, automated leak detection

and surveillance system. This system provides quick feedback and

allows remaining liquids to be transferred to another tank if a leak is

noted (Reference 9).

In addition to underground tank leaks, a total of 59 "unplanned

releases" of radioactive materials occurred at Hanford between 1958 and

1975. Unplanned releases include leaks and overflows from cribs,

pipes, and drains; accidental gaseous releases from ventilation stacks;

wind-spread particulate contamination from dried basins; construction

activities; and animals that intrude into basins and cribs and

transport radioactive material (Reference 4). Since 1978, USDOE has

published an annual list of unplanned releases.

To monitor the overall impact of Hanford operations on the surrounding

environment, USDOE has established an environmental surveillance

program. This program is designed to monitor the environmental effects

of Hanford site operations, not Just defense waste management

practices. Samples are collected by a USDOE subcontractor, Pacific

Northwest Laboratory, and analyzed for radionuclide concentrations.

Results are reported annually and are available for public review

(Reference 10). The Washington State Nuclear Waste Board has

established a subcommittee to review and assess the federal monitoring

activities.
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USDOE PLANS FOR DEFENSE WASTE
MANAGEMENT AT HANFORD

DEFENSE WASTE MANAGEMENT PLAN

The 1983 Defense Waste Management Plan (Reference 2) outlines USDOE

plans for permanent disposal of the defense wastes stored at all three

federal sites. According to this plan, new and readily retrievable

high-level waste will be immobilized for disposal in a permanent

geologic repository. Retrievable and new high-level defense waste at

Hanford will likely be immobilized in glass by a process called

vitrification. *

USDOE plans to stabilize other existing high-level waste in place if it

is determined that the short-tern risks and costs of retrieval of waste

from the tanks and transportation to a repository outweigh the

environmental benefits of repository disposal (Reference 2). In-place

stabilization is planned for wastes in those single-shell tanks for

which retrieval is not considered feasible. Liquids will be removed,

concentrated, and transferred to double-wall tanks. The single-shell

tanks will be isolated by disconnecting all pipelines and by sealing

openings. Tank voids will be filled with cement-based grout to provide

structural support for the tank dome. Finally, an engineered barrier

of soil, rock and vegetation will be put over the surface of the tank

to seal it (Reference 2). Figure 5 shows details of the plans for

Hanford defense high-level waste disposal.

According to the Defense Waste Management Plan, USDOE plans to

transport all new and retrievable Hanford transuranic defense wastes to

the Waste Isolation Pilot Project (WIPP) near Carlsbad, New Mexico, in

the 1990s. The transuranic waste that was buried prior to 1970 will be

monitored, and remedial actions will be taken as necessary. The

Defense Waste Management Plan does not specifically outline USDOE's

long-ternm disposal plans for low-level defense wastes.
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THE DEFENSE WASTE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

USDOE is currently awaiting the completion of the Hanford Defense Waste

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). This EIS will examine a range of

alternatives for managing the defense waste and give USDOE the

information necessary to implement the permanent defense waste disposal

program at Hanford. Like the Defense Waste Management Plan, the

Hanford Defense Waste EIS will cover only high-level and transuranic

defense wastes. In addition to the disposal plans recommended by the

Defense Waste Management Plan, the Hanford Defense Waste EIS will also

likely analyze the alternatives of in-place stabilization of all

defense wastes, removal, and repository disposal of all wastes and a

"no disposal" option.

GEOLOGIC REPOSITORY DISPOSAL AND COMMINGLING

Early In 1985 President Reagan confirmed USDOE's recommendation that

both defense and commercial high-level wastes be commingled in a single

deep geologic repository. Therefore it is likely that the new and

retrievable high-level defense waste stored at Hanford will be

immobilized and transported to the site of the commercial repository,

either in Texas, Nevada, or at Hanford itself.

ISSUES FOR WASHINGTON

Because the Hanford site is being considered as a potential repository

location and because of the defense waste stored at Hanford, the State

of Washington has created a comprehensive review program of all federal

nuclear waste-related activities. The purpose of this program is to

ensure that USDOE addresses the concerns of the state's citizens in

terms of public health and environmental safety, and that USDOE

decisions are based upon sound technical research and analysis.
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THE PERMANENT DISPOSAL OF HANFORD DEFENSE WASTE

Regardless of the location of the permanent repository, Washington
State is concerned about the final disposal of Hanford's inventory of
defense wastes. One of the main objectives of the state's review

program is to be sure that plans outlined in the Defense Waste

Management Program and Hanford Defense Waste Environmental Impact

Statement for disposal of Hanford wastes are technically sound and that
all potential options are thoroughly analyzed. Further, since more
low-level waste will be produced at Hanford as a result of high-level
defense waste handling and processing, the state believes USDOE must
formulate a specific plan for managing these low-level wastes.

THE INFLUENCE OF HANFORD DEFENSE WASTE ON REPOSITORY SITING

Hanford is the only one of the three sites being considered for the

deep geologic repository that already stores high-level nuclear

wastes. The State of Washington believes that the presence of
high-level defense waste at Hanford cannot help but influence the
repository site selection process. The state wants to be sure that the
decision on where to place the permanent repository is driven by valid
public safety, engineering, and environmental criteria. Washington's
Nuclear Waste Board believes that the economics of moving the large

amount of high-level waste currently stored at Hanford must not be a
factor that positively influences selecting Hanford as a repository
site. The Board also believes that the potential impact of defense
wastes currently stored or disposed of at Hanford on the ability to
monitor a repository should be considered in selecting a repository

site. For example, should groundwater become contaminated, will USDOE
be able to determine if the source was from the repository contents or
other wastes?
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IMPACT OF COMMINGLING OF HIGI-LEVEL DEFENSE AND COMMERCIAL WASTES

Both high-level defense and commercial. wastes are to be commingled

in a. single geologic repository. In considering. Hanford for the

repository, the state believes that USDOE must address the following
issues:

o Transportation impacts -- How would defense high-level

wastes from Idaho and South Carolina be transported to the
repository? What routes would be used?

o Repository design -- The disposal of high-level defense
waste in a commercial repository represents at. least 20,000
additional canisters of waste. How will this material affect
the design of the repository? Is there enough suitable rock

at Hanford for the repository? Will commingling affect costs
and schedules?

o Recordkeepingand surveillance system -- Will the-
recordkeeping and surveillance system designed to track
high-level waste provide adequate and accurate information on
both defense and commercial wastes?

o Definition of responsibilities -- Who is responsible and

accountable for environmental monitoring of commingled waste?
Who is liable for accidents related to defense waste when

commingled with commercial waste?

o In-place vs. moving -- Would all the defense high-level
waste currently stored at Hanford be moved into the permanent
repository or would some still be stabilized in place?

There are also secondary issues of interest to Washington If Hanford is
selected as a repository.
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o The state believes that the projected amounts of high-level

defense waste in the future must be estimated. How accurate

will these projections be and will they be subject to frequent

change? Table 5 lists current projections for the Hanford

Site.

o Commercial waste could be retrieved from the repository and be

reprocessed to extract plutonium for defense purposes. The

state wants to know the likelihood of this action.

Table 5. High-Level Defense Waste at Hanford Through 2020

1990 2000 2010 2020

Volume (in millions 56.3 56.8 57.3 57.3
of gallons)

Radioactivity (in 664.6 430.4 - 339.1 268.4
millions of curies)

Source: reference 3

If Hanford is not chosen as the geologic repository site, the state

believes that the following concerns still must be addressed:

o In-Place Stabilization vs. Moving -- Will economics or

safety and health factors determine what waste is moved?

o Transportation impacts -- How will Hanford high-level

defense waste be packaged and transported? What routes will

be used?

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS OF NUCLEAR WASTE PLANS

Perhaps the most important, yet difficult, task for the Washington
State review program is to integrate the many plans and options being
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considered for the Hanford area. The state believes that plans for the

final disposal of Hanford defense wastes must not be implemented

without consideration of the permanent repository siting process and

vice versa. The state has the responsibility to ensure that:

o existing defense waste is considered as a major factor in the

national repository siting process,

o each decision for waste management at Hanford recognizes the

cumulative impacts on transportation, offsite radionuclide

release, and the environment from all the other plans, and

o decisions for final disposal of Hanford defense wastes are in

the best interests of Washington's citizens in terms of public

health and safety and environmental quality.
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INTRODUCTION
R. A. Holten, Nuclear Engineer
Waste Management Division

Department of Energy
Richland Operations Office
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HANFORD DEFENSE WASTE
PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
WASTE MANAGEMENT

DIVISION

, . 1

I
ROCKWELL HANFORD

OPERATIONS

* OPERATIONS

* PLANNING

* TECHNOLOGY ENGINEERING
AND DEVELOPMENT

I
PACIFIC NORTHWEST LABORATORY

' (OPERATED BY BATTELLE)

* ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

* ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION
METHODOLOGY

* SUPPORTING RESEARCH
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HANFORD DEFENSE WASTE
PURPOSE OF BRIEFING

* OVERALL OBJECTIVE: PROVIDE INTRODUCTION TO
HANFORD DEFENSE WASTE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
STATEMENT
- BACKGROUND ON HANFORD DEFENSE WASTE SOURCES AND

STORAGE

- HANFORD DEFENSE WASTE - ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
STATEMENT: SCOPE, ALTERNATIVES, METHODOLOGY

- NEW DISPOSAL TECHNOLOGIES
- PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

* INTRODUCTORY BRIEFING FOLLOWED BY ONE OR MORE
MEETINGS TO DISCUSS RESULTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT STATEMENT AND QUESTIONS ON DOCUMENT
CONTENT
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DEFENSE/COMMERCIAL WASTE DIFFERENCES

DEFENSE HIGH-LEVEL WASTE COMMERCIAL SPENT FUEL

* VERY DILUTE (REPROCESSED)
- MAJORITY QUALIFIES AS LOW-LEVEL

WASTE UNDER NUCLEAR
REGULATORY COMMISSION CRITERIA

- MAJORITY HAS c30 YEAR HALF-LIFE

* LOW EXPOSURE

* REQUIRES ADDED PROCESSING

* VARIOUS FORMS

* POLICY ESTABLISHED IN DEFENSE
WASTE MANAGEMENT PLAN

* FUNDED THROUGH NATIONAL
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY BUDGET

* VERY CONCENTRATED (NOT
REPROCESSED)

* HIGH EXPOSURE

* NO ADDED PROCESSING REQUIRED

* SINGLE FORM

* POLICY ESTABLISHED IN NUCLEAR
WASTE POLICY ACT (NWPA)

* FUNDED BY SURCHARGE ON ENERGY
PRODUCTION
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HANFORD WASTE MANAGEMENT
ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTS

BASALT WASTE ISOLATION PROJECT HANFORD DEFENSE WASTE PROGRAM

* ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
TO BE ISSUED 1986

* ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
EVALUATES IMPACT OF SITE
CHARACTERIZATION AND A
REPOSITORY. COMPARES AND
RANDS NINE SITES IN SIX STATES
FOR CHARACTERIZATION

* PART OF A NATIONAL PROGRAM TO
SITE HIGH-LEVEL NUCLEAR WASTE
REPOSITORIES

* REPOSITORY WOULD DISPOSE OF
SPENT FUEL FROM COMMERCIAL
NUCLEAR REACTORS AND HIGH-
LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE FROM
DEFENSE AND COMMERCIAL
REACTOR FUEL REPROCESSING

* DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT STATEMENT
TO BE ISSUED MARCH 1986

* ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
STATEMENT EVALUATES
ALTERNATIVES FOR PERMANENT
DISPOSAL OF DEFENSE WASTE AT
HANFORD

* COVERS WASTES AT ONE SPECIFIC
SITE BUT WILL RECEIVE NATIONAL
ATTENTION

* WASTES TO BE DISPOSED OF ARE
CURRENTLY STORED AT HANFORD
OR WILL BE PRODUCED BY FUTURE
DEFENSE PROGRAM OPERATIONS
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HANFORD DEFENSE WASTE
NATIONAL WASTE MANAGEMENT

PERSPECTIVE

* DEFENSE WASTE MANAGEMENT PLAN ESTABLISHED
* DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY PLAN AND COMMITMENT TO

DISPOSAL OF DEFENSE WASTES

* PRIORITY WASTE ESTABLISHED BETWEEN MAJOR DEFENSE
HIGH-LEVEL WASTE SITES
NO. 1 - SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT

SITE CONTAINS MAJOR FRACTION OF TANKED WASTE
RADIOACTIVITY AND HAS LESS FAVORABLE
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

NO. 2 - HANFORD SITE

LARGE VOLUMES OF REPROCESSED WASTES PRESENT ON
THE SITE. MORE FAVORABLE ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

NO. 3 - IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY

EXISTING HIGH-LEVEL WASTE IS IN VERY STABLE FORM
(CALCINED)
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HANFORD DEFENSE WASTE
DISPOSAL OF HANFORD DEFENSE WASTE

OBJECTIVE

THE END OBJECTIVE OF THE HANFORD DEFENSE WASTE
PROGRAM IS TO ACHIEVE PERMANENT DISPOSAL OF EXISTING
AND FUTURE WASTES WITH SAFE, ENVIRONMENTALLY
ACCEPTABLE, AND COST EFFECTIVE DISPOSAL METHODS
WHICH MEET ALL FEDERAL REGULATIONS. THIS PROGRAM HAS
SIGNIFICANT NATIONAL AND REGIONAL IMPORTANCE AND WILL
BE CONDUCTED IN AN OPEN PROCESS THAT WILL PROVIDE FOR
INPUT FROM THE PUBLIC AND REVIEWS BY SCIENTIFIC PEERS
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HANFORD DEFENSE WASTE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

KEY POINTS

* HANFORD DEFENSE WASTE - 6 WASTE TYPES, DIFFERENT
FORMS, NUMEROUS SITES

* 3 DISPOSAL ALTERNATIVES RANGING FROM:

- REMOVING 98% OF ACTIVITY TO DEEP GEOLOGIC REPOSITORY

-TO-

- DISPOSING ALL WASTE BY IN-PLACE STABILIZATION WITH
PROTECTIVE BARRIER AND MARKER SYSTEM

* NO PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE - DECISIONS TO BE MADE
AFTER PUBLIC COMMENT

* TECHNOLOGY FOR DISPOSAL READY IN SOME
OTHERS ADDITIONAL R&D REQUIRED

* PARTICIPATION BY PUBLIC, STATE AGENCIES,
FEDERAL AGENCIES IMPORTANT IN BUILDING
AND CONCENSUS

AREAS, IN

AND OTHER
CREDIBILITY
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BACKGROUND

R.T. Wilde, Program Manager
Environmental Impact Analysis and Coordination,

Rockwell Hanford Operations
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HISTORY AND ORIGIN OF WASTES

* 1943 U.S. ARMY CORP OF ENGINERS SELECTED HANFORD
SITE IN SOUTHEASTERN WASHINGTON STATE

* 1940's & 50's EIGHT REACTORS WERE BUILT FOR DEFENSE
PLUTONIUM PRODUCTION - SHUTDOWN 1971

* 1963 N-REACTOR BEGAN OPERATION AS A DUAL PURPOSE
REACTOR

* 1963 TO PRESENT
- N-REACTOR

- FUEL FABRICATION PLANTS

- CHEMICAL PROCESSING PLANTS

- WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES

- FAST FLUX TEST FACILITY
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STORAGE AND DISPOSAL OPERATIONS.
200 AREA FACILITIES
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HANFORD SITE WASTE SOURCES

100 AREA
FACILITIES

OTHER
FACILITIES
AND SITES

SECONDARY
RECOVERY
FACILITY

I



100 AREA FACILITIES
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WASTE CLASSES

* EXISTING AND FUTURE TANK WASTES
- 149 SINGLE-WALL TANKS

- 28 DOUBLE-WALL TANKS (4 PLANNED)

* STRONTIUM AND CESIUM CAPSULES

* RETRIEVABLY STORED TRANSURANIC WASTES

° TRANSURANIC-CONTAMINATED SOIL SITES

* PRE-1970 BURIED SUSPECT TRU-CONTAMINATED SOLID
WASTES

* LOW-LEVEL LIQUID AND SOLID WASTES
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TOTAL HIGH-LEVEL WASTE
(NOT SPENT FUEL)

VOLUMES OF HLW RADIOACTIVITY OF HLW

m3

2.61/D
35 Mcl

l
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SINGLE- AND DOUBLE-SHELL TANKS ..

100 AREA
FACILITIES

FUEL

I OTHER
FACILITIES

HLW

'TANKS

EVAPORATOR
B PLANT

SEPARATIONS
FACILITY
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TYPICAL SINGLE-SHELL TANK ,

REINFORCED
CONCRETE
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COMPUTER
AUTOMATED

IAow- SURVEILLANCE
SYSTEM (CASS)

Approximately 5,700 Readings Per Day
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CESIUM AND STRONTIUM CAPSULES
A

100 AREA
FACILITIES

FUEL

OTHER
FACILITIES

HL1W

TANKS

EVAPORATOR
B PLANT

SEPARATIONS
FACILITY

I CESIUM AND STRONTIUM
CAPSULES .
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- CESIUM AND STRONTIUM CAPSULES
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CESIUM APPLICATIONS

* SEWAGE SLUDGE STERILIZATION

* FRUIT AND PORK DISINFESTATION

* MEDICAL DEVICE STERILIZATION
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LIQUID WASTE DISPOSAL SITES

100 AREA
FACILITIES

FUEL

-- t~tL LOW-LEVEL
z 46 * LOUID WASTE

CRIBS AND PONDS

TNHLW

I a> TANKS _

OTHER
FACILITIES

EVAPORATOR
B PLANT

SEPARATIONS
FACILITY

r fl~h CESIUM AND STRONTIUMI A L CAPSULES



CRIB
CONSTRUCTION
DETAILS
APPROXIMATE
SLOPE

POLYETHYLENE
SHEET

BACFIL
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SOLID WASTE
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* HANFORD DEFENSE WASTE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

PROCESS AND SCOPE

R.A. HOLTEN, NUCLEAR ENGINEER
WASTE MANAGEMENT DIVISION

DEPARTMENT QF ENERGY
RICHLAND OPERATIONS OFFICE
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HANFORD DEFENSE WASTE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT

NOTICE OF INTENT

IN FEDERAL REGISTER
(APRIL 1, 1983)

DESCRIBES BACKGROUND,
PROPOSED ACTION

ALTERNATIVES AND ANTICIPATED
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES.

REQUESTS PUBLIC COMMENT.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
SCOPING PROCESS (30 DAYS)
COMMENTS TO DEPARTMENT

OF ENERGY ON SCOPE OF
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES AND

CONCERNS (28 COMMENTS WERE
RECEIVED FOR THIS

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
STATEMENT

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT STATEMENT

IS PREPARED, TAKING INTO
ACCOUNT COMMENTS RECEIVED

IN SCOPING PROCESS.

I
.......... vm

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
COMMENTS ON DRAFT

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
STATEMENT (120 DAYS) FORUMS
AND HEARINGS ARE HELD. ORAL
AND WRITTEN COMMENTS ARE

RECEIVED BY THE DEPARTMENT
OF ENERGY

ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT STATEMENT

IS PREPARED, TAKING INTO
CONSIDERATION THE PUBLIC

COMMENTS. USUAL PRACTICE IS
TO PUBLISH COMMENTS

TOGETHER WITH
ENVIRONMENTAL

IMPACT STATEMENT

AT LEAST
_m 30 DAYS

AFTER
PUBLICATION

RECORD OF DECISION

IS PUBLISHED, STATING DECISION
MADE, ALTERNATIVES AND

FACTORS CONSIDERED AND
BASIC REASONS FOR THE

DECISION.
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HANFORD DEFENSE WASTE

EIS SCHEDULE

* FINAL NOTICE OF INTENT TO PUBLISH AN EIS ON PERMANENT

DISPOSAL-OF HANFORD DEFENSE WASTE - APRIL 1983

* DRAFT EIS ISSUANCE - MARCH 1986

* PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD (120 DAYS)

* FINAL EIS TO BE ISSUED - SPRING 1987

* RECORD OF DECISION TO BE ISSUED - SUMMER 1987
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HANFORD DEFENSE WASTE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

REVIEWS PERFORMED

* CONSULTANTS REVIEW - CONSULTANTS CONTRACTED BY
PACIFIC NORTHWEST LABORATORY, ROCKWELL HANFORD
OPERATIONS WASTE MANAGEMENT BASALT WASTE
ISOLATION PROJECT, AND DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY -
RICHLAND OPERATIONS OFFICE (18 TOTAL)

* SPECIAL WORKSHOP ON GROUND WATER RECHARGE

* DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY - RICHLAND OPERATIONS
OFFICE, OTHER FIELD OFFICES, ROCKWELL HANFORD
OPERATIONS, AND PACIFIC NORTHWEST LABORATORY

* DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY HEADQUARTERS

* NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES REVIEW - OVERVIEW OF
PROGRAM AND PLANNING

* NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

* U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
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HANFORD DEFENSE WASTE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

PEER-REVIEW
SIGNIFICANT COMMENTS/RESOLUTION

* ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT DIFFICULT TO UNDERSTAND/DON'T KNOW
WHAT DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY PROPOSING TO DO
- REVISED DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT, CHAPTER 1 (SUMMARY) FROM A

TECHNICAL SUMMARY TO A PUBLIC SUMMARY IN QUESTION/ANSWER FORMAT
- ADDED PARAGRAPHS ON WHAT KINDS OF DECISIONS ARE ANTICIPATED

* GROUNDWATER RECHARGE RATE APPEARS TO BE TOO LOW
- REVISED RATE TO A RANGE OF VALUES, .6 CM/YR TO 5 CM/YR

* WHY ONLY 3 DISPOSAL ALTERNATIVES? IS IT POSSIBLE THAT SOMETHING
DIFFERENT FROM ONE OF THE 3 SCENARIOS COULD BE USED?
- NOTED IN DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT THAT "A FINAL STRATEGY COULD BE

SELECTED THAT USED THE BEST FEATURES" OF EACH ALTERNATIVE

* DON'T RELY ON JUST SHOWING THAT YOU MEET STANDARDS-SHOW IMPACTS TO
PEOPLE
- DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT EMPHASIZES COMPARISON OF HEALTH

EFFECTS FOR EACH ALTERNATIVE
- RETAINED COMPARISON TO STANDARDS FOR THOSE INTERESTED

* NEED TO PERFORM PROBABILISTIC RISK ASSESSMENT LIKE REPOSITORY
PROGRAM
- EMPHASIS PLACED ON ASSURING THAT IMPACTS OF ALTERNATIVES LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO

RESULTS IN DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT. STATEMENT. CONSERVATIVE (BOUNDING)
ANALYSIS WELL SUITED FOR THIS PURPOSE

- PERFORMED PRELIMINARY PRA FOR PERFORMANCE RELATIVE TO CODE OF FEDERAL
REGULATIONS 40 CFR 191
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HANFORD DEFENSE WASTE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

WASTE TYPES

* EXISTING TANK WASTE - SINGLE-SHELL TANKS
DOUBLE-SHELL TANKS

* FUTURE TANK WASTE - DOUBLE-SHELL TANKS

* TRANSURANIC CONTAMINATED SOIL SITES

* PRE 1970 TRANSURANIC BURIED SOLID WASTE

* RETRIEVABLY STORED AND NEWLY GENERATED
TRANSURANIC SOLID WASTE

* STRONTUIM AND CESIUM CAPSULES
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SCOPE OF HANFORD DEFENSE WASTE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

ALTERNATIVES

* 27 ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED

* NARROWED TO 3 DISPOSAL ALTERNATIVES PLUS NO
DISPOSAL ACTION

* DISPOSAL ALTERNATIVES RANGE FROM PROCESSING MORE
THAN 98% OF RADIOACTIVITY FOR DISPOSAL IN
REPOSITORIES TO IN-PLACE STABILIZATION AND DISPOSAL
WITH PROTECTIVE BARRIER. BOUNDS REASONABLE
ALTERNATIVES

* NO PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE IN DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT STATEMENT. FOLLOWING PUBLIC COMMENT
PERIOD, FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT WILL
HAVE PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

* PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE COULD BE COMBINATION OF
BEST FEATURES OF 3 DISPOSAL ALTERNATIVES IN DRAFT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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HANFORD DEFENSE WASTE - ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

ALTERNATIVE DISPOSAL STRATEGIES

GEOLOGIC DISPOSAL
* MOST WASTE PROCESSED FOR PLACEMENT IN REPOSITORIES

IN-PLACE STABILIZATION AND DISPOSAL
ALL WASTE LEFT NEAR SURFACE IN ENGINEERED AND NATURAL
CONTAINMENT

REFERENCE ALTERNATIVE
* READILY RETRIEVED HIGH-HAZARD WASTE PROCESSED FOR

PLACEMENT IN REPOSITORIES
* DIFFICULT TO RETRIEVE LOW-HAZARD WASTE LEFT NEAR SURFACE

NO DISPOSAL ACTION
* CONTINUE STORAGE AND MAINTENANCE

NOTE: THE FINAL DISPOSAL STRATEGY SELECTED MAY USE THE BEST FEATURES OF EACH ALTERNATIVE AS
DETERMINED BY REVIEW OF THE DRAFT EIS



HANFORD DEFENSE WASTE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

GEOLOGIC DISPOSAL ALTERNATIVE
SUMMARY

* CONTENTS OF EXISTING AND FUTURE WASTE IN SINGLE- AND DOUBLE-SHELL
TANKS WOULD BE RETRIEVED AND PROCESSED INTO TWO PARTS. ONE FRACTION,
CONTAINING MOST OF ACTIVITY, WOULD BE VITRIFIED AND SENT TO DEEP
GEOLOGIC REPOSITORY. BULK OF WASTE IS LOW-LEVEL WASTE AND WOULD BE
MADE INTO CEMENT-BASED GROUT AND DISPOSED OF NEAR SURFACE ON
HANFORD SITE WITH PROTECTIVE BARRIER AND MARKER SYSTEM

* TRANSURANIC CONTAMINATED SOIL IN PREVIOUSLY DISPOSED OF
CONTAMINATED SOIL SITES WOULD BE REMOVED, PROCESSED, PACKAGED AND
SENT TO WASTE ISOLATION PILOT PLANT

* TRANSURANIC WASTE IN PREVIOUSLY DISPOSED OF CONTAMINATED WASTE
BURIAL GROUND WOULD BE REMOVED, PROCESSED, PACKAGED AND SENT TO
WASTE ISOLATION PILOT PLANT

* RETRIEVABLY STORED AND NEWLY GENERATED TRANSURANIC WASTE WOULD BE
RETRIEVED, PACKAGED, AND SENT TO WASTE ISOLATION PILOT PLANT

* STRONTIUM AND CESIUM CURRENTLY IN CAPSULES WOULD BE PACKAGED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH REPOSITORY ACCEPTANCE SPECIFICATIONS AND SENT TO
DEEP GEOLOGIC REPOSITORY
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HANFORD DEFENSE WASTE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

IN-PLACE STABILIZATION AND DISPOSAL ALTERNATIVE
SUMMARY

* SINGLE-SHELL TANKS - RESIDUAL LIQUID REMOVED AND MADE INTO
GROUT. GROUT DISPOSED OF NEAR SURFACE AND COVERED WITH
PROTECTIVE BARRIER AND MARKER SYSTEM. SINGLE-SHELL TANKS
(WITH DRIED WASTE) FILLED WITH GRAVEL AND COVERED WITH
PROTECTIVE BARRIER AND MARKER SYSTEM

* DOUBLE-SHELL TANKS - TANK CONTENTS REMOVED AND MADE INTO
GROUT. GROUT DISPOSED OF NEAR SURFACE AND COVERED WITH
PROTECTIVE BARRIER AND MARKER SYSTEM

* TRANSURANIC CONTAMINATED SOIL SITES WOULD BE STABILIZED
AS REQUIRED TO CONTROL SUBSIDENCE. SITES WOULD BE
COVERED WITH PROTECTIVE BARRIER AND MARKER SYSTEM

* PRE-1970 TRANSURANIC BURIED SOLID WASTE SITES - SAME AS
TRANSURANIC CONTAMINATED SOIL SITES

* RETRIEVABLY STORED AND NEWLY GENERATED TRANSURANIC
SOLID WASTE - SAME AS TRANSURANIC CONTAMINATED SOIL SITES

* STRONTIUM AND CESIUM CAPSULES WOULD BE PACKAGED AND
PLACED IN DRYWELL STORAGE "FACILITY". DRYWELL STORAGE
"FACILITY" WOULD BE COVERED BY PROTECTIVE BARRIER AND MARKER
SYSTEM
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HANFORD DEFENSE WASTE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

IN-PLACE STABILIZATION AND DISPOSAL
OF SINGLE-SHELL TANKS

WARNING MARKERS
AROUND PERIPHERY OF
WASTE DISPOSAL AREA

FINE SOIL AND
BASALT RIPRAP REVEGETATED

MIX SURFACE

0.3 m OF ROCK/
1.6 m OF GRAVEL FILTER WITH

FINE SOIL GEOTEXTILE

3.6 n OF
BASALT
RIPRAP

/

I

SUBSURFACE
WARNING MARKERS

3 m ON CENTER

UNCONSOLIDATED
AND UNSATURATED SEDIMENTS

43 TO TO m

GROUNDWATER - SATURATED ZONE N E
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HANFORD DEFENSE WASTE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

REFERENCE (COMBINATION) ALTERNATIVE
SUMMARY

* COMBINES FEATURES OF GEOLOGIC DISPOSAL AND IN-PLACE
STABILIZATION AND DISPOSAL ALTERNATIVES

* APPROXIMATELY 65% OF RADIOACTIVITY RETRIEVED AND SHIPPED
TO REPOSITORIES

* MIDDLE GROUND IN TERMS OF COST
* WASTES NOT RELATIVELY HAZARDOUS TO RETRIEVE -RETRIEVED,

PROCESSED, AND SHIPPED TO REPOSITORY:
- DOUBLE-SHELL TANK WASTE (HIGH ACTIVITY)

- RETRIEVABLY STORED TRANSURANIC WASTE

- STRONTIUM AND CESIUM NOW IN CAPSULES

* WASTES HAZARDOUS TO RETRIEVE - DISPOSED IN-PLACE WITH
PROTECTIVE BARRIER AND MARKER SYSTEM:
- SINGLE-SHELL TANKS

- GROUT FROM PROCESSING DOUBLE-SHELL TANK WASTE (LOW ACTIVITY)
- TRANSURANIC CONTAMINATED SOIL SITES AND SOLID WASTES (PRE-1970)
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HANFORD DEFENSE WASTE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

REFERENCE (COMBINATION) ALTERNATIVE
SUMMARY

* SINGLE-SHELL TANKS - RESIDUAL LIQUID REMOVED AND MADE INTO GROUT.
GROUT DISPOSED OF NEAR SURFACE AND COVERED WITH PROTECTIVE BARRIER
AND MARKER SYSTEM. SINGLE-SHELLTANKS (WITH DRIED WASTE) FILLED WITH
GRAVEL AND COVERED WITH PRTECTIVE BARRIER AND MARKER SYSTEM.

* DOUBLE-SHELL TANKS - TANK CONTENTS WOULD BE RETRIEVED AND PROCESSED
INTO TWO PARTS. HIGH ACTIVITY PORTION WOULD BE VITRIFIED AND SENT TO
DEEP GEOLOGIC REPOSITORY. LOW ACTIVITY PORTION WOULD BE MADE INTO
GROUT, DISPOSED OF NEAR SURFACE, AND COVERED WITH PROTECTIVE BARRIER
AND MARKER SYSTEM

* TRANSURANIC CONTAMINATED SOIL SITES WOULD BE STABILIZED AS REQUIRED
TO CONTROL SUBSIDENCE. SITES WOULD BE COVERED WITH A PROTECTIVE
BARRIER AND MARKER SYSTEM.

* PRE-1970 TRANSURANIC BURIED SOLID WASTE - TRANSURANIC WASTE IN THREE
SITES NEAR 300 AREA (OF HANFORD SITE) WOULD BE RETRIEVED IN ORDER TO
REMOVE TRANSURANIC WASTE FROM SITES NEARER HABITATION AND
POTENTIALLY ACCESSIBLE TO FLOODS. RETRIEVED WASTE WOULD BE
PROCESSED, PACKAGED, AND SENT TO WASTE ISOLATION PILOT PLANT.
REMAINING SITES IN 200 AREA (OF HANFORD SITE) WOULD BE STABILIZED AND
COVERED WITH PROTECTIVE BARRIER AND MARKER SYSTEM

* RETRIEVABLY STORED AND NEWLY GENERATED TRANSURANIC WASTE WOULD BE
RETRIEVED, PACKAGED, AND SENT TO WASTE ISOLATION PILOT PLANT

* STRONTIUM AND CESIUM CURRENTLY IN CAPSULES WOULD BE PACKAGED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH REPOSITORY ACCEPTANCE SPECIFICATIONS AND SENT TO
DEEP GEOLOGIC REPOSITORY
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HANFORD DEFENSE WASTE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

CONTINUED STORAGE
(NO DISPOSAL) ALTERNATIVE SUMMARY

* SINGLE-SHELL TANK WASTE WOULD BE LEFT IN-PLACE AFTER
TANK ISOLATION AND REMOVAL OF LIQUID

* DOUBLE-SHELL TANK WASTE WOULD REMAIN IN THE DOUBLE-
SHELL TANKS. TANKS WILL BE REPLACED EVERY FIFTY YEARS

* TRANSURANIC CONTAMINATED LOW-LEVEL SITES WOULD BE
MAINTAINED IN THE PRESENT MANNER WITH VEGETATION
CONTROL AND SUBSIDENCE CONTROL

* RETRIEVABLY STORED AND NEWLY GENERATED TRANSURANIC
SOLID WASTE WOULD CONTINUE TO BE STORED

* STRONTIUM AND CESIUM CAPSULES WOULD CONTINUE TO BE
STORED IN BASINS. CAPSULES WOULD ULTIMATELY BE PLACED
IN CANISTERS AND STORED IN DRY WELLS
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HANFORD DEFENSE WASTE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

DECISION PROCESS

* IMPLEMENT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT DECISIONS
WHERE SUFFICIENT TECHNICAL INFORMATION AVAILABLE

D IMPLEMENT FOCUSED RESEARCH ACTIVITIES WHERE
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION NEEDED

* FOLLOW FOCUSED RESEARCH WITH ADDTIONAL NATIONAL
ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT REVIEW PRIOR TO
IMPLEMENTATION

I



HANFORD DEFENSE WASTE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

POSSIBLE ELEMENTS OF RECORD OF DECISION

FOLLOWING PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD AND ISSUANCE
OF FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT, THE
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY MIGHT DECIDE TO:
* PROCEED WITH DISPOSAL ACTIVITIES SUCH AS

- WASTE VITRIFICATION

- RETRIEVAL & PACKAGING OF RETRIEVABLY STORED TRANSURANIC
WASTE

* FOCUS RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT ON AREAS SUCH AS
- SINGLE-SHELL TANKS/GEOLOGIC DISPOSAL
* WASTE RETRIEVAL
* WASTE PROCESSING

-OR-

- SINGLE-SHELL TANKS/IN-PLACE STABILIZATION AND DISPOSAL
* WASTE SITE CHARACTERIZATION
* BARRIER DEVELOPMENT
* VADOSE ZONE MODELING/WASTE TRANSPORT
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HANFORD DEFENSE WASTE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

J. B. Burnham, Program Manager
Hanford Defense Waste

Environmental Impact Statement
Pacific Northwest Laboratories
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OBJECTIVES

* ASSIST REVIEWERS OF EIS

* EXPLAIN ANALYTICAL METHODOLOGY

* DESCRIBE SCENARIOS
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VOLUME I CONTENTS

FOREWORD

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

CHAPTER
1 - GENERAL SUMMARY
2 - PURPOSE & NEED
3 - DESCRIPTION & COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES
4 - AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT
5 - ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
6 - APPLICABLE REGULATIONS
7- PREPARERS
8 - GLOSSARY
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VOLUME 11 CONTENTS
INTRODUCTION TO APPENDICES

APPENDIX
A - WASTE DESCRIPTIONS
B - PROCESS DESCRIPTIONS
C - HANFORD WASTE VITRIFICATION PLANT (HWVP)
D - TRANSPORTABLE GROUT FACILITY (TGF)
E - WASTE RECEIVING AND PROCESSING FACILITY (WRAP)
F- DOSE CALCULATION METHODS
G - NONRADIOLOGICAL INJURIES AND FATALITIES
H - OPERATIONAL ACCIDENTS
I - TRANSPORTATION IMPACTS
J - REPOSITORY COST METHODS
K - SOCIOECONOMIC IMPACTS
L - NONRADIOLOGICAL IMPACTS, OPERATIONAL
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VOLUME III CONTENTS

APPENDIX
M - PERFORMANCE OF THE PROTECTIVE BARRIER AND MARKER

SYSTEM
N - RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH EFFECTS

O - HYDROLOGIC AND GEOCHEMICAL MODELS

P - RELEASE MODELS AND SOURCE INVENTORIES

Q - APPLICATION OF HYDROLOGICAL MODELS

R - LONG-TERM PERFORMANCE ANALYSES

S - PROBABILITY AND CONSEQUENCE ANALYSIS

T - AIR QUALITY IMPACT METHODS

U - CHEMICAL RELEASES

V - SITE-MONITORING EXPERIENCE
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INTERACTION AMONG APPENDICES

WASTE SOURCES &
DISPOSAL FACILITIES

APPENDIX

A WASTE DESCRIPTIONS _

8 PROCESS DESCRIPTIONS -_

C HANFORD WASTE
VITRIFICATION PLANT
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0 TRANSPORTABLEGROUT_
FACILITY (TGF)

E WASTE RECEIVING AND
PROCESSING FACILITY
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OPERATIONAL IMPACT
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-bJ REPOSITORY EMPLACEMENT -1
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METHODS
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O APPLICATION OF
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LONG-TERM
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
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CONSEQUENCE ANALYSIS

SECTION S SECTI
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I
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KEY IMPACT PARAMETERS
SHORT-TERM..

IMPACTS

I OPERATIONS F-L ROUTINE EMISSIONS

. ACCIDENTAL RELEASES

I -| TRANSPORTATION
. a§

OPERATIONAL
IMPACTS |

L RADIOLOGICAL IMPACTS

TRAFFIC FATALITIES

LONG-TERM
IMPACTS

PATHWAY
_ - ANALYSIS

AND DOSIMETRY

LEXPOSURE SCENARIOS

DOSIMETRY

. : l

- SOURCE L SOURCE RELEASE GEOHYDROLOGIC
DEFINITION H PARAMETERS TRANSPORT

L WASTE
INVENTORIES

r

- PROTECTIVE
BARRIERS

-WASTE-FORM
RELEASE

-TANK INTEGRITY

-RECHARGE RATES

-VADOSE ZONE

-UNCONFINED AOUIFER
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WASTE INVENTORIES

STRONTIUM 90

TOTAL TANK INVENTORY

SINGLE-SHELL TANKS

UNCERTAIN*

60 M curies

40 M curies

20 M curies

* UNCERTAINTIES ACCOMODATED BY "DOUBLE COUNTING"
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TANK INTEGRITY

* AVAILABILITY OF MOISTURE

* UNLIMITED SOIL WATER AVAILABLE

* VAPOR CYCLE

* UNRESTRICTED ACCESS AFTER 2150
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RECHARGE RATES

* ZERO RECHARGE

* RANGE 0.5 - 5.0 c/yr

* REASONABLE RANGE FOR CHANGING CLIMATE

.
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VADOSE ZONE TRANSPORT

TRANSPORT TIME = f (RETARDATION FACTOR)

rBULK SOIL DENSITY
RETARDATION FACTOR = 1 + x

[MOISTURE CONTENT
DISTRIBUTION
COEFFICIENT j

-1 + 20x DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENT

is
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POTENTIAL EXPOSURE PATHWAYS



KEY IMPACT PARAMETERS
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IMPACTS
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NATURAL RELEASE IMPACTS

* SURFACE FLOODING

* WIND EROSION

* CLIMATE CHANGE

* GLACIAL FLOODING

* SEISMIC ACTIVITY

* MAGMATIC ACTIVITY

* METEORITE



HUMAN-INDUCED RELEASE SCENARIOS

* OPERATIONAL ACCIDENTS

* GROUNDWATER TRANSPORT

* IRRIGATION

* IMPACT CRATER (AIRPLANE'S CRASH)

* DRILLING INTRUSION

* MAJOR EXCAVATIONS

• RESIDENTIAL/HOME GARDEN

* POST-DRILLING/HABITATION

it
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SUMMARY

* EIS CONSISTS OF THREE VOLUMES

* ANALYTICAL METHODS AND DATA USED
RESULTS

YIELD CONSERVATIVE

* MANY NATURAL AND HUMAN-INDUCED RELEASE SCENARIOS
STUDIED

I
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WASTE MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY
H. E. McGuire, Manager

Waste Management Systems Engineering
Rockwell Hanford Operations



INTRODUCTION

* HANFORD HAS
PROGRAM

AN ONGOING WASTE MANAGEMENT

* HANFORD DEFENSE WASTE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
STATEMENT ADDRESSES THREE DISPOSAL ALTERNATIVES

- GEOLOGIC DISPOSAL

- IN-PLACE STABILIZATION AND DISPOSAL

- COMBINATION (REFERENCE ALTERNATIVE)



INTRODUCTION (CONT.)

* IN SOME AREAS, TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT IS REQUIRED
TO IMPLEMENT DISPOSAL ALTERNATIVE SELECTED DURING
NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT PROCESS

* MAJOR DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES ARE ONGOING IN
KEY AREAS

FOUR

- HANFORD WASTE VITRIFICATION PLANT

- TRANSPORTABLE GROUT FACILITY

- WASTE RECEIVING AND PROCESSING

- PROTECTIVE BARRIER/MARKER SYSTEMS



INTRODUCTION (CONT.)

DISPOSAL ALTERNATIVE REQUIREMENTS

REFERENCE IN-PLACE
GEOLOGIC (COMBINATION) STABILIZATION AND

FACILITY/TECHNOLOGY DISPOSAL ALT. DISPOSAL ALT. DISPOSAL ALT.

HANFORD WASTE VITRIFICATION PLANT *

TRANSPORTABLE GROUT FACILITY * * i

WASTE RECEIVING AND PROCESSING FACILITY * i

PROTECTIVE BARRIER AND MARKER SYSTEM * * i

WASTE PROCESSING FACILITY
(RADIONUCLIDE CONCENTRATION) i

MECHANICAL WASTE RETRIEVAL SYSTEM 0 i

CAPSULE PACKAGING FACILITY * * i

WASTE CHARACTERIZATION * i

WASTE RETRIEVAL *

WASTE PRETREATMENT *

TANK DOME FILL * *

SUBSIDENCE CONTROL 0 * i



a HANFOw WASTE VITRIFICATION PLANT

HANFORD WASTE VITRIFICATION PLANT
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HANFORD WASTE VITRIFICATION PLANT (HWVP)

liE'"

I
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HANFORD SITE
TANK WASTE DISPOSAL #

i

LOW-LEVEL WASTE :]

I
__

|91 10
A=

__

LOW-LEVEL
WASTE

TRANSPORTABLE
GROUT FACILITY TRENCH

HOLDING
TANK

TANK

GLASS
CANISTERS

HANFORD
WASTE VITRIFICATION PLANT

REPOSITORY
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HANFORD WASTE VITRIFICATION PLANT

* IS AN INTEGRAL PART OF HANFORD IMPLEMENTATION OF
THE NATIONAL POLICY TO ACHIEVE FINAL DISPOSAL OF
DEFENSE WASTE

* WILL VITRIFY LIQUID HIGH-LAVEL AND TRANSURANIC
WASTES IN BOROSILICATE GLASS CAST INTO STAINLESS
STEEL CANISTERS, IN PREPARATION FOR DISPOSAL IN A
DEEP GEOLOGIC REPOSITORY



KEY TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES

* GLASS FORMULATION AND PROCESS FLOWSHEET
DEVELOPMENT

* EQUIPMENT ADAPTATION AND TESTING

X WASTE FORM QUALIFICATION
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PROCESS FLOW DIAGRAM
TO HVAC

GLASS
FORMERS

r -- - - - - -6 "I

I
I I

TAN I FEED HL/TRU I
I TN kw PRETREATMENT FEED I
g WASTE AND

I STORAGE 1-- I
I LL/NON-TRU I
1. FEED I

I p I
I GROUT I
L_- _ ------ _-----

CANISTER
WELDING

AND
INSPECTION

SYSTEM

CANISTER
DECONTAMINATION

AND
INSPECTION

SYSTEM
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HWVP WASTE VITRIFICATION SYSTEM
PASSIVE COOLED
FEED NOZZLE=l

MtELTER OFFGAS TVv VIEWIa HNG
AIRLIFT 5

OVERFLOW HEATERS inPTEM t +UPLESuowe

REMVOVALE INSERT |;|

PCAW PWLU

FUED CANISTER

_---CL WL

If,
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WASTE FORM QUALIFICATION APPROACH

* UTILIZE WHERE POSSIBLE, DWPF TEST RESULTS

* CONDUCT SPECIFIC HWVP TESTS

* UTILIZE PROCESS AND PRODUCT MODELING

* FOCUS ON PROCESS SAMPLING AND CONTROL, AS
OPPOSED TO DESTRUCTIVE TESTING OF PRODUCT,
METHOD TO ASSURE CANDIDATE REPOSITORY
REQUIREMENTS ARE MET

AS THE
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WASTE FORM QUALIFICATION
TYPICAL GLASS TESTS SUPPORTING
HWVP WASTE FORM QUALIFICATION

* PRODUCT TESTING

- LEACH TESTING

- DEVITRIFICATION

- MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

I
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TRANSPORTABLE GROUT FACILITY
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v4 HANFORD SITE
TANK WASTE DISPOSAL

LOW-LEVEL WASTE

!:q

I 400

LOW-LEVEL
WASTE

TRANSPORTABLE
GROUT FACILITY TRENCH

HIGH-LEVEL
WASTE

HOLDING
TANK

TANK

GLASS
CANISTERS

HANFORD
WASTE VITRIFICATION PLANT

REPOSITORY
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THE TRANSPORTABLE GROUT FACILITY

* IS AN INTEGRAL PART OF HANFORD PLANS TO IMPLEMENT
NATIONAL POLICY TO ACHIEVE FINAL DISPOSAL OF
DEFENSE WASTES

* WILL IMMOBILIZE LOW-LEVEL LIQUID WASTES IN A CEMENT-
BASED GROUT MATRIX FOR NEAR-SURFACE DISPOSAL AT
HANFORD



KEY TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES

* GROUT FORMULATION DEVELOPMENT

* PROCESS FACILITIES DESIGN



GROUT FORMULATION

DESIGN CRITERIA

* ACCOMODATE MODERATE WASTE VARIABILITY

* COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH 2 50 PSI

* NO FREE-STANDING WATER AFTER 28 DAYS

* GROUT TEMPERATURE < 2500 F

* MEET OR EXCEED ANSI 16.1 LEACH INDEX OF 6

* GEL STRENGTH 100 LBF/100 FT2

* USE MATERIALS THAT ARE READILY AVAILABLE AND ASSURE A
STABLE SUPPLY
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- SELECTED DRY MATERIALS
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GROUT EVALUATION

* RADIOLYSIS AND GAS GENERATION STUDIES

* PERMEABILITY AND DIFFUSION STUDIES

* ACCELERATED AGING STUDIES

* STRENGTH TESTS

* PILOT-SCALE PROCESS TESTS
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DRY MATERIALS
RECEIVING AND HANDLING FACILITY

(ARTISTS CONCEPT)

INDIAN DRILLING CEMENT FLYASH
CLAY CLAY 625 TONS 625 TONS



TRANSPORTABLE GROUT EQUIPMENT
TRUCK TRANSPORT

(FROM DRY MATERIAL RECEIVING AND HANDLING FACILITY)

GROUT TO
DISPOSAL SITE
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WASTE RECEIVING AND PROCESSING
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WASTE RECEIVING AND PROCESSING
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WASTE RECEIVING AND
PROCESSING (WRAP) PROGRAM
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THE WASTE RECEIVING
AND PROCESSING FACILITY

* WILL RECEIVE, EXAMINE, PROCESS, AND REPACKAGE
TRANSURANIC SOLID WASTE

* WILL CERTIFY THE
WASTE ISOLATION

FINAL WASTE FORM FOR DISPOSAL AT THE
PILOT PLANT



KEY TECHNOLOGY AREAS

* PROCESS DESIGN

* FACILITY DESIGN

* WASTE FORM CERTIFICATION
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WRAP PROCESS FLOW
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WRAP WORKLOAD
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SHRED/GROUT PROCESS

HOPPER

I



EXAMPLES OF WASTE ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

* WASTE FORM REQUIREMENTS

- IMMOBILIZATION

- CONTENT

* WASTE PACKAGE REQUIREMENTS

- SIZE/WEIGHT

- TRU CONTENT

- SURFACE CONTAMINATION

- LABELING

4t
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MULTILAYER PROTECTIVE
BARRIER/MARKER SYSTEM
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PROTECTIVE BARRIER/MARKER SYSTEM

* IS A MULTILAYER SYSTEM OF NATURAL AND MANMADE
MATERIALS DESIGNED FOR PLACEMENT OVER WASTE SITES

* IS DESIGNED TO DISCOURAGE POTENTIAL HUMAN INTRUSION
INTO WASTE, TO MINIMIZE PLANT ROOTING AND ANIMAL
BURROWING INTO WASTE, AND TO INHIBIT MOISTURE
INFILTRATION INTO WASTE
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PROTECTIVE BARRIER/MARKER SYSTEM
PROTECTIVE

BARRIER
SUBSURFACE

MARKER

WARNING MARKERS
AROUND PERIPHERY OF
WASTE DISPOSAL AREA

m

UNSATURATED SEDIMENTS

A --- -� -- -

* * GROUND WATER SATURATED SEDIMENTS :A4r
2X4.gs .a;R , M';¢ew..F. A w;.#..*o:Xe^. ~.6;.*,r~t (ho:xrS;t~:.^f tee.:s4.:;i-tt.^t-i;x-*N..4J;.gt. t;
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KEY TECHNOLOGY ACTIVITIES

* BARRIER DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

* MARKER DESIGN
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PROTECTIVE BARRIER
ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED

* MOUNDED SOIL

* SOIL-DISPERSED ROCK (SURFACE LAYERS, ENTIRE BARRIER)

* MOUNDED ROCK

* RIGID IMPERMEABLE (*CEMENTED ROCK AND SOILS, SLAB)

* CLAY 4

* PLASTICS (POND LINERS, GEOTEXTILE)

* ASPHALTS (CAPS AND SUBSURFACE LAYERS

* MULTILAYER (RETAINING)

* MULTILAYER (DIVERTING)

* SALT BASIN

* INJECTED GROUTS
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TEST BARRIER (FIELD) CONFIGURATIONS i
I

FIGURE Id
MULTILAYER INFILTRATION
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MULTILAYER PROTECTIVE
BARRIER FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE

e

TRANSPIRATION

SOIL LAYER

FILTER LAYER

ROCK LAYER

.4

REDUNDANT RICHARD'S
PHENOMENON LAYER



ARCHAEOLOGICAL ANALOGIES PROVIDE INFORMATION
RELATING TO DESIGNING A MARKER SYSTEM

EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION
OF WARNING MESSAGES

- I

MESSAGE MUST|
EXIST FOR|

REQUIRED TIME

*1*
MESSAGE MUST

BE -
DETECTABLE

_l

MESSAGE MUST
BE

COMPREHENSIBLE



ARCHAEOLOGICL AALO GE- C

ARCHAEOLOGICAL ANALOGIES CONSIDERED

GREAT WALL, CHINA
2200 YEARS

STONEHENGE, ENGLAND
5000 YEARS

PYRAMIDS, EGYPT
5000 YEARS

SERPENT MOUND, OHIO
3000 YEARS
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LEVEL 1 & 2 MESSAGE

DANGER
RADIOACTIVE WASTE

DO NOT DIG HERE

IFRENCH)
(ARABIC)
ISPANISH)
(RUSSIAN)
(CHINESE)

(I

[ENGLISH)

(FRENCH)

(ARABIC)

(SPANISH)

DANGER
RADIOACTIVE WASTE

DO NOT DIG HERE

DANGER
DECHETS RADIOACTIFS

NE PAS CREUSER ICI

u,- ;

PELIGRO
RSIDUOS RADIOACTIVOS

NO CAVAR AQUI

OMACHO
PAANOAKTNBHblE OTXO bI
HE KOHATb B 3TOM MECTE

tf±lI&.

(I
II

-

(4

RUSSIAN)

CHINESE)
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PROTECTIVE BARRIER/MARKER SYSTEM

* IS A MULTILAYER SYSTEM OF NATURAL AND MANMADE
MATERIALS DESIGNED FOR PLACEMENT OVER WASTE SITES

* 7~

* IS DESIGNED TO DISCOURAGE POTENTIAL HUMAN INTRUSION
INTO WASTE, TO MINIMIZE PLANT ROOTING AND ANIMAL
BURROWING INTO WASTE, AND TO INHIBIT MOISTURE
INFILTRATION INTO WASTE
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HANFORD DEFENSE WASTE
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PROCESS

R. T. Wilde, Program Manager
Environmental Impact Analysis and Coordination

Rockwell Hanford Operations
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* DEVELOP A COMPLETE AND OPEN PROGRAM TO
ENCOURAGE PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT IN THE EIS PROCESS

- REGIONAL CONTACTS

- CITIZENS' GROUP

- MAJOR PUBLIC MEETINGS
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REGIONAL CONTACTS

KEY INDIVIDUALS/ORGANIZATIONS

* IDENTIFY KEY PEOPLE AND ORGANIZATIONS LIKELY TO BE
INTERESTED AND CONSULTED ABOUT THE NUCLEAR WASTE
ISSUE

* CONTACT AND PROVIDE BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO KEY
LEADERS AND ORGANIZATIONS

* IMPLEMENT ONGOING CONTACT PROGRAM WITH MAILINGS,
MEETINGS, TOURS
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REGIONAL CONTACTS (CONT.)

GOVERNMENT AGENCIES AND OTHER ORGANIZATIONS

* PROVIDE TECHNICAL PRESENTATION, STUDIES, DATA, ETC.

* HEAR AND UNDERSTAND ISSUES RAISED BY OTHERS

* RESPOND AS APPROPRIATE TO ISSUES/CONCERNS

* INCORPORATE AS APPROPRIATE ISSUES AND CONCERNS
INTO EIS
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CITIZENS GROUP

* 15 - 20 MEMBERS

* BROAD RANGE OF REGIONAL INTERESTS
- SCIENTIFIC - UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS AND HEALTH ORGANIZATIONS
- BUSINESS - AGRICULTURE, TRANSPORTATION

- SPECIAL INTERESTS - ENVIRONMENTALISTS, LABOR
- GEOGRAPHICAL - WASHINGTON, OREGON, IDAHO

* HELP IDENTIFY PUBLIC CONCERNS ABOUT HANFORD DEFENSE
WASTE DISPOSAL OPTIONS AND EIS PROCESS

* SERVE AS COMMUNICATION CHANNEL
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MAJOR PUBLIC MEETINGS

* PUBLIC MEETINGS WILL BE HELD IN THREE PHASES

- OPEN HOUSES

- INFORMATIONAL WORKSHOPS

- FORMAL PUBLIC HEARINGS

* EACH PHASE WILL BE PRECEEDED BY BRIEFINGS TO REGIONAL
OFFICIALS
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MAJOR PUBLIC MEETINGS
OPEN HOUSES

PURPOSE

FORMAT

TIMING

CANDIDATE
LOCATIONS

PROVIDE INTERESTED PARTIES AN OPPORTUNITY TO
ASK QUESTIONS AND RECEIVE ANSWERS ON HANFORD
WASTE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM, DISPOSAL OPTIONS
AND PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PROCESS

INFORMAL PERSONAL INTERCHANGE, SLIDE SHOWS
OR VIDEOS, HANDOUTS, DISPLAYS

FEBRUARY-MARCH, 1986 PRIOR TO DRAFT EIS ISSUANCE

TRI-CITIES, YAKIMA, THE DALLES, SPOKANE, OLYMPIA,
PORTLAND, SEATTLE
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OPEN HOUSE DATES

CITY

TRI-CITIES

YAKIMA

THE DALLES

SPOKANE

OLYMPIA
PORTLAND

SEATTLE

ADDITIONAL SHOWINGS:

SPOKANE

DATE

FEB. 18

FEB. 20

FEB. 25

FEB. 27

LOCATION

CAVANAUGH'S

HOLIDAY MOTOR INN

NATIONAL GUARD ARMORY

CAVANAUGH'S INN AT THE
PARK

OLYMPIA BALLROOM

MASONIC TEMPLE

PACIFIC SCIENCE CENTER

MARCH

MARCH

MARCH

4

6

13

MARCH 1-2

PORTLAND

OLYMPIA

SEATTLE

MARCH

MARCH

MARCH

MARCH

8-9

11

14

15-16

UNIVERSITY CITY SHOPPING
CENTER

EASTPORT PLAZA

CAPITOL ROTUNDA

PACIFIC SCIENCE CENTER

SEATTLE CENTER
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MAJOR PUBLIC MEETINGS
INFORMATIONAL WORKSHOPS

PURPOSE PROVIDE INTERESTED PARTIES AN OPPORTUNITY TO
ASK QUESTIONS AND RECEIVE ANSWERS CONCERNING
THE EIS

FORMAT

TIMING

CANDIDATE
LOCATIONS

FORMAL PRESENTATIONS OF PROGRAM FOLLOWED BY
SEMI- FORMAL, SMALL GROUP SESSIONS LED BY
TECHNICAL EXPERTS

30-45 DAYS FOLLOWING ISSUANCE OF THE DRAFT EIS

RICHLAND, SPOKANE, PORTLAND, SEATTLE, TACOMA,
OLYMPIA, SALEM, YAKIMA
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MAJOR PUBLIC MEETINGS
FORMAL PUBLIC HEARINGS

PURPOSE

TIMING

FORMAT

LOCATION

RECEIVE PUBLIC COMMENTS ON THE EIS
AND FULFILL NEPA REQUIREMENTS

JUNE-JULY 1986

FORMAL HEARING

RICHLAND, SPOKANE, SEATTLE, PORTLAND

i



ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

* MEDIA CONTACTS

* SPEAKER'S BUREAU

* PUBLIC EXHIBITRY

* TOURS

* FOCUS GROUPS

* INFORMATION MATERIALS
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HANFORD DEFENSE WASTE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

SUMMARY

* HANFORD DEFENSE WASTE - MULTIPLE FORMS

* 3 DISPOSAL ALTERNATIVES

* NO PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE IN DRAFT EIS

* TECHNOLOGY READY IN SOME AREAS, IN OTHERS
ADDITIONAL R&D NEEDED

* PARTICIPATION BY PUBLIC, STATE AGENCIES &
FEDERAL AGENCIES IMPORTANT

* DOE OBJECTIVES:
- SAFETY OF PUBLIC AND EMPLOYEES

- ENVIRONMENTALLY ACCEPTABLE

- COST EFFECTIVE

- MEET ALL FEDERAL REGULATIONS
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put into river, p ers sho0
. . . .

By SPENCER HEINZ lene, the report said.
of.The a orwan staf Other discharges from the production process

Thousands of tons of toxic chemicals have 'Included 748 tons of aluminum sulfate, 1,771 tons
been discharged Into the Columbia River from the of bauxite, 561 tons of sodium hydroxide and 23
Hanford Nuclear Reservation, according to one tons of methanoL
of the historical documents recently released by The report did not give details of the concen-
the U.S. Department of Energy. . trations of the materials at the time of discharge.

Used In the process of producing plutonlm for Depending on the chemical and the concentra-
duclear po es ofe pdcing lutonium fo tlon, the discharges could have been In violation

ucerweapons, the chemicals and radioactive o oa- aadu-atrgltosI ah
liquid wastes were discharged to the Colum. f toda s hazardous-waste regulations n Wash.
bla both directly and throughi ground-water se lngton, according to Roger F. Stanley, manager of

dH the Hnford hazardous-waste project for the
BaitilePacficWashington Department of Ecology in Olympia.

Disposal Summary". produce~d byBaelePcfd,, SalysdItwspsieththelo :
Northwest Laboratories at Hanford and eased S ey said it was possible that the fow of

1970 .the river had diluted the discharged chemicals to
Chem a di6 scharg-)ed during cluded e t remely- low concentrations

.. Chemis discharged during 1970 included ', But If they're discharged In a concentrated
9,189 tons of sulfuric add, 205 tons of nitric add, form, rather than a dilute form, they can end up
364 tons of chlorine and 98 tons of trichlorethy-. being real problems" he said. .-

Tne US. Energy Department, which operates
- the Hanford reservation, has said that four dec-

ades of environmental measurements have con-
vlnced It that discharges from the reservation
had not been nearly great enough to harm public

Responding to the concerns of critics, the
agency tbree weeks ago released 19,000 pages of
documents that detail Hanford's history since the
complex opened In 1943 to produce material
secretly for the world's first atomic bomb.

The Energy Department documents note that
more than a half-dozen plutonium-productlon
reactors were operating at Hanford during the
mid-l150s to the nld-1960s. The last of the so-
called 'single-pass" reactors - which took In
cooling water from the river and passed It direct-
ly back Into the'~ivei with cantaminants - was
shut down In 197L Today, only the N-Reactor at

* , _4

Hanford Is producing weapons material, and
more sophisticated filtering techniques have vast-
ly reduced the amount of discharge that reaches
the river, later documents Indicate.

Concentrations of radioactivity In fish were
detectable In checks along the entire length of the
river below Hanford during the 1960s, according
to state and federal agencies. The U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency and the Oregon Health
Division say readings of the river today seem to
Indicate only natural background sources of
radiation and that the water Is no more radioac-
tive than that of rivers elsewhere.

Meanwhile, the Environmental Protection
Agency and Washington state recently demanded
that the Energy Department pay more than
$40,000 for alleged failure to conform to existing
state and federal chemical discharge regulations.
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-ruptures Hanford.:
By UNDA ROACH MfONROE

of TM Rf.oAC. MONROE The ruptures hit a high of 200 In

More than 1,200 segments of nucle- 1957, then fell to about 100 a year

ar-reactor fuel ruptured and sometimes through 1964. Ridloactivity relessed

melted from 1955 to 1964 at the Han- by the rupturesvarled, butthe Hanford

ford Nuclear Reservation, adding to documents clearly indicate It was high

the amounts of radioactive substances by todays yardsticks.
that nuclear reactors were pouring Into in 19$4 when there were 97 fuel

the Columbia River. rupture reactors at Hanford added

' A 1965 report, Included in docu- 39.000 cures of fission products and 6

ments released last month by he Rih. million total curles of radioactive.

land, Wash., facility. expands on a material to the river. .

1962 document that referred to the The total release that year Included

accidental melting of uranlum fuel as a about 1,700 curies of a known cancer-

'tyPicar occurrence. causing substance, lodlne-131. That..

* According to the 1965 =ary COmpareS to 4 curies of radioactive

there were as many as 200 Mt rupture Iodine released into the river in 1984

Incidents annually during those 10.-,, .:b

years of operating the reervati'Son; 's':UIt3".
nuclear reactors. -. - - .e fi - r

-:- When a fuel eement ruptured, ItJ- .:' - :;-

released uraim and highly radlloac 6...::-mc;
tlve fiion products" nto the cooling 4 ':i-,>^
wlater surrounding the fuel. Those 9-R~ t:-z~X- *
Inceases were directly re21ected Int2-tj<t--k--# .r^.r2
radioactivity levels In the Columlbia'.. ............ , ;i:.,..

River, because eight earlyrators at -c- ' .A.
~anford poured their cooling water- :.

loIto the river after 20 minutesIn hold. *- .c*.

John Hurter, chlet of reactor opera- *- t,, ,'

tlons for the Department of Energy at -:-'
H~aford. said It was safe to assumne ¢ : .^1.
that in some ot the 1,2837 rpues the .;*e ^-
u lear fue mdlted, but he said he did - -. (.-

uotknowhow any. -- ; - ;-n

* *-. 4 w.-oXa ,...,

by the sole remaining Hanford reactor.
A curie Is a measure of radioactivity

equal to 39 billion atoms disintegrating
every second. Each disintegration
releases radiation, so a higher uustber
of curies means more radiation.

According to the 1965 report, the
most serious release of radioactivity
caused by a fuel rupture occurred May

12, 193 A fuel element ruptured at
the K-East reactor and sent about a
pound of uranium and associated fis-
sion products Into the cooling water.
Fission products began flowing Into
the Columbia within 20 minutes, and
their release was not slowed until

e ,; .'a '

t ,'G'".,',.i. '.........4 .-i,........
-:f ' .'..'; ''''.-.

nearly three hours later.
That aingle accident raised the level

of ruvxr radioactivity to 150 percent of
normal at Richland 11 hours alter the
InWtal release, according to a report on
the Incident done in September 1963.

Hunter iald fuel ruptures no longer
are the norm at Hanford, both because
th are fewer reactors and because
of Improved fuel element and reactor
design. N Reactor averages about one
fuel rutre per year -although there
have been at least four In the last asI
weeks - and cooling water no longer
Is poured Into the Columbia, he ad.

In 1963, just one of those Incidents

was enough to provide a baby about 8
mllirems of radiation In the thyroid
gland - where iodlne-131 concen-
trates in the body - from drinking
Columbia River water.

John Hunter sad Hanford calculat-
ed the total dose to a baby's thyroid in
1963 at llS mllllretas

That compares to a maximum of 75
millrems of radiation to the thyroid
that is the maximum considered safe
from radioactive iodine today.

Drinking-water dosages were calcu-
lated because many communities In the
Hanford area at the time took their
drinking water from the river, down-

stream from the sites where the nucle-
ar reactors poured effluent Into the
river.

Thyroid cancer Is known to result
from excess Ingestion of lodlne-131,

The documents detailing the fuel
ruptures over the years are contained
In more than 19,000 pages of environ-
mental documents released last month
by Hanford.

Among other things, the papers so
far have revealed that during the war
years Hanford released huge amounts
of radioactivity Into the air and water.
In 1949, it deliertely released radio-
active Iodine Into the air as a test.

I I . . I
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House proes Hanford.
radlation releases

By Joel Connelly of Energy. Rep. John Dingell, D.
and Solveig Torvik Mich., *anman of the House
P4 Reportes . Energy-and Commerce Commit-

tee, said he wants "copies of all
WASHINGTON A House classified and declassified docu-

investigative-subcornmittee quiet.- ments" on Hanford's 40ovear re-
ly launched a probe yesterday of: cord of discharging radioactive
radiation releases from Eastern materials.
Washington's Hanford Nuclear'. The investigation wi be con-
Reservation... -ducted by the oversight and inves-

In a letter to the Departmnent" tigations subcommittee of the en-

ergy panel, also chaired by
DingelL The subcommittee has
made headlines with earlier probes
of military spending as well exami-
nations of radiation releases from
weapons explosions at the Nevada
Test Site.

"The subcommittee is con-
cerned that the releases, which
authorities at the time might not
have considered dangerous, in fact

entailed significant rik to the also has said a Hanford reactor- Instituti.
health of the local population," that makes materials for nuclear "This is the same subcommiti- Dingell wrote. ,- weapons is discharging radioactive tee which examined the govern-

Documents relased recently strontium 90 into the Columbia ment's claims that Nevada testing
show that Hanford discharged River. had not killed sheep in neighbor-
more than 400,000 curies of radio- "Dingell can be like the dog ing areas," said Alvarez,. "and
active iodine - plus undetermined who bit the milkman's leg, He. found that the government Tn
amounts of moe deadly radioac. won't let go for 15 years, said- essence had perpetrated a fraud on
tive substance - into the air Robert Alvarez, director of the* a federal court. They are-durng the 194Qs Nuclear Power and Weapons Pro-

The Department of Energy ject for the Environmenta Policy See RELEASES, Page A-12

.
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Releases-f rad.atio
proed

H ord's radiation releases have . The .Department of.
Arocious protectors of whistle., been incidental or deliberate, and clains its studies show no adverseblowers in the past have wther managers okne f "poten- health effects on Hanford empunshe th - OE agin ndtial health risks." Hnodmanag. ees, but a researcher fired bpun~ished the DOE. agamn and ers have said that a 1949 release of Department of Energy in 1978P for t g to dcipne pe' 5,034 curies of iodine was deliber said wos exhibited a higherpie who spoae out. ate and. was part of a still-secret incidence of some forms of cancer.Steve Leroy, chief spokesman effort to monitor Soviet testinm... "At our Mequest, additionalfor the Department of «nergy at health studies will soon be under.Hanford, pledged that managers. O Types of radiation: Dingell taken by a specal bistate commit.will cooperate fully" with the asked for am accounting of wnat tee of health and environmentalBut Leroy appeared to 1knds of radioactive, isotopes es- experts from Washington and Or,an all documents caped ding releases "and in egon," Leroy said last night. 'It ison whetade available. . '.z whatquantes'The nuclearres- our hope their work will add" . Of course, that will be nart of: ervation had major iodine releases "nificantlyto Mr. Dingell's com-4he process," he said. "Wcwiu. in the 1940s as well as a major mittee's knowledge of any posble-look at all requests vey cure. 1954ruteniumleak Thoriumnand he altheffects..... 

---. '. -~ { a .tiny- quantity of plutoni
in his letter, co-signed -'with ecapeid a ord planrto said the co rmitteeas D 11. ep. Ron Wden, D-Oe, finges: e -i - information on present-day dt-tolt Hanor managers

h3aHeltd etecta Dingell said bagsof radioactivity, whichhe wants fail information O i d a tritium plume beneath* reas of the nuclear r~sesvaton'a Hanford health studie and: -the Hanford reservation as well asoperatonsTheseiclude: whether . nagen at Jjos strontium 90releases from the N-- Planned radiation releases: "ever sought to nmamine the .reactom - fDingell wants to know whether consequenceS of past releases.". The bistate c mittee named. : - ; : .--- by Washington Gov. Booth Gard.; .ner and Oregon Govr. Vic Atiyeh
held.its first meeting yesterday at
- --ey begin its review of the
19,000 pages of documents describ-
ing the radiation releases at Han.* ford.

Ihe committee, whose work.
may take a year, has been asked to
decie If health studies are needed
on the effects of Hanford's releases
on the public, state Nuclear Waste
Board chairman Warren Bishop
said.

That decision will be aided by
a"wostase scenario" study by
the Centers for Disease Control in

*Atlanta of what might have been
the exposure to people near thesite, said Don Provost, a nuclear
waste expert for the state Depart.
ment of Ecookgy

BEihop said the nine-membeir
- committee Wi want access to

sm documents the Energy De.
partment says are still classified
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9an C ra.in ion u
uis Probes oo i;r e fcc-
by Etoulse Schumacher -
Times staff reporter

The numbers sound frightening:
340,000 curies of radiation from radioac-
tive Iodine accidentally spewed from
the Hanford Nuclear Reservation in one
year; 5,500 curies from the same toxic
matter intentionally discharged in a
secret experiment -in ail, more than I
million curnes of radiation released
during four decades.

During the past 40 years, plutonium,
uranium, xenon, cesium, tritium, stron-
tium and other radioactive elements
have been released into the air, onto the
ground or into the Columbia River at
Hanford.

But did these releases actually hurt
anyone?

Consider the case of Arthur Purser
of Richland. Now age U1, Purser farmed
across the Columbia River from Han-
ford for 24 years beginning In the mid-

*1940s. .
"I'm sure I haven't had anything,"

Purser said regarding potential ill
health effects from radiation releases.
"I've heard a few people upset over
this, but I don't think I have anything to
complain about myself, as far as my
health Is concerned.".

Nonetheless, for reasons he cannot
explain, Purser developed a benign
thyroid tumor In the 1970s and had to
have his thyroid removed in 1980.
Radioactive iodine is a known cause of
both malignant and benign thyroid
tumors.

No organized' study of the popula-
tions downwind from the Hanford Nu-
clear Reservation has been made, so It
-is impossible to tell' If cases like
Purser's have any significance as part
of a larger, undetected health problem
resulting from accidents and experi-

ments at the 570-square-mile site. radiation releases have dribbled out
But concern over potential health from Richland, Spokane and Washing-

effects is growing.,- ton, D.C. The headlines. have fueled
A congressional subcommittee head- uncertainty and fears in many North-

ed by Rep. John Dingell, D-MIch., has west residents, particularly those down-
asked the federal Department of Ener-- wind from Hanford, who were never-
gv to turn over to it all classified and warned about the previously secret
declassified documents on planned radi- accidents and experiments.
ation releases at Hanford. .- It will take many months for

'"The subcommittee is concerned epidemiologists and other health offi-
that the releases, which authorities at cials to sort through the documents and
the time might not have considered determile what else needs to be
dangerous, in fact entailed significant studied. Then funding will have to be
risk to the health of the local popular found for any studies deemed neces-
tion," wrote Dingell and Rep. Ron sary.
Wyden, D-Ore.m ; - - - -.- Among those who will be trying to

And a researcher at Boise State give perspective to the 317 quarterly
University has asserted in a controver- and annual environmental reports:
slaf study that records show women iv - U Representatives from the Centers
Eastern Washington and Northern Ida- for Disease Control in Atlanta will
ho had increased rates of thyroid and~ 'arrive next month to begin an indepen-
breast cancer after radiation releases dent review of the documents. Their
at Hanford. . . . -': summary will be turned over to a blue-

ribbon panel by early fall. The panel's
The federal Department of Energy, dozen or so members will tell the state

on the other hand, asserts that nuclear what kind of environmental monitoring
activities at Hanford have produced no' of Hanford Is needed and what epidemi-
observable effects on health. Environ- ological studies are recommended.
mentalists and other crtics say the':' U The state Nuclear Waste Board
Energy Department has no basis for Its 'has organized the Hanford Historical
assertion because the necessary health Data Review Committee, which held 1it
studies have never been made. And or iational meeting Thursday. Three
Washington state hopes that new studies representatives each from the states of
will provide an answer. -. Washington and Oregon and three from

"Those releases look spectacular," Indian tribes will review the Energy
said Terry Strong, head of the radiation Department reports.
division of the state Department of An independent contractor will be
Social and Health Services. "It scares hired to do an intensive evaluation of
people to.death. But you have got to put the documents for the review commit-
It-in perspective."' tee, and the state will ask the federal

Putting the numbers in perspective,' government to fund the review. The
however,could take years. .... Energy Department has not decided

Since the federal Department' of
Ener released 18,927 pages of pr' -_ ' _.'_ _

viouy cassfied environmentaldot-PesseRE ASSn 6
ments late last month, stories abou easesee RELASES on B 6
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bhome to much other nuclear-related work Populations near Hanford have notM y' riad g rMu' s' and to wzaste-storage facilities. . been studied by the Energy Department,ontensiding the concern over estab- except for 40 downwind residents who
lishing accurate environmental and last November underwent a whole-bodystudy the data health data Is the probability that next radiation test and urine sampling. Noth-month Hanford will be named as one of ing unusual showed up in the results, said
three sites to be studied as a permanent Mike Talbot, a department spokesman.
burial ground for high-level nuclear According to the state epidemiologist,

waste from commercial reactors and Sam Millamn, cacer death rates among
RSLEASES residents in counties nearest Hanford are"Wewan toknw wat s ut herinvery close to the state average. Thecontinued from B 1I the environment before we place any. death causes have been trcked for 15

t thing else on the site,' said Tim Connor, years he said.
whether It will grant the tund. a HEAL researcher.

K Critics and Energy Department The Energy Department keeps exten- Health officials emphasize that It's
; watchdogs, such as the Spokane-based sive records on the 14,500 Hanford not the total amount of radiation released
Hanford Education Action League, are workers and tracks all previous emloy- -that is important but the dose an
slow -sortin through the documents. ees. About 8,000 deaths of workers have individual receives. Radioactive iodine,

' HEAl also 'Has fled a Freedom of been analyzed In the department's stl for example, has a half-life of 8½2 days,
Information Act request seeking addition- les. The only cancer showing up in more meaning that every 8: days It loses half
-al reports from the first two decades of than expected rates was multiple mye- Its radioactive strength. Radioactive ma-
Hanford operations, when wartime ind- loma, an unusual bonemarrow disease. teras are genery considered safe

; - Cold War activities were at their peak.-,., Three deaths were attributed to multiple after 10 such cycles, or 85 days in the
'"'' '"'i- .4 -; < myeloma. Statistically, only one case case of iodine 131.

Hanford Was created as part of the' would have been expected inpopulation While the 340,000 curies of radiation
-' original Manhattan Project durng World; ' twice the size studied, so the multiple from iodine 131 emitted In 1945 is 20,000

War II, and plutonium continues to be myeloma rate was six times what was times the amount of radioactive iodine
produced at the reservation, which also i'' p ' " that escaped from the Three Mile Island

A... . i .s. .: :A-a_........................- . . . . . . . . . . -;;. ,* -, ->*- -

r r. '' I - '':''''.- - L d<''1- ' -

nuclear power plant In 17, federal wind of Hanford were exposed to 40 years
officials say. they know of no ill effects ago, Tauben said he would expect to see X
'from the widely dispersed material. increased thyroid abnohnallties and can- --

cers, which are treatable.- --
"How can they say that?" asks Dr. The 1940s safety standard for Iodine'

David Tauben, Seatte- Internist -and allowed a 300 millirem weekly dose,'or
memberof Physicians forSocialRespon- 15,600 millirems a year. (A rem is a
sibility, a group concerned about. the measure of radiation in human tissue; a I
risks of nuclear weapons. 'They have no millirem is one one-thousandth of a rem.)'
epidemiologically valid studies, of that As more became known about the
population to permit them to say that" thazards of radioactivity, the standard for

Iodine 131 is easily dissolved in iodine was drastically lowered. Today It
rainwater and can enter the food chain, stands at 75 millirems a year, one-fourth
probably through the milk of grazing of what previously had been allowed in a
dairy cows, and be absorbed. Into the singe week
human thyroid. Children are especially - Milham, the state epidemiologist said
susceptible to thyroid problems, Tauben thatrecords in his office show no unusual
said. If radioactive iodine is absorbed by increase in cases of thyroid cancer in the
a baby's thyroid, the effect can' be 20 1950s and 1960s. But, he warned, his
times more powerful than in an adult. statistics deal with cancer deaths and not

Tauben said 40 percent. of' those treatable cancers.
exposed to a dose of 7 millicuries (seven Any study now of the population
one-thousandths of a curie) of radiation present when the Iodine releases oc-
from radioactive iodine would be expect; curred would be ver expensive. Many of
ed to have thyroid problems within five' the people ekposed in the 1940s have died
years. . . ot moved away. Yet those studies are

Although It is impossible to determine' needed .to adequately address the ques-
how much radioactivity the people down-. tion, critics claim.

.4 .- . . /
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Ruth Welai his branded some ot her fellow nvrnnentast as generate electcal power, you make a mess." she says. it's your."obsctonsts' out to hat the use of nuclear energy. 'Vhen you choice whatind odtmess. butthere'snotthatmuchtochoose fr'n"-
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By Solvelg Torflk .:
:4 Repo~ter .-. - : '
rWhen .ah s 13 years old, Ruth We iThe incinerator would process radioactive am
Lirested for trying to integrate a public tenns court - :
4 Baltimore.. emit tritium and carbon 14 into the environment.
. She antda half dozen black and white fir s Local Sierra Club members bitterly oppose the

showed up at Druid Hil -Park to_ play tennis, but Shnt ene oonclust ded iet was safe.cu ntoa
the cops quicky hauled them of to the Se sosonloost her stthe tub.,-se. . -. enen committee. -

* ha ws hefisto 'ba wre~ Tense rasdthe ieosmenvironmental-i.eEc fe of -sc--e enTut waes the pubicso Incdets for tohe wet I ist when the Tn-City (Wash.) Herald published a'stortaoout herlelf-desinibedntrd farpet" tour o-wa~shiagrto Uniuversity chemistry professor, Sierra to ch'U ln tHnod and rpmetin ithu o
iclub leader and erstwhile critic of the nuclear Eeg eat
:lndustry who now finds herself in trouble with her * Michael Lacewho heads the Energy Depart-envronentaistc~llagus oer ncler wate ~ ient there.di wmenalu colleagues over nuclear waske --I may have been dazzled by the bright lights,"

. Shep has been called a "turcoat" who h Weiner says. At the time, she told. the newspaperShcoe an ee a callefo the nuclOea indsO hand that if weapons-grade plutonium has to b
nthe anegy guepaartyent. sd jaoduced, 'It might as well be at PUREX."

I ont understand ti ysterical demand for ,A ,- In the midst of this controversy over her
a ikfree enviroent," responds Weiner C i£ty as a spokeswoman for environmental

-,ho ics best knoswn for g t C QUSeaawrence named Weiner to a citizen's,, ,pommittee that will act as public liaison for the
_Energy Department in its efforts to dispose of:HIFI R F L 1 1 11 Iiucleardefensewaste.: .*nI IIH I G vH *- !'Itwill be hard for that committee tomakreany -
,decisions when Ruth Weiner is on the committee,

i~ *.charges Tom Buchanan, a. Greenpeace spokesman.I campaiwo d this site toWpash Inito ative 3A and one of Weiner's severest citics. "She will be a
low-level nuclear waste shipments from states tat g r for a lot of i "-jefused to take r-esponsibiity fmm their nuchear - But a source who knew Weiner last year whensed to take eoniityfrd was a congressional science fellow in Washing s

ton, D.C gives her high miarks for integrity..he initiatire later Was ruM un c She toa. a scientist interested in finding the
overtrnedby the 9th US. Circu~it Court ef ;uth, firit and foremost;, says the source, who did-

'IfIad it to do ovr again, rInnotaurel notwant to be aMed
ould do it," Weiner says af her role in the t. Weiner, who holds a doctorate.in.cheamistry

:iWtiative campaiui. She thinks the result has from Johns Hopins University, says: "Every time
' "Balkanize' the country ova where to put wand On the p s

eve , radioactive waste. an ie, I get nervous. Irm afraid I may have' Weiner,, 60, . ecnt 'ave a seh- 'to a 'oooesomething." ~'"Jet over'lookedsoehn.7conference of nulear dustry ovenment But she was never one to keep her head down.
icials in TC Ariz, in i Her pare were upper-class Jews who fled

-flnenvironme giroups, theiks' Vienna, Austria, for Baltimore when she was 3
=%bstructioniste"out to halnt te use of nuclear ,7 old. Weiner says her parents were well-

- - educated Social Democrats. Both of her santdfa
-e-'er say realizes she dsent "tcome- t on- the obstetrician of

across as strongly anti-nuke annmore. aSimund F s ife. Weinefs mother was a
ti - But that comes from a realiation that -when' member of the Vicnn City Council and was Picked
$ou generate eeci p you make a mess. Its up for cuestioning by the Nazis shortly before the*rour coice what ki of V a es yo want to maftke t m .t A

theres not that much to choose fm ; e pats raised her to try to ectfy
- Even before her Tucson speech, Weiner was rstices and speakn out to corect them,' she says.
hot water with envts for accepting a Weiner u a slightly built, lively, articulate
$3,5O consulting job last fall with1 and woman who limps because se has two artificial

PWilcox, the company that built the Three Mile. lips. But this hasn't kept her from pursuing her
I1~and nuclear reactor in Pennsylv that came - favorite pastimes hiking, cross-country skiing and
:Iose to catastrophic meltdown in 2979. Babcock A-- bicycling.
jwrid Wllcox is ed o be among bidders for the
;ob of ng ord Reservation in Eastern' -n
'Wahgton for the Ener_ Department. Te now a keswoma
! government wants to conso 'iate operations now . for the nuclear Industry'
!magntged by several contractors. - - -

* Ater Weiner the cosulting job, Sierra Married at 18, she began her dotoral studies
: Club Natioal nesiment Michele Pernault sent a . ith o in r a hd three more by the

:ietter to local news indin in Pernsylva2a infozim-. time she received her degree. She is now divorced.
-ng them Weiner did not reprent the dub's Weiner was teaching at a university in Florida

*ostion on a low-level nuclar waste inerator in 1974 en she left for Bellingtam to be dean of
a odeveloped th . .Hdxley Colle which specializes in environmental

studies. Tbe colege is part of Western Washington
- - * .University.
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-Weiner first became active in the environmental .. 3 3

movement when she lived In Denver and heard -::-.::.I:--.
about utility company plans to dam the Colorado
River through the Grand Canyon. Weiner formed a

tizens group to stop the plans. Years later, she
says, she-learned from a detective who was Involved . : . < .:.- -
that people in cans had been shadowing her as she '2 - - -
rode her bicycle around town. They were paid by ,-
the utility companies to dig up dirt on her to
destroy her credibility.

Now, her critics say, Weiner has accomplished
that herself.

"Her role in the state of Wahington in. the This was after the local Pennsylvania club chapter
environmental movement is almost banimiptc says made 'all sorts of wild claims" about the plant.
Buchanan, a Greenpeace activist in nuclear waste She asked to see a position paper being
issues. He calls Weiner a "turncoat." circulated by the chapter,. which Dam sent her. On

Buchanan credits her with doing good work in her own, Dam says, Weiner did an assessment and,
the past, but adds, "She is now, in fact, a sent him a letter concluding the plant posed very
spokeswoman for the nuclear industry." little risk. Only then did he offer her the consulting

He takes issue with Weiner's contention that a contract to come speak to the news media, he says.
repository deep underground is the only answer to
disposal of high-level nuclear waste. Greenpeace 'She is willing to say what
favors storing the material in dry casks on the sitek
where it is produced. . she thinks, not the party line'

-here- is no permanent solution," he says.
Weiner disagre, but says entific evidence is Two weeks ago, the Nuclear Regulatory Com-.

showing that Hanford is not a suitable site for the mission cozicurred with Weiner's findings, Dam
repodtory..--.>' - . e .- - adds.. - -

She has strong words for Biuhanan: 'He is the -"I th she Is just an honest p he says.._
one who demeans the public by feeling they cannot "She is telling it lcie she sees it. What more can you
dealwith all sides of a complexissue It's Insulting ask of somebody? I think it adds a lot to her
to people to try to smplify an issue to see it in - credibility, frankly, because she is willing to say
terms of black and white." She adds that she what she thinks, not the party line of what-.
deplores "the desire to seize on people' emotions somebody ekpects her to say.' -
and Wse them:. * . - Weiner says she was not passing judgment on...

Who the public can tnist on the omplex issue the company merely one of its plants.
central to the controversy ver Weinerrsactivities: Neverthefess, she says, when Dam asked her to. :
Partly for that reason, she touched a raw nerve come to Pennsylvania and tell the news media of'
among conservationists when she accepted the her findings, "I had something of a crisis of
-consulting job with Babcock and Wlc. :.conscience.-

Some of her more tolerant ics fear she las But the alternative to the plant, she says, isto
clouded the issue for the public, while allowing . ship those car 3,000 miles to Hanford and put
herself to be "used" by a nuclear industry anxious them in an uined ditch`"
to adverdse that environmentalists do not agree on, Friedman, the Sierra. Club president in Seattle,
what should be done with the waste.. he has supported Weiner .."in her earlier

Al Friedman, president of the Seattle area's £ti ntures."
Cascade chapter of the Sierra Club, where Weiner . 'But as a result of her Tuscon speech, Friedman"
is chairwom of the energy committee, says it-was says, "I have people in other (Sierra Club)
"naive" of Weiner not to expect that Babcock and. organizations calling for her head. :
Wilcox would play up her Sierra Club credentias "She attempts to carry the weight of the Sierra
for its own purposes. Club behind her in places the Sierra Club would.

Scott Dam, the Babcock and Wilcoi official rather not go."
who hired Weiner, hays he realized "the thing that Weiner, however, says the Sierra Club paraded
would. grab the most attention wasr that she .her academic credentiats for years to buttress its
(Weiner) was the conservation chairwoman of the . arguments, so the club can't deny industry the
Cascade chapter of the Sierra Club.. same privilege of citing her environmentalist

Dam says he heard Weiner Reamk at a &edentaa when she agrees with its claims
conference and called her to ask about the Sierra -"The Sierra Club can't have it both ways," she
Club's national position on the incinerator plant. says. ..

.. ,. .
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Florida best place-
for nuclear waste

Whoever decided to have the
state of Washington be the haz-
ardous waste and nuclear dump
site at Hanford could not have
made a worse choice for the
citizens of the United States of

- ALmerica. -mak. .
Every pilot learns in meteoroli

ogy the fact that the United
State's prevailing winds are pre'

railing westerlies and blow froni
west to east across the United
States It is for this reason that
airline schedules show it takes
over an hour longer to fly from th9
east coast to the west coast. This
phenomenon is caused by the fact
that the Earth is Spinning on its
ais. In the northern hemisphere
the winds blow across the around
from west to east. This effect is
called coriolis force named for the
French engineer who. discovered
the force.

By contrast, the safest place is
probabl the south eastern shore-
line of Flonda. In the event of a
problem the hazard would blow
out atoss the Atlantic for thou-
sands of miles before encountering
any sizeable human populations.

PHILIP H. MATHISEN
; . .Renton

it
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wants
The state nee& the gar..

By Solveig Torvik bage to help fill up the hole,
P-l Reporter said Strong.

The state of New Jersey The nearly-empty hole,
has 12 milmon cubic feet of designed to take 10 years
slightly contaminated radioa- worth of mill tafiings covers
tive soil on its hands and 28 acres on the surface and
wants to dump it in the state narrows to 15 acres on the.
of Washington. bottom. said Marcel DeGuire,

Nothing new about that, Dawn Mining Co. vice presi-
except that Washington wants dent and manage.

at' . -- .Slightly radioactive

The dirt would be dimRed Even if New Jersey brings
into a uranium mil taiin all12 million cubic feet, itwill -

pondabigholeintheground only fl 1 to20 perent of
at Ford, 40 miles northwest of. the hole, Sfronq addfed".
Spokane, not into the unlined The dirt i so slighy;.:
trenches at the Hanford nu-- radioactive that it doesn t
clear reservation. - even qualfy for burial at the .. -

- "It's insanity fcr the state state's low-level site, he said..
T of Washington not to do it,"--- And then there is the.'--.-

- Terry Strong, the chief of matter of $6 million. -

radiation protection for the - Uranium mill taili are-
LDeparcet of Sodal and: radioactive, so Dawn Mling:

- Health Srvices, said yester- See STATE, Page A-ic - - -

day. - -

3^ -.:- - -_-;

weli6onmes radzoactive sozl
F-m ;~ Page A-i Jerseys plight. Dawn Mining es. Frank Cossolito of the New
is required to put to fsk the state Jersey Department of Environ-
on top of) Its tailings make to a ve a plan to ring the dirt mental Protection said the radio-

* . Povisions againstsoil erosion, -. to Ford, said DeGuire. Then New activity in the dirt appetly
O. plant.. vegetation, install m Jersey would have to a the dates back to the 1920a wh a
taring' tsens seas the site company for the piviege of radium processg plant was opr
for 1,000 yeas and died the dumpingits probleminto the hole aing in Orange, NJ. Later, the

the state, said D. but DeGuire said no price has radioactive dirt became backfill
Involvres considerable;- . been.. for a housing project. --:

epense Sr-8trong said that if the state of "We have 231 homes that are
'We have no source of fmnds New Jersey bri Its waste here, affected," said Cossolito. Now the

We -ae borrowing money," said swe reduce or l e the n sate has to dig up the dirt around

DeGuire. dal liability at New Jersey's es- the homes and dispatch it to a site
If the company can't close the- pense," He .estiriated this would icensed to accept radioactive ma-

mine itselZ that would leave the save Washington taxpayers a po terials.

statd to foot the bill, warned tential ability of some $6 "o "It's really only a hazard if ia
Strong m - - Of aomser not everyone is under a home and the radon gR-

hawE enthusiastic about takg advan- seepes into the house. The pasi

uauMyEllwck that is - tage Of a e~ I ed addissipates readily In the open air,
feado n er reactors butt Stte gettigle he said.
mariet for the fuel has moftened f say they "We're looking for a safe dis-

-w'the virtual halt in nlear ae fed up with ts ate le as posal place where you can guara
resc~r 0 8 De- the dumping pound for other tee that nobody is g to ild a-
Gdiip -- peo's nlear waste. - home an it for the xt 2000 ^

Then the company got Into a Strong conceded there would years," said Cssolit, who alded
d with the Spokne 1nn be some eavironm ental impacts" that the uraium mine disposal:
Ih~- which owns Dawn's min, from the tucks that would havo Idea be a good de all*

nd he Departent of Inteior to haul the dirt containers from around" -
dosed the ng operation, said the rail site, probably Reardon, up Strong aid the state wod -

De ire. a nsow, windingroad 20 milto. decide the matter in about two
-A= they heard about New the milL months.
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Team searches" for' N-pollution in'Coluimbia
8y Karen Dom Steee. :. :. ;- :-i''...-'-''''. n-'. '';'

3k Ncrm off 'a dinghyninto thecld aer rier rmncleareHnodsstabilltyfor a

ing for radioactive underwater springs and "We can't expend funds on. a lwhi, but fodeutgtaohrchallenge.
mswers to a controversial theory. we thought his request for more data was Acecording to federal sit-elsection guide.

Buske and his tem of indendt scien- reasonable. So -we let him go ahead even lines, Hanford will be disqualified if it can
ists think ther el.. are gad thouF wesntncfsrl {eiv i h-bhown that radiation from the S,OO0-foot

- h e-ont ecssri blivehi te

Eilted unegon he iirigory, said Steve eI&M, ;t affairs of. deep repository could reach the river in
zotmntdwtrfrom Enodspuo ficer for the Energy Deatent.- '- leiss than 10,000 yeams

date frecors Eintor' pltonunpodepkemn-~ wihanfordsergontit tdehangueL-- os
tioot are mile tote reast nea the olde vian Insea of B speiscultatin the Bruske atheory ~i sarps usin dta'
mrdergoundie.. whmll uttret ietaesmc ase hnteEe e -- (e oubate on the reosto

whee hi dat it sai

Busesays tiuimcpaiie--ste- pksanodI=r cofutldn fral3 ow upwards and.< ;-Ine-:nl
rater- -f, ;rs - wih _a .- .; ,

a t a eWevsay rI hs r o .he orm Suk. they arten Coturbi River ea aordporioactiontanat's,

to fainveontotevels much fate than the Eeg e(eColumbabnpae a6
Stto f0 years;
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The Hanford Reach Project Is part of an
unprecedented joint effort by Bsets iirm,
Search Technical Services of Davenport,
Greenpeace and the U.S. Department of
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why they're taking us seriously,"
Buske said.

Battelle Pacific Northwest Labo-
ratories, under contract to the En-
ergy Department, concluded in its
1984 monitoring report that about
20,000 gallons per minute of Han-
ford waste-contaminated ground
water- about one-2,000th the total
volume of the river - enters the
Columbia, much of It near the Han-
ford townsite. *

The water contains tritium, a ra-
dioactive byproduct of plutonium
reprocessing. Hanford sources of
tritium Include the PUREX pluto-
nium reprocessing plant and the
100-N reactor areas at the northern
tip of the nuclear reservation.

Battelle estimated the flow-rate
to be about 3-cubic feet per second'
and concluded, "despite the fact
that tritiume enters the Columbia'
River near the' Hanford townsite,

t the impact to the river Is low."
Buske has challenged the flow-

rate figure, saying that about eight-
times more tritium Is coming into
the river than the Battelle figure
can account for. In recent weeks,
Battelle has revised Its flow-rate
figure upward, to between 11 and
22 cubic feet'per second, Buske
said. v -

.The Battel14 data show that a
- dramatic Increase In the amount of

tritium released from the restart of
PUREX In late 1983 already had

- gone half way across the reserva-
tion by the end of 1984, Buske said.

"That speed would suggest a
travel time of two to three years to
get to the river," he said.

Last fall, Buske first. detected

and sampled underwater springs
near the old Hanford townsite by
diving into the river. He said the
flow-rate in the springs never had
been tested.

The project's sampling efforts hit
a snag this week when higher-than-'
anticipated river levels kept the
submerged springs from running.

Buske, his brother Warren, an
electrical engineer, and field Inves-
tigator Linda Josephson will return:
later in the spring to measure how
fast the springs are flowing into the
Columbia .... a.. - b..--..:........

The project also hit a public relaye:'
tions snag when the test site was
visited Tuesday night by Leroy and ... ' '

two other Energy Department offi-..
cials who thought Buske was going
to share his data with a reporter.--,.
before giving It to them for analy-
sis..:. et>'i. x no ~

"They were tryingi t dictate to *
me the terms under which I could
talk to the Press," Buskecom- -

Ljeroy said he appeared at
Buske's camp because of an agree-
ment' ot to makethe data public : -'---
until the Energy Department had
seen It.

"We want a chance to analyze
the data since we're paying In part
for the project," Leroy said.

Buske said Battelle's own data
support his theory of a large under-
ground channel flowing toward the -
river, but he needs more of his own
measurements to prove It -

"f it turns out there's no channel -
here, we'll say so. But if the data
we find support our theory, then it
will become accepted," Buske said.

. . . f .
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Ha ord spewed tons- of Spokane, WA
kan r sewe to 's jLMAR 2 0 NO8

che rmiucals into Columbia River

ASiated Pam leased b the reactors would today require a permit,
RICHLAND - Plutonium-producing reactors at the Burkhalter said.

Hanford Nuclear Reservation also spewed thousands As many as ine production reactors were operating
of tons of chemical pollutants Into the Columbia River during aford's peak production years between 1948
for-three decades, according to government docu- and 1964.-
meats. A 1969 waste-disposal summary, when only four

In addition to millions of curies of radioactive of chemicals wire ei s io the rive. 28T00 tons
senic, Iodine, manganese and other heavy met to 13,000 tons tne ai1970 Thadyfel

releansed into the river, the pl13daf to 1,0010 to~ns in a 1970 F -Uroutinel reesdit h ier h lnsdm The 1970 report indlcates Isome 98 tons of tri-tosnsof tons annually of chemicas ad acidst ~ chohylene an organic degreaser, were discharged
are now rglated under state hazardous waste and ritO theiver. n
federalwaterqualityadards. . , -. :. Waste-disposal; summaries of other years do not

The acids discharged by reactors would have violat- contain separate listings of chemicals dis--arged.
ed state hazardous waste standards, had they been In The federal Department of Energy, and Its pede-
effect at the time, Roger Stanley, state Department of cessor the Atomic Energy Common, have consist-
ECOlOgY hazardous waste regulator, said Wednesday. . ently said the chemicals and radioactive materials

A 1969 report shows the discharge of mor than 1 were quickly diluted by the Columbia's large volumes
million pounds of sodium di"-romate, a chemical that of water and did not constitute a health threat.
would not be allowed to be.dumped under current Several calls to the Energy Department's Hanford
standards adopted In the early 1980s, said Dick Bur- operations office for comment Wednesday were not
khalter of the Ecology Department. retuned. -

Discharges of the acids and other chemicals re- Althoukh the releases occurred as long as 40 years

ago, their effects are still being seen In contamination
of the groundwater beneath the reservation, Stanley
said. I. -..

Both Stanley and Burkhalter noted that the dual-
purpose N reactor, the only weapons production facili-
ty still operating, has a better record than Its older
counterparts. ; s i v r , 1 _ _ -.; ; . ,

Radioactive and chemical wastes were generated
over the last 43 years when irradiated fuel rods were
dissolved in strong acids to extract rare radioactive
isotopes used in making nuclearweapons. -- .

So much radioactive phosphorous, chromium and
zinc was released Into the river that studies were con-
ducted In the 1960s and 1970s to determine their ef-
fects on Pacific Ocean shellfish on Washington and Or-
egon beaches mare than 400 miles downstream, the
documents show.

A study published In 1972 checked the dietary habits
of hundreds of residents of Willapa Bay, Wash, and
Rockaway, Ore., in order to calculate 'dose" esti-
mates from eating shellfish contaminated by radioac-
tive zinc. . -

The Energy Department has consistently said that

releases from the Hanford reservation had no known
harmful effects on the region.

"Comprehensive studies over more than 25 years
have shown that the radiation doses received by the
public have been well within the guidelines (set by nu-
clear regulatory agencies) and that no discernible ra-
diation or thermal effects have occurred to the valu-
able opulations of fish and wildlife," said a 1970
ryort on reactor effluents to the Washington Ecologi-

Ca ommnission.-;
Chemicals flushed Into the river Included sulfuric

acid, nitric acid and hydrofluoric acid, the reports
show. All are regulated under the state's hazardous
material act, Stanley said.

More than 43 million pounds, nearly 22,000 tons, of
sulfuric acid were discharged in 1969. Another 9,000
tons were flushed in 1970 and 1,560 tons In 1971, ac-
cording to the annual waste disposal summaries.

Other chemicals released from the reactor opera;7
tions in large amounts included bauxite, aluminum
sulfate, chlorine and sodium dichromate, the reports
show.

-

I .
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Forum held on hazardous materials
ByKristin Richardson Illegal any hazardous material

Staf ritf- shipment through town before fed-
COEU d'AENE- Th reslveeral agencies satisfy concerns over

of some North Idaho residents co aetConr ad
cerned about hazardous atrls The fo rum, sponsored by themay have grown mor ntse Kootenal Enviroinmental Alliance
Wednesda after they were told at and Citizensz Agst Nuclear
a public forum that action at the Weapons and Exiction, was de-
state and local levels canbhave an signed to 'clear the air In Coeur

Im at..d'Alene among pepe who seem
Of particular concern, said some onyttakmngheslsad

of the 40 people attending the fo. get the same story over and over
rum, is transportation of hazardous again," said Mannie Scherr of. the

: ~ . . - .& 2 . -.

Material on one truck involved In- ' Connor and HEALs Al Mna
-. an, accident could contaminate" offered statisticsadanlsso

Lake Coeur d'Mlene for centuries," work at the Hanford Ncerle-
they wLire told by representative ervation near Richland. Two repre-

.Ncto .-,t .o-s

of the Hanford Edcto ncil sentatives fromn Hanford will ad-,

Fhou forur stae?" aske one',uatril

woman; R Information on the release of ra-
Maybe, said HEA=s Tim Connor dioactive Iodine at eanford In the

Lal action, though not necessario 1940s became public earlier this
of lysucessu o t least coulde buy o month. Congressmen briefed by the

tim Inhops o rechig acorn: U.S. Department of Energy havepromise with fedealauthor he said Hanford released 300,000 ea-apid u t ries of radioactive iodine In 1945
Beyond that, Coeur d'Alene s city alone - more than 20,000 times thegovernment could follow other amount released in the 1079 Three

communities, leads and declare Mile Island accident. ..

- aera o netuc nvleti - ooo ad}Lsil ora
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Prrof:e Cancer rates
.were about double,
in IN-'release area'.'

ain said. o Xe Coun .
ty's rate was as

iger-than-expected s0 ~ Blmi's study was publicized Iast
thyId and breast cancer were November when he presented it In
fod in women in Eastern Wash- Spane at a "Human Health and
Ington and northern Idaho In ortshpsie
decades following huge releases ofa -es n h e
radloactivE odine from the Han- d since Th e Spoksaneview
.ford Nuclear Reservation, a Boise-rpre at eko ao radia-
State University sociologist says. in the
: However, Washington state epof 1940s and early wa0s which were re-
deriologist Dr. Sam Mlhan said aw vealed in recently de seed gov
stud he nducted found no unusu- emrinentdouens - J-
al Incidence of cancer easo - Blaiesaid he could not account
lelivongneartheanfordfa ty. or lower incidencesofbreastand
Mfchael Blain, an assistant pro- thyroid cancer in areas closer to

fessor of sociology at BSU, ad the Hanford reservation or why the
Tueda that -a government study two north central Washington coun-
of cne r dths Issued in the mid- ties experienced unusually high
1970s found that Eastern Ws hing- cancer deaths.
ton and North Idaho had thhe of 16 "I can only assume that have
areas across the country with unuto haver puion to soaktthis
sually high rates of those cancers stuff up," he id.-
betweeno 950 and 969g. Malhais, however, said he used

The thar areas were Spokane census data to track Individuals In
County, the Idaho counties of the area by agecad sex and found
Kootenal, Benewah, Latak, Nez no unusual inience of cancer
Perce and Lewis which border among pepe living near Hanford.
W slntn tte, and Oknoan rIve looked at the figre for alland Chenound tieshe said. of Eastern Washington and found

Thryon d cancer deaths were noto- no a that would indicate a
twice the national average In trend in Increased cancer rates,
Kootenai County duing. the1950s Mllham said.

. Sh thee aeaswer Spoanecenss dta o trck ndivduas /

Couny, he dahocoutie ofthe reabrae ansexnd oun
Iotnl eea; aaNzn nsslEiec fcne
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Committee to study -. -
releases at Hanford
By Lonnle Rosenwald . . anf A rd
OLYMPIA - The state may ask classified because they were based the releases, including major iodine

to inspect classified records on ra- on. calculations rather than mea- releases that prompted the CDC re-
dioacthve releases at Hanford, offi- surenents. . view.
dials said Thursday. . - -"It's an accuracy question, real- The records showed that In 1945,

Meanwhile, Warren Bishop, ;ly," he said. accidental releases of iodine from
chairman of the state Nuclear But he also suggested that the Hanford totaled 340,000 curies. In a
Waste Board, named a committee - Energy Department would make planned release In 1949, 5,500 cu-
to study thousands of pages of doc- them available if the state asks. ries of the material was dis-
uments of radioactive releases at -: The new study committee agreed charged.
Hanford since the 1940s. - .- -- ; Thursday to hire an engineering-:' The latter discharge was to help

The records were released nearly firm to review the Hanford docu- develop a monitoring system for
a month ago by the Department of ments. A separate review board of Soviet nuclear weapons.
Energy. Bishop said the review academic experts also will be'. The 1979 accident at the Three
may take a year and cost $100,000. asked to examine the findings. ;x: Mile Island nuclear plant released
* Ohas offered to pay for It.-. -. 15cre f a.to

* The sate stuy, ealld-f~ ~ The federal Centers for DYisease- 15cre frdainweThe state study, eooth for ll '- Control In Atlanta Is beginning I _No matter how you break It out,

examine environmental and health own study of health effects, at the adGrittedtor, .- `
effects of radioactive releases de- request of Washingtons congres Since 1957, DOE has monitored
tailed in the 19,000 pages of docu- s delegatlo ' : .. the dosage that workersandnearby
ments. -. . a . Board members made few com residents would receive from Han-

Royston Fflby, a Washington ents during Gerton's briefing on. fordemissions,hesaid.

State Unvesty cdhe i-i--' ~Qr f > ed2at

State Univrsityc hemistry profes- -'. ' -.- : .- But before that, the only records

so, asrdnamtsed to headee drnc bcuesmdoosdn'

w ned to o teo ev s 'on health effects are death certia-committee. Its other members ino

tone ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t Cttd on ntrso arnes Goft workersbtined by thlet

elude officials of Oregon and three - i 2cesowokrobandyth

nediantribes- - Social Security Administration, he
iheapniwat qoestial this pape r a- trieGto acknowledgedo that thosen said Che rt. Esesels .. wspaeorkds may give an Incomplete

eicture because some doctors don't
Gardner's energ adviser. Es . asso dahwe hr

"Was there danger there duringE, all causes of deth wheanatee toh o
the 40 years to our people and Is r rh o
there something that should b Robert Shirley, an aide to SenL
done at this point in terms Of Barney Goltz, DaBeIfigiamL asked
cleanup? whether- the Energy Department

p s e tt th rtried to track -down people who
rto eworked at Hanford during the 1945-

iW ilb sigfrsm ad- 49 iodine releases.
t Ihe Do you think tA reasonable to

said. .- contact them and let them know
Don Provost, the waste boards they were there?' Shirley asked.

otechnical director, added, 'This on lied DOE would look
classified Information may be bor at that
essary."

Documents given out by the En-ergy Department .-on Feb. 27 do-
scribed planned and accidental ra-
diation emissions at the nuclear
site in southcentral Washington
from the 1940s through 1984.

Ron Gerton, director of environ-r
ment, safety, health and quality as-
surance at Hanford, told the board
that reessof other radioactive

cldn krypton and
a ed.

~'W*osveimaterials may retain their
radioactivity longer than Iodine. -

Gerton said the records were
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Papers promised
in Hanford probe
:WASEMNGTON (AP)-A House

subcommittee has been promised
full cooperation in an Investigation
of releases of radioactivity from
the Hanford nuclear reservation
near Richland, Wash., a subcom-
mittee aide said Friday.

.The aide, who spoke on condition
of anonymity, said Rep. John
Dingell, D-Mich., chairman of the
oversight subcommittee of the-
House Energy and Commerce Com-
mittee, had written the Energy De-
kartment asking for all documents,
classified or not, on the releases
Into the Columbia River and into
the atmosphere. - - - :

-Dlngel was joined In the Guest-
by Rep. Ron Wyden,.D-Ore, also a
member of the subcommittee.
* The department has told -us it

*111 cooperate and we'll get what
we want."
: The subcommittee also has asked

for documents on "what was their
understanding of the health effects
(of the releases) at the time," the
Aide said.

Recently declassified documents
have revealed releases Into the Col-
onbla River over about 40 years
from government reactors. More
than 1 million curies of radioactive
substances were released into the
environment, according to the doc-
usnents.
. The aide said the subcommittee

staff was particularly- curious
about lodine-131, a radioactive Iso-
tope that can lodge In the thyroid
gland.

"We have no reason to believe
people are dying'of cancer of the

fthe aide saidt
the 4etherhand, we'd like to

know what happened to the cesium
and the strontium," longer-lived ra-
dSoactive substances that most like-
Iy were produced with the iodine.

.I



Low-level nuclear
waste in the U.S. THESPOKESMAN-REVIEW
More than 20.000 companies, hospitals, research laboratories and Spokane, WA
universities are licensed by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to.
use radioactive materials in their daily activities. From these, 1.189 ' MAR 2 3 1986
metric tons of low-level nuclear waste were generated In the U.S. In
1985. This amount is projected to grow to more than 4.000 metric tons
per year by the year 2008. At present, the most widely-used method of
disposal is to bury the waste in deep trenches. - 'These findings are distressing,

*partiularly In view of the fact that
U.S.-SOURCES OF LOW-LEVEL NUCLEAR WASTE . - PAs Inadequate regulations and
By source, in percentage generated: . enforcement efforts ihay cause

- ~ ramany of these closed facilities to
m AC M len d up as future Superfund sites,

Flrosaid in a statement accom-
U.S.-GENERATED paaVde GAO renfort.

L* *W ~ mLOW-LEVEL 4069 ;"XnLproperly osed hazardous
* % NUCLEAR WASTE waste facility Is, In many ways,

. -. In metric tons: m dangerous than an operatins

r - practices can result in contaminat-
CU ' -*.- CCMUUCA ' :..d groundwater and real threats to

PO1 uwm pu- i healM.
. . 'He d that proper shutdown Is

2320 an important Issue bectause EPA
il:~ 207 2132ordered closure -ls November of

some 1,100 -waste facilities thatf
: -. * ,,- I. - .were unable to meet more

- AA C stringent federal requirements for
*-continued operation.

12 s . Gene Lucero, director of EPA's
- A' 2: *f'~ ..- ,- office of waste programs enforce-

Ment, said the agency was not mon-
itoring shutdowns as well as It

wast facilities r begshould have been at the time the
clod d n to p t ho." Bstudy was done. But since then, he

1976 1980 1984 1t988. 1992.-' 1998' 2000 2004 2h08 ten- saidwve Identified this problemsa a priority. We're not walkdng
AC-UAL Reviewin 176 n PROaway from It. We're dealing with it

gtain194 , AO said. Enas, a priority area of concern."
SOURCth The Alomic Industrial Forum Incap i. CNerwti AtericadSyndicate9l s cord to Lncerorispctio

-Je.o - of all closing land disposal o faclies

Hoedfuur haththeas mpoery loedfaiitescoldcol wereny 5 rea wiad sbe

reirrg rquired In 1986, andwilb
mandatory for closing storage and
treate ct plants as well in fiscalGAO, ciiting the site nra

on ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ue Cogec.curnnte wth jridcto

Calfoni, llnosNew York, Ohio

forofvern toxi waste.ck

-and P:svania. Bill Roberts, anaide to Forio, said many of the
GAO's find6ing r stil Valid.

Since 1981, opertors of hazard-
- Tejt saidthat of enforce- 'quired to follow EPA regulation!

WASHINGTON (AP) - The fed- mrient actions taken against another spelling out proper shutdown pro.
eral government and the states 136 facilities violating the require- cedures. One of these is to demon-
have failed to ensure that hazard- 'ments, actions In 122 of the cases strate financial resources to pay
ous waste facilities are being prop- "'were not as strong as EPA policy for a closure.
erly closed down Ito preventg harm .and guidelines called for." But GAO said there are holes In
to umns and the environment, a " Our analysis shows that- the en- this system: a facility can have ade-
congressional study says. forcement actions ... were not al- but

.Reviewing 176 disposal and stor- ways effective In obtaining timelyo
.age facilities that closed in 1984, compliance," GAO said. "Enforce- ca ietmnyerakdfor

tenon-partisan General Account- ment is critical to adequate protec- Sf lsr oa prtrscei
Ing Office says the Environmental' tion of tublic health and the envi-trS
Protection Agency did not nsetronmenL .The study said that of 1,434 facil-
60 of them to see whether tey :. The report, which warned that'liseiwdntelsaej
p&sed future health threats. -Improperly- closed facilities could could find "only 657 that had tub-

-Of the 109 facilities that were 'become "Superfuand" sites -requiring miltted finanicial assurance docu-
checked before or after closing, 37 cleaning, up with public money, was ments" and that in some cases the
were found to be In violtio of releae by Saturday by Rep. documents were deficient.
EPA closure requirements, accord- James Florio, D-N.J., chairman of
Ing to GAO, the Investigative wing 'the House Energy and Commerce
on Congress. ubomte wih jurisdictionover toxic waste.
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Oruler thins deep
Hanford's big hole may cap expert's long career
By Ken O'Toole
Assodated Pr=.

RICHLAND Don't let Clyde T. 'Jake. Web-
ster catch you eating roasted peanuts out at his
drill rlg.

ec-, ms It's bad luck.
Don't ask why. It's just part of drilling lore, one

of the traditions that come along with the 35 years
of drilling skills that Webster, 65, brings to his job
as a principal engineer for Rockwell Hanord. _-

If Hanford I selected as one of three sites in the
nation to be studied as a repository for higt-level
nuclear waste, he'll have more drilling ahead of

: him by September. Probably as a clat.
With his background as a drilling troub-

leshooter, he's one of the-few veteran experts
available to offer advice on a big-hole project of
this magenistude. *- - . . !

s As Webster put It; "il happen to be ii role
where there's not too many ot us left."

-.--.*. One of the nation's largest drill rigs -180 feet
high, 38 feet between the legs and capable of sup-
porting about 1% million pounds worth of equi?-

.. ment -awaits the decision to begin drilling mec
.<-first of two exploratory shafts i .i...

It's all part of Rockwell Sanford's Basalt Waste
- ; Isolation Project for the US. Department of Ener-

The shafts, 500 feet apart, would beased and
lined to a six-foot diameter and more than 1,000
feet of tunnels would be mined at the bottom, so
researchers could conduct heater, rock strength
and water-flow tests- -

Webster has been at Haford since 1969, when
the first of the exploratory holes were drilled at
the site. Water-flow studies have to be done over a
long period of time. If the exploratory shaft is
drilled at Hanford, he'd like to be there to see the
job through.

Webster is in demand when politicians tour the
drill site one mile west of the 200 West Area at the
Hanford Nuclear Reservation. He likes the ones
that know how to laugh and seem really interested

r '"in what's going on.m,-
-e's as slick as drilling fluldwhen he rattles off

his repertoire of statistics about the drill bit that
will advance at about 15 feet a day for 10 months
until It bores down 3,450 feet into Intermittent
basalt layers.

The rig Is a sight that makes a driller proud.
After all In 1976 it drilled the deepest hole in the
free world. That's 31,441 feet in western Oklaho-
ma. The Soviets claim to have drilled a deeper one

in the past year or so.
If It's records you want, Webster has helped

make a few. He was chief drilling adviser on
"Cannikin," a 90-inch diameter, 6,150-feet deep
hole on Amchitka In the Aleutian Islands. That's
the deepest shaft ever drilled. Begun when the
United States and the USSR. ag on a morato-
rium on-atmospheric nuclear testing, it was com-
pleted in 1969.

-This is unique, because in the oil field, the holes
were never more-than 26 inches in diameter and
here they dig them at a 60-inch diameter." -' --

As for Webster, he likes the challenge of big-
hole drilling. "But there's no room for human er-
ror. 5 '-

For Instance, the shaft can't deviate more than
14 inches off themar -- -- -

"I'll have to birddog It carefully." The reason-
he's not going to stray too far off the mark, he`
said, is "because rm going to be watching It every :;
30 feet."? ' a'.-& - ......- , ,,

Webster's enthusiasm about planning for the big
hole rings true when he declares, "This is the most
satisfying work rve ever done. It's more restric-
tive, but it's kind of unique." -

Unique like the mechanismh Webster designed;
for dislodging and recovering drilling tools lost
down large-diameter holes. They call this kind of
troubleshooter a "fisherman." A "fish," you see, is
something like a collar, bit or other equipment lost
In the hole. -

Being a ood fisherman Is a "matter of pride,"
Webster said. - --

Rockwell has been taking advantage of Web-
ster's experience to create a computer program of
artifical Intelligence.--

A "brilliant young computer wizard" would sit.
for hours at a tmelearning Webster's colloquial-
lsms as the veteran spun scenarios Involving bits,
torque and drilling mud.

Webster, who didn't like the idea at first, said, "I
frowned on It awful hard. I thought It would only
regurgitate what I told It"

It didn't work that way. It was fed several hun-
dred rules for what a driller should do to solve,
'different drilling problems. If you feed the com-
puter a problem, wi ,l1 spit out a probable solu--
tion, based on Webste's input.

The computer may track the way Webster
thinks. But it'll take some advanced programming
to capture the way he feels about his blg-hole drill-
ing career..

As he put It, There's Just something about It.
You walk awray from It about 10 feet tall"
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Clyde T. "Jake" Webster Is in demand when politicians tour the Hanford drill site.
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Hanford emissions
health risks unsure
* RICELAND, Wash. (AP)
Federal documents reveal that more
than 1 million curies of radioactive
materials were released from the
Hanford nuclear reservation during
the last 40 years, but scientists say.
they may never kow whether the
emissions harmed the health of
residents In three states.

The Department of. Energy
documents provide the first mean-
ingful glimpse of the amount of
radioactivity released from the
reservation-during four decades of
nuclear activity there.

They show numerous planned and
unplanned releases of contamina-
to into the Columbia River, and in-
to the air, groundwater and soil In
Washington, Oregon and Idaho. The
documents:

* Reveal that with eight produc-
tion reactors drawing their cooling
water from the Columbia River, the
amount of radioactive iodine, xenon,
cesium, strontium, plutonium and
uranium being dumped into the
river was "on the magde of
several thousands of curLes a day"
by 1960. Based on those averages as
many as 750,000 curies of radioac-
tive materials- could have been
released annually during that

Ld.
* Show releases of approximately

470,000 curies of radioactive
material during a two-year span in
the 104s, with 340,000 curies of
radioactive lodine-131 being releas-
ed In 14 at the height of war pro-

.

duction.
d Report that releases of radioac-

tlive ruthenium plagued spent fuel
processing plants during the 1950s
and 1960s, resulting In the largest
single release of 1,0O curies in 1962.

* Detail a "green run' in
December 1949 which resulted in the
release of 5,500 curies of Iodine over
much of eastern Washington and
Oregon. The test apparently was In-
tended-to test Instruments for
measuring Soviet weapons testing.

A curie Is a measure of radiation.
To contrast the size of the releases
detailed in the reports, GPU Nuclear
Carp, operator of the Three Mile
Island nuclear reactors in Pen-
sylvania, reported the release of
about 14 curies over 43 days in a 1979
accident.

Hanford opponents say the reports
justify their fears about the safety of
the reservation, but radiation ex-
perts say It may be Impossible to
determine whether health problems
resulted.

State and federal radiation ex-
perts say the number of curies
released is not as Important as the
radiation dose received by an in-
dividuaL.

The DOE says it is up to the states
of Washington and Oregon to decide
whether health studies are needed.
- A state study, of mortality
statistics did not find any significant
difference in the number of cancer-
related deaths in the Hanford region
andotherpartsofthestate.
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High cancer rates found
in E. Washington, Idaho

SPOKANE (AP) - Higher-than-
expected rates of thyroid' and breast
cancer were found In women In
Eastern Washington and northern
Idaho In the decades following huge
releases of radioactive iodine from

* the Sanford nuclear reservation, a
Boise State University sociologist
says. -.

But other researchers say more
study is needed before a connection
withHanford canbe established.

Michael Baln, an assistant pro,
fessor of sociology' at BSU, said
Tuesday that a government study of
cancer deaths issued in the mid-
1970s found that Eastern Washington
a ; nd northern Idaho had three of 16
areas across the country with-
unusually high rates of those
cancers between 1950 and 1969.

Thyroid and breast cancers are
' highly sensitive to radiation effects,

Blain said. The government study,
the Atlas of Cancer Mortality for

I '.5 ,;- .......... , ;........

: . . ~~~~~~~~~' -:-Cr4^,.- .......:.

U.S. Counties, made no conclusions
on the cause of the cancers.

The three areas were
Washington's Spokane County, the
Idaho counties of Kootenai,
Benewah, Latah, Nez Perce and
Lewis which border Washington
state, and Okanogan and Chelan
counties in north central
Washington, he said.. -- -:

Blain acknowledged that his work
needs refinement. But, he added, "I
do think I've been part of the process
by which these questions get asked." -.

An epidemiological study of Ran.-
ford's health Impact on the region isneeded, Blansaid. 2 -,

An - independent panel. of
epidemiologists from Oregon and
Washington plans to begin a study to
see whether correlations can bemade between the, statistics and
Hanford emissions. No one else has
been doing this kind of research in
IdaoBlasai..-. - -
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Hanford poured tons 'into Columbia River,
RiCHLAND (AP) - Afederal nuclear fuelpOroduc- regulattions, maanyeof the compounds discharged in

tion plant dumped, millions of pounds of toxic the pst would ave to be greatly diluted.
chemicals such as sulfuric acid ito the Columbia Stanley and Burkhalter evaluated the records of
River in the 1950 and 1S60s, federal documents say. environmental monitoring at Hanford between 1943

The discharges from the Hanford Nuclear Reserva- and the present. The records were released Feb. 27
tion. which makes plutonium for reactor fuel and by the U.S Department of Energy after requests by
atomic weapons, would. violate state and federal environmental groups, news organizations and
pollution laws today, state environmental officials others.
said Wednesday.

The hemcal wee ued t flsh s mny s ~ The Energy Department and its predecessor, the
reactors and neutralize radioactive materials at Han- tmcEeg omisohv ai h hmcl
*ford. the reports indicate. The one reactor In op era-. and radioactive materials were quickly diluted by the

lionthee nw I uner tateandfedralreglaton§ Columbia's large volumes of water, and did not pose
In the past, the records show, thousands of tons of ahealththreat.

acids and organic solids were discharged Into the Col- al!oteEeg eat~nsHnodoea
*umbia each year In addition to radioactive arsenic!, tions office for comment Wednesday were not return-
iodine, manganese and heavy metals routinely _

released into the river with hot reactor-cooling water. During Hanford's- peak production years between
For Instance, between 1969 and 1971, 'Hanford 1948 and 1964 as many as nine reactors were

discharged more than L5 million pounds of sodium. operating.-'
dichromate Into the river, the records show'. Federal, In 1969, whe n only four reactors were working,
and state regulations now ban dumping of that com- more than 28,000 tons of chemicals, Including nearly
pound, said Dick Burkhalter, head of the state 22,000 tons of sulfuric acid, were discharged into the
Department of Ecology's industrial regulation sec- river, according to awaste disposal summary.
lion.

"It's very toxic," he said. The next year, the total fell to 13,000 tons, including
Discharges of sulfuric acid, nitric acid and 3,000 tons of the acid and 98 tons of trichlorethylene,

bydrofluoric acid would violate state hazardous an organic degreaser. In 1971, 1,60 tons of sulfuric
waste standards now in effect, said Roger Stanley, an acid ere flushed Into the Columbia.
-Ecology Department hazardous waste regulator. The documents also show large releases of bauxite,

Under current state and federal clean-water aluminum sulfate and chlorine.

Th-icagsfoah afr ula eev ndtepeet h eod eerlae e.2

donwhih mkespluoniu fo recto ful ad bytheUs epatmet o Enegy fte reuess b

atoic repon, oul volae tat E feerl evirnmnta goup, ewsoraniatonsan
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Springs may rush waste
RICHLAND (AP)-The Columbia River may contain from the repository could I

radioactive underwater springs coming from an with an underground chann
underground channel discharging contaminated water "This is a repository que
from plutonium reactors at the Hanford nuclear reser- taking us seriously," Buske
vation, an oceanographer says. -Battelle Pacific Northw

Norm Buske says tritium-contamlnated wastewater tract to the Energy Depaj
from Hanford's plutonium production area about 10 monitoring report that aboi
miles east of the river near the old Hanford townsite Hanford waste-contaminat
may be reaching the river via the underground channel 2,000th the total volume of I
in just three to five years instead of taking from 30 to 60 bia, much of it near the HBa
years, as Hanford officials estimate. The water contains tritiz

Buske and his team of independent scientists spent plutonium reprocessing. I
Wednesday searching the river. .: eude the Plutonium-Uranil

The Hanford Reach Project is part of an un- 100-N reactor areas at the
precedented joint effort by Buske's firm, Search tion.
Technical Services of Davenport, Greenpeace and the Battefle estimated the f
U.S. Department of Energy to learn more about dangers feet per second and concl
to the river from nuclear weapons production at Han- tritlum enters the Columl
ford. - townsite, the Impactto the X

"We ean't expend funds on a whim, but we thought his Buske has challenged I
request for more data was reasonable. So we let him go about eight times more tri
ahead even though we don't necessarily believe his than the Battefle figure
theory," said Steve Leroy, external affairs officer for weeks, Battefle has revise(
the Energy Department. to between 11 and 22 cubic f

Tnstead of speculating on Buske's theory, Battelle The Battefle data show t
scientists "prefer to wait and see whether his data sup- amount of tritium released
portit," saidBattelle spokesman ToddNelson. In late 1983 already had go

If Buske is correct that the groundwater travels much vation by the end of 1984, Bi
faster than the Energy Department thinks, Hanford's "That speed would sugl
suitability for a high-level nuclear waste repository mhreeyearstogettotherivi
could get another challenge. Last fall, Buske first d6

Accordingtofederalsite-selection guidelines, Hanford water springs near the old
wl be disqualified if it can be shown that radiation from into the river.
the 3,000-foot deep repostor could reach the river in Buske, his brother Wame
less than 10,000 years. field Investigator Linda 3

Hanford scientists studying the repository proposal the spring to measure how
already have acknowledged that contaminated water Into the Columbia.

to river
fow upward and intermingle
AeL
!stion, and that's why they're
e said.
est Laboratories, under con-
tment, concluded In its 1984
it 20,000 gallons per minute of -
ed groundwater - about one-
the river - enters the Colum-
iford townsite.
nm. a radioactive byproduct of

:anford sources of tritium in-
uum Extraction plant and the
northern tip of the reservn-

low-rate to be about 3 cubie
uded, "despite the fact that
bia River near the Hanford
river is low.",:
the flow-rate figure, saying
tium is coming Into the river
can account for. In recent
I its flow-rate figure upward.
eetper second, Buske said.
iat a dramatic increase in the
I from the restart of PUREX
ne hall way across the reser-
uske said.
rgest a travel time of two to
er," he said.
etected and sampled under
I Hanford townsite by diving

en, an electrical engineer, and
osephson will return later In
r fast the springs are flowing
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R ia doa ctive ire eases
totaled

P io42'5

By John K. Wiley
Associated Press Writer

RICHLAND - Federal documents reveal
that more than 1 million curies of radioac-
tive materials were released from the Han-
ford nuclear reservation during the last 0
years, but scientists say they may never
know whether the emissions harned the
health of residents in three states.

The Department of Energy documents
provide the first meaningful glimpse of the
amount of radioactivity released from the
reservation during four decades of nuclear
activity there.

The documents, reviewed by The Asso-
ciated Press, were compiled from environ-
mental reports and studies. They were re-
leased Feb. 27 by the department in
response to numerous requests for informa-
tion. about operations at the 570-square mile
reservation on the Columbia River in south-
central Washington.

They show numerous planned and un-
planned releases of contamination Into the
Columbia River, and into the air, ground-
water and soil in Washington, Oregon and

Idaho. The documents:
* Show releases of approximately 470,000

curies of radioactive material during a two-
year span in the 1940s, with 340,000 curies of
radioactive iodlne-131 being released In
1945 at the height of war production.

* Report that releases of radioactive
ruthenium plagued spent fuel processing
plants during the 1950s and 1960s, resulting
in the largest single release of 1,020 curies
in 1962.

* Reveal that with eight production reac-
tors drawing their cooling water from the
Columbia River, the amount of radioactive
iodine, xenon, cesium, strontium, pluton-
ium and uranium being dumped into the
river was "on the magnitude of several
thousands of curies a day" by 1960. Based
on those averages as many as 750,000 cur-
Ies of radioactive materials could have
been released annually during that period.

- Detail a "green run" in December 1949
which resulted In the release of 5,500 curies
of iodine over much of eastern Washington
and Oregon. The test apparently was in-
tended to test Instruments for measuring
Soviet weapons testing.

A curie is a measure of radiation. To con-
trast the size of the releases detailed In the
reports, GPU Nuclear Corp, operator of the
Three Mile Island nuclear reactors in
Pennsylvania, reported the release of about
14 curies over 43 days In a 1979 accident.

*The documents show contamination en-
tered the environment from several
sources in the manufacturing of plutonium
for nuclear weapons:

* From the eight single-loop production
reactors and the closed-loop N reactor.
More than 60 radioactive Isotopes could be
found In the reactor effluent that was dis-
charged into cooling ponds and then Into
the Columbia Rilver. Some of them had a
"half life" - the time it took to lose half Its
radioactivity - of less than a second. Oth-
ers, such as uranium, have half lives of 24,
000 years.

* From the cooling ponds. Several breaks
of pond dikes were reported, including an
Oct. 25, 1948, Incident in which 14.5 million
gallons, containing up to 61 pounds of ura-

Continued on Page 2A
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Early radioactive releases
from Hanford added-up

Continued from Page 1A
nium, washed Into the river. Contami-
nation also was spread by ducks and
geese which landed on the ponds, by
small animals which, burrowed Into
their sides, and through seepage into
the soil. -;Xs: :
- * From reprocessing plants where
reactor fuel rods were dissolved In
acid to extract plutonium. Numerous
releases occurred when fuel elements.
had not been cooled long enough and
radioactive gases went up the plants'
-smokestacks. The documents also list
numerous spills, line breaks and acci-
dental releases. Contamination also
occurred near the plants In "cribs"

and trenches where low-level wastes whether health problems resulted.
were dumped. - ; Tim Connor, spokesman for a Spo-

e From single-shell tanks where' kane-based watchdog group, labeled
processing plant wastes were stored. dafly releases of 430 curies in one 1946
More than 550,000 gallons of contaml- report "the equivalent of a TMfree-Mile
nants have leaked from some of the Island accident every hour."
149 single-shelled concrete tanks bur- But state and federal radiation ex-
led near the processing plants. - perts say the number of curies re-

a From other sources, such as leased Is not as important as the
tanker truck accidents, fires in dispose- radiation dose received by an individ-
al pits and laboratories, and even -ual. -
swallows making nests from contain- The DOE says it Is up to the states
nated pond mud.. - . of Washington -and Oregon to decide

Hanford opponents 'say the reports." whether health studies are needed.
justify their fears about the safety of; :,- Except' for urine samples of 32
the reservation, but radiation experts people taken last fail in the Ringold
say It may be Impossible to determine and Mesa areas east of the site, the

_ .,, - _.' t* -c

. .

Energy Department has not conduct- Centers for Disease Control In Atlanta'
ed health studies of people living to help review, the documents and"
outside the reservation. Last week, suggest possible epldemlologiocal
DOE sent letters to those persons studies that may be needed.-
tested to advise them that no radioac- '
tive materials in excess of naturally "We hope the CDC will be able to
occurring levels were found In the tell us If there was an overall cumula-
urine samples. t - - ive effect on human health" from 43'

A state study of mortality statistics years of weapons and energy produc-
did not find any significant difference tion at Hanford, Strong said.
In the number of cancer-related
deaths In the ford region and "There is nothing in those docu-
other parts of the state, said Terry ments leading us to expect any ob-
Strong, director of the state Depart- servable impact from our operations
ment of Social and Health Services' over 43 years," said Energy Depart-'
radiation control section. ment spokesman Mike Talbot. "We,

Washington state has asked the think they'll agree with us."!

.
.

I
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River -radioactivity- problem
Pr0 ep robed

RICELAND (AP) - The Columbia firm, Search Technical Services of Day-River may contain radioactive underwa. enport, Greenpeace and the U.S. Depart-ter springs coming from an underground ment of Energy to learn more about dan-channel discharging contaminated-water gers to the river from nuclear weaponsfrom plutonium reactors at the Hanford pkoduction at Hanford.nuclear reservation; a~n oceanographer Wcatepndfdsoawibu

says~~~~t.E - 'W....epn unsnawhm u

i5j. thought his request for more data was
Norm e says tritium-coataminat- reasonable. So we let him go ahead evened wastewater from Hanford's plutonium though we don't necessarily believe hisproduction area about 10 miles east of the- ther, sad Steve Leroy, external sa-river near the old Hanford towunsite may fairs officer for the Energy Department.be reaching the rifer via the under nt of speculearng more- ab o -chground channel in just three to five years. eapInstead of taking from 30 to 60 years, as: rya Battelie scientists "'prefer to wait and..H d officials estim see whether his data support it,"" sid - :Hanforfda >-Battelle spokesman Todd Nelson.Buske and his team of independent sci- i If Buske is correct that the groundwa-entists spent Wednesday searching the ter travels much faster than the Energyriver. ,-, - Department thinks, Hanford's suitability
The Hanford Reach Project Is part of for a high-level nuclear waste repositoryan unprecedented joint effort by Buske's could get another challenge.- -i

- ,;-su -,;, - -; ,;- According to federal site-selection
.. guidelines, Hanford will be disqualified if. v- -it can be shown that radiation from the

3,0004oot deep repository could reach theriver in less than 10,000 years.
Hanford scientists studying the reposi-

tory proposal already have atknowl-
edged that contaminated water from the
repository could flow upward and inter.
mingle with an underground channel.

"This is a repository question, and
that's why they're taking us seriously,"
Buske said.

Battelle Pacific Northwest Laborator-
les, under contract to the Energy Depart-

- ment, concluded In its 1984 monitoring re-
port that about 20,000 gallons per minute
of Hanford waste-contaminated ground-
water - about one-2,000th the total vol-
ume of the river - enters the Columbia,
much of it near the Hanford townsite.
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discuss, IssuE
By Chuck Westiund -.
of the East Oregonian

MISSION - Five candidates for a seat on
the Board of Trustees of the Umatilla Indi-
an Reservation spoke to a small gathering
of voters at a candidates forum at Yellow-
hawk Clinic Wednesday night.

Eight people are running for the seat
being vacated by Bill Burke, who resigned
to direct the tribes nuclear waste studies
program. The winner of. the election will
serve out the remainder of Burke's term,
which expires November."

The election will be held Monday from 8
a.m. to 8 pam. at the Nicht-Yow-Way Comrs
munity Center. - ; --

Speaking Wednesday night were Marge
Allman, Alvina Huestles, Alfreda KCipp,
Louis Dick Jr. and Ronald Pond. -.

Also running for the job, but not present
Wednesday night, are Rod Cowapoo, James
Crane and Larry Minthorn.- ` - ' : i

Marge Aliman, a retired schoolteacher
and former trustee for four years, baid she
was "-well-rested and ready to get back on
the board."

Tribal laws enacted during the last 10
years have weakened the treaty rights of
the tribes, Allman said, calling for a review
to find out the exact status of treaty rights.

Allman called for an ordinance that
would ensure preference for tribal mem-
bers in hiring for tribal jobs. She also said
tribal scholarships should be restored to
full funding.

"Indian students who want to go to school
should have the right to go to school and the
money to send them," Allman said.

Alvina Huestles said more participation
at all levels Is needed to improve tribal
government. People young and old need to
be encouraged to participate In and be in-
formed of government actions, she said.

Huesties also said the current board is
not opposing the Hanford nuclear waste
storage issue strongly enough Silence on
the part of board Is the same as condoning
the project, she said.

She also called for better education and
more development on the reservation.

- Aleda Klpp, vice-chairman of the Edza-
cation and Training Commission, said that
problems in the current tribal election ordi-
nance need to be corrected. Kipp is a mem-
ber of a task force working on that prob-
lem.

Kipp said that the length of the term in
office wasn't a factor In how well the per-
son elected performed. She said a short
term would serve as good training for a
candidate in the fall election and would al-
low the board to act as a whole until the
next election.

K ilpp also said that candidates for office
- should have the opportunity to speak at

public forums, but should not be required to
attend such events.

Louis Dick Jr., a retired Forest Service
employee, has served on the tribal Natural
Resources Commission for 10 years and Is
a former trustee.;

Dick said the tribes need to get out of the
--- current "crisis-management" mode of gov-

ernment and exercise more prudent plan-
ning. He called for a simple timetable to set
deadlines for administrative business as a
step towards better government He also
said he opposes the Hanford project

Dick said that in his years on the Natural
Resources Commission, he had been unaf-
raid to take on unpleasant tasks, such as
helping eliminate absenteeism at commis-
sion meetings.

"But I don't mind being unpopular, as
long as something gets accomplished,"
Dick said.

Ronald Pond, a former General Council
chairman, stressed the need for better
communication about tribal government.

He said that as an American citizen, he is
well Informed, but Is "grossly misin-
formed" as a tribal member.

News coverage of the reservation needs
to improve and tribal leaders need to com-
municate more effectively with tribal
members, Pond said.

An inconsistent pay policy has caused
division on the board, Pond said. The five
board officers are paid salaries, while the
other four members receive an hourly rate.

Trustees should also attend all general
council meetings and report to the tribal
members, Pond said. He also sald that
treaty rights give the tribes considerable
political clout that should be used..

A second candidates fair was scheduled
for Thursday at 11:30 aim. at the Senior Ci-
tizens Center.
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RICHLAND, Wash. -Federal documents reveal closi
that more than 1 million curies of radioactive materi- 60 r
als were released from the Hanford nuclear reserva- foun
tion during the last 40 years, but scientists say they was
may never know whether the emissions harmed the and
health of residents in three states. Som

The Department of. Energy documents provide the the I
first meaningful glimpse of the amount of radioactive dioa
ity released from the reservation during four decades Oth4
of nuclear activity there. * I - ---. - - . half

The documents, reviewed by the Associated Press, - *]
were compiled from environmental reports and stu- al b
dies. They were released Feb.:27 by the. department port
in response to numerous. requests for Information incio
about operations at the 570-square mile reservation Ions
on the Columbia River in south-central Washington. - urar

They show numerous planned and unplanned re-:' Coni
leases of contamination into the Columbia River, and duel
into the air, groundwater and soilln Washington, Ore-.- ponu
gon andIdaho. The documents: rowl

* Show releases of approximately 470,000 curies of seer
radioactive material during a two-year span in the e
1940s, with 340,000 curies of radioactive iodine-131 whe
being released in 1945 at the height of war product- so1v
ion. - . -. - um.

* Report that releases of radioactive ruthenium whe
plagued spent fuel processing-plants during the 1950s cool

* and 1960s, resulting in th largest: - - O
single release of 1,000 curles in s list
1962. - '^ and

* Reveal that with eight product- nativ
ion reactors drawing their cooling -
water from the Columbia River, - whe
the amount of radioactive iodine,: dum
xenon, cesium, strontium, plutoni-
um and uranium being dumped. pro@
into the river was "on the magni- - - stor
tude of several thousands of curies of cl
a day" by 1960. Based on those av- sOm
erases as many as 750,000 curies of cret
radioactive materials could have cess
been released annually during *
that period. tanb

* Detail a "green run" In De- . dis
cember 1949 that resulted in the: eves
release of 5,500 curies of iodine e cont
over much of eastern Washington
and Oregon. The test apparently
was intended to test Instruments the
for: measuring Soviet weapons aboi
testing. buti

A curie Is. a measure of radia- in
tion. To contrast the size of the re- heal
leases detailed In the reports, GPU Ti
Nuclear Corp, operator of the Spol
Three Mile Island nuclear reac- lai

* tors in Pennsylvania, reported the in o1
release of about 14 curies over 43 of I
days in a 1979 accident. evei

ie documents show contami-
on entered the environment
i several sources in the manu-
uring of plutonium for nuclear
pons:
From the eight single-loop

luction reactors and the
ed-loop N reactor. More than
adioactive Isotopes could be
Ad in the reactor effluent that
discharged into cooling ponds
then into the Columbia River.,
Le of them had a "half life" -
time it took to lose half its ra-
.ctivity -of less than a second.
ers; such as uranium, have
lives of 24,000 years. ;
From the cooling ponds. Sever-
reaks of pond dikes were re--.
ed, including an Oct. 25, 1948,
lent in which 14.5 million gal-.
, containing up to 61 pounds of
dium, washed into the river.
Lamination also was spread by.
ds and geese that landed on the,
Is, by small animals that bur-
ed into their sides, and through.
page into the soil. - 7
From reprocessing plants

re reactor fuel rods were dis-
ed lii acid to extract plutoni-
Numerous releases occurred

n fuel elements had not been.'
ed long enough and radioac-:
gases went up the plants',

Ikestacks. The documents also
numerous spills, line breaks.
accidental releases. Contami.-,
on also occurred near the-
Its In "cribs" and trenches.-
're low-level wastes, were-
nped.- . - -

From single-shell tanks where.
:essing plant wastes were/
red. More than 550,000 gallons
contaminants have leaked from
e of the 149 single-shelled con-
e tanks buried near the pro-
ing plants.
From other sources, such as
ker truck accidents, fires in
osal pits and laboratories, and
i swallows making nests from-
aminated pond mud.,

&ANFORD OPPONENTS say
reports justify their fears

it the safety of the reservation,
radiation experts say it may be
ossible to determine whether
lth problems resulted.
in Connor, spokesman for a
tane-based watchdog group,
led daily releases of 430 curies
ne 1946 report "the equivalent-
a Three-Mile Island accident
ry hour."
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But state and federal radiation
experts say the number of curies
released Is not as important as the
radiation dose received by an indi-
vidual.

The DOE says it is up to the
states of Washington and Oregon-
to decide whether health studies
are needed.

Except for urine samples of 32
people taken last fall in the Rin-
gold and Mesa areas east of the
site, the Energy Department has
not conducted health studies of
people living outside the reserva-
tion. Last week, DOE sent letters.
to those persons tested to advise
them that no radioactive materi-
als 'in excess of naturally- occur-
ring levels were found in the urine
samples.

A state study of mortality statis-
tics did not find any significant dif-
ference in the number of cancer-
related deaths in the Hanford re-
gion and other parts of the state,
said Terry Strong, director of the
state Department of Social and
Health Services' radiation control
section._:.-

Washington state has asked the
Centers for Disease Control in At-
lanta to help review the documents
and suggest possible epidemiolo-
gical studies that may be needed.

"We hope the CDC will be able to
tell us if there was an overall cu-
imulative effect on human health"
from 43 years of weapons and en-
ergy production at Hanford,
Strong said.
- "There is nothing in those docu-
ments leading us to expect any ob-
servable impact from our opera-
lions over 43 years," said Energy
Department spokesman Mike Tal-
bot. "We think they'll agree with
us."

Radioactive iodine, such as that
noted in the 1946 report, is attract-
ed to the thyroid and can cause
deformations or cancer. It has a
half-life of 8.5 days.

Epidemiologists consider a ra-
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dioactive Isotope "safe"' when it Calculations' and estimates ofhas gone through 10 half-lives,. or' dosages -to people off the reserva-55 days for iodine. tion were not included in environ-mental monitoring until 1957,,saidBUT DETERMifNING Whether Keith Price of Battelle's Pacific'the radioactive contamination had, Northwest Laboratory..an effect on the health of people. i Trying to determine doses thatliving downwind or downriver occurred 40 years ago would befrom the reservation will be dMl- complicated by lack of informa-cult,, said Bryce Breitenstein, . tion about wind direction, disper-president of the Hanford .Eniviron- sat of the radioactivity, locations itmental Health Foundation. hilt and weather, said Batteile-"An intensive epidemilgical spokesman Todd Nelson.study going back to the 1940s' !'So~ne of the information' justwould be a horrendous job," saidL plain doesn't exist," he said.monitors the health of Hanford uments is illegible, while otherreemployees.;, 
.ports do'ntaln deletions, which theAn effective studY, "'while not' Energy Department said are ctaslinpossibrei, would be an immense) sifed figures relating to wartimetask to, do In a systematic fash-- production..1on," he said.' .. Ž. - I the states want that Infor-

matio'n, it's quite ]possible we could 1963, for example, samples of veg-accommodate them 11 there were; etation~ air and milk were taken. A.7peopleI with the right clearances," report concluded the release "didsaid the DOE's Talbot. . not result In any sigruficant radla--"We have fulfilled our responsi-. tion exposure to persons residingbilty and gotten these documents' In the Hanford environs."":out,"he said."'Now, it's the states.,.'.Gonwtr ctiito-.,responsibility.-.... 'L rudwtr cntmntofrom Hanford waste disposal oper- -search and evaluation of the entire 1956 sud. .. ~. . . "Ter bottom liea s tho t ob erv - at' n a is otdI auhelt .pat no obse rea . (cniathte ground-,In addition to the numerous re wtrex-nl Seaainports on planned and unplanned area was confirmed for the firstreleases of radioactivity, the time In 10 years of disposal opera-.19,000 pages of DOE documents tinterPorntdcontain some reports about stu- After the "green rnm" In Decem-dies on the radiation's effects. ber 1949, a series of papers beganAfter an "acute release" of 60- to surface on the feasibility of re-curies of Iodine from the exhaust ducing the coolng tune of reactorstc-ftePuoimUranium fuel elements before they wereExtraction facility on SePt. 2-3, dissolved In acid.-,
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AHanford
horrors
Years of chemical
pollution revealed
By John K Wiley
Assodiatet Press Wowe _ .=

RICHLAND, Wash. - Plutoni-
um-producing reactors at the Han-
ford nuclear reservation also
spewed thousands of tons of chemi-
cal pollutant into the Columbia
Riverfortbree decades, according
to Pvernmentdocuments.

ddon to millions of curies of '
radioactive arsenic iodine, man-
ganese and other heavy metals.'
routinely released into the river,
the plants dumped thousands of
tons annually of chemicals and'c
acids that are now regulated under: Is
state hazardous waste and federal
waterqualitystandards.; -. i- :

Theacidsdischargedbyreactors
would have violated state hazard-:-.:
ous waste standards, had those --me
standards beenineffectatthetime,
Roger Stanley, state Department
of Ecology hazardous waste rega-
lator, said Wednesday.- - -:-m a

A1969reportshowsthedischarge
of more than 1 million pounds of
sodium dichromate, a chemical.:'
that would not be allowed to be.

*dumped under current standards:.'
ado pted in the early 1980s, said
DickBurkhalterof the EcologyDe-
partment.-
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DISCHARGES of the acids and
other chemicals released by the
reactors would today require a
permit, Burkhalter said.

As many as nine production
reactors were operating during
Hanford's peak production years
between 1948 and 1964.

A 1969 waste disposal summary,
when only four reactors were
operating, shows more than 28,000
tons of chemicals were discharged
intothe river. Thatfellto 13,000 tons
In a 1970 study. - - - -

The 1970 report indicates some 98
tons of trichlorethylene, an organic
degreaser, were discharged into
the river. ' - --

Waste disposal summaries of
other years do not contain separate
listings pf chemicals discharged.
* THE FEDERAL Department of

Energy, and Its predecessor:the
Atomic Energy Commission, have
consistently said the chemicals and
radioactive materials were quick-
ly diluted by the Columbia's large
volumes of water and did not con-
stitute a health threat. X

Several calls to the Energy De-
partment's Hanford operations of-
fce for comment Wednesday were
not returned.

Although the releases 'ocurred
asl6ng as 40 years ago, their effects
are still being seen in contamina-
tionof the groundwaterbeneaththe
reservation, the ecology depart-
ment's Stanley said.----i

Both Stanley: and Burkhalter
noted that the dual-purposeNreac-
tor, the only weapons production
facility still operating, has a better
record than its older counterparts.

I
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2 states study Hanford pollution
OLYMPIA (AP) -A two-state ments showing hundreds of thou- He also said the department was

committee Thursday began re- sands of curies of radioactive io- not willing to extend a blank check
viewing recently released docu- dine were released into the en- but would take seriously requests
ments on releases of radioactive vironment routinely during the for money to pay for the study.
iodine into the environmment at early 1940s.
the Hanford nuclear reservation. Gerton, head of the depart- He late told reporters the agen-

The nine-member panel, formed ment's environmental and health cy probably would make about
at the request of Washington Gov. division at Hanford, said the feder- $100,000 available. "After that,
Booth Gardner and Oregon Gov; - they re on their own," said Ger-
Vic Vic Atiyeh, began work after a Plutonlum waste feared C4 ton-
hearing a report from Ron Gerton Representing Washington on the
of the Energy Department. The al agency welcomed a review of committee are Dr. John Beare,
governors had requested a scien- the 19,000 pages of documents re- director of the state health divi-tific study of "past, current and leased last month. .' sion; RoystonFilbyoftheNuclear
ossible future environmental and ; "We're not trying to defend past Radiation Center of Washington

health impacts of the radiation re- practices or make excuses for State University, and Andrealeases."' ' what took place," Gerton told the Beatty Riniker, director of theThe panel also represents the committee. "We have been very state Department of Ecology.,
Umatilla, Yakima and-Nez Perce open about the documents and we
Indian tribes. are not attempting to hide any- Beare Is leaving his health divi-

Gerton briefly outlined doc~u-; thing."- -ion post at the end of the month.

- . -. .- :

i .- a -:: sU id; . J~e . ...
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now wHanford released M 21

reports is unsettling
A CKNOWLEDGEMENTthat5,500curiesof '' periment was'that toieraince concentrations,
a radioactive iodine were released in a se;'-- usually met, were "exceeded considerably in
cret experiment from Hanford in 1949 came in.. early December of 1949 when an experiment
the most casual, "Oh, by-the-way" manner. resulted in the planned short-term release of
Giventhe grudging release of that information, several thousand curies of Iodine 131 to the
there is little reason to think there has been full atmosphere from a fuel processing plant." He
disclosure now. then continued with his presentation of high-
-This is the sequence by which news of the - lights, making no effort to inform reporters of

secret experiment was released:' --: the Importance of his disclosure.
'On Feb. 28 the Department of Energy 'said ' Later, reporters porinig through the huge re-

there had been no significant offsite environ:-.-- port spotted a graph depicting radioactive re-
mental contaminationfrom the nuclear energy.--: leases. Only then did they realize the signifi-
facilitv at Hanford. .: - ' . cance of the event.
; On March 7, only one week later, the Asso- - A spokesman still won't say much about the

ciated Press reported that a planned, secret - experiment, except that it is classified and
experiment in 1949 spread 5,500 curies of Io- wouldn't be conducted under present stan-

*dine-131acrossWashingtonandOregon.Thatis dards..Rep. Sid Morrison, R-Wash., says the
10 times more radioactivity than was accident experiment was intended to help American sci-
tally released in an accident at a reactor at entists prepare for Soviet weapons testing.
Three Mile Island, a nuclear energy plant in; -- Earlier, during the 1940s, hundreds of thou-
Pennsylvania." fto.s hat happened:--sands of curies of radioactivity were released.ere' swhathappened., An estimated 340,000 curies of radioactive io-.
;In late February the Department of Energy dine were released in 1945 alone. By compari-

made public 19,000 pages of detailed informa- son, about 14 curies were released in the acci-
tion about Hanford. A briefing of reporters in- dent at Three Mile Island.
eluded highlights provided by an official from Since then, however, the release of radioac-
Battelle. His only reference to the secret ex- tive substances has dropped markedly.

Infairness, the contextof the times needs tobe
considered in passing judgment on the Atomic
-Energy Commission and contractors who ran
Hanford for the AEC. Theamountof radioactiv-
ity that could safely be absorbed was not well
established. Until 1945 there was a world war
on. In 1949 there was the Cold War. In 1950 the
war in Korea broke out. Those events made
detailed scientific studies difficult.

There are historical parallels, too. In the '30s
women painting radioactive dials on clocks and
watches would put their brushes in their
mouths, and some eventually suffered lethal
results. Asbestos was widely used as insulation.
U.S. soldiers participated in nuclear bomb
tests. Radioactive Navy ships were moored at
Bremerton.

- Information by which to judge safety stan-
dards was often not available.

Still, to deliberately expose people to radia-
tion for experimental purposes is unconsciona-
ble. Joanne Oleksiak, director of the Hanford
Clearinghouse; an anti-nuclear organizations
called It morally bankrupt. She is correct.

And because the Department of Energy has
been less thanforthcominginits recentrelease
of information, we cannot be certain that othe.
ominous secrets do not remain hidden. '

', '' ' ,zr ' ' -7
. . ..
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RICHLAND, Wash. (AP)'- Tritium-contaminated fromthe3,000 footdeep'repositorycouldreachtheriiver
wastewaterfromtheHanfordnuclearreservation'splu- in less than 10,000 years;
tonium production area may be-reaching the Columbia -
River through an underground channel, an oceanogra- HANFORD scientists studying the repository propos-
pher says. al already have acknowledged that contaminated water
-Norm Buske says the wastewater, which was pro- from the repository could flow upward and intermingle

duced from reactors and plutonium processing plants with an underground channel.
about 10 miles east of the river near the old Hanford "This is a repository question, and that's why they're
townsite, may be reaching the river in just three to five taking us seriously," Buske said.
years instead of taking 30 to 60 years; - Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories, under con-

TheHanfordReachProjectispartof anunprecedent- tract to the Energy Department, concluded in Its 1984
ed joint effort by Buske's company, Search Technical monitoringreportthatabout2O,OOOgallonsperminuteof
Services of Davenport, Greenpeace and the U.S. De- Hanford waste-contaminated groundwater.- about
partmentof Energy to learn more about dangers to the one-2,000th the total volume of the river - enters the
river from nuclear weapons production at Hanford. Columbia, much of it near the Hanford townsite.

Buske and other scientists spent Wednesday search- The water contains tritium, a radioactive byproduct
ing the river. : -. of plutonium reprocessing. Hanford sources of tritium

"We can't expend funds on a whim, but we thought include the Plutonium-Uranium Extraction plant and
(Buske's) request for more data was reasonable,!' said the 100-Nreactorareasatthenortherntipofthereserva-
Steve Leroy, external affairs officer for the U.S. De- tion. . -: - i
partment of Energy. "So we let-him go ahead even Battelle estimated the flow-rate to be about 3 cubic
though we don't necessarily believe his theory.", feet per second and concluded, "despite the fact that

Instead of speculating on Buske's theory, Batteile tritium enters the Columbia River near the Hanford
scientists "prefer to wait and see whether his data sup- towasite, the Impact to the river is-low."

portit,"saidBattellespokesmanToddNelson. - Buske has challenged the flow-rate figure, saying
If the groundwater travels much faster than the En- about eight times more tritium is coming into the river

ergy Department thinks, Hanford's suitability for C thantheBattellefigurecanaccountfor.lnrecentweeks,
high-level nuclear waste repository could get another Battelle has revised Its flow-rate figure upward, to be-
challenge. - .! - tween 11 and 22 cubic feet per second, Buske said.

According to federal site-selection guidelines, Han- - TheBattelledatashowthatadramaticincreaseinthe
ford will be disqualified if it can be shown that radiation amount of tritium released from the restart of PUREX

*- - - -In late 1983 already had gone half way across the reser-
. ' vation by the end of 1984, Buske said.

:;; :---: ; - "That speed would suggest a travel time of two to
- 'threeyearstogettotheriver,"hesaid.

> -; ~ Ke i~ r- - :Lastfall.Buskefirstdetectedandsamnledunderwa-

C'-)

.. . �-.

.,

.�. .

ter springs near the old Hanford townsite by diving into
the river. He said the flow-rate in the springs never had
beentested. -. - - .

The project's sampling efforts hit a snag this- week
whenhigh riverlevels keptthesubmerged springs from
running.

Buske, his brother Warren, an electrical engineer,
and field investigator Linda Josephson will return later:
inthe spring to measure how fast the springs are flowing.
into the Columbia.

IN A RELATED matter, recently released federal
documents indicate that partial melting of materials
Inside Hanford's plutonium reactors occurred infre&'
quently with "relatively minor in-plant consequences"
and had no effect on people outside the plants.

The information was contained in a March 1962 report
on reactor safety.

The report lists two incidents of partial melting of
single reactor process tubes after loss of cooling
water.

An Oregon State University specialist said neither
Incident presented much potential danger to the en-
vironment.
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Full Hanford probe vowed
WASHINGTON (AP) - A House by Rep. Ron Wyden, D-re., also asubcommittee has been promised member of the subcommittee.full cooperation In an investigation "The department has told us itof releases of radioactivity from' will cooperate and we'll get whatthe Hanford nuclear reservation we want."near Richland, Wash., a subcom- The subcommittee also hasmittee aide said Friday. asked for documents on "what wasThe aide, who spoke on condition their understanding of the healthof anon ty, said Rep. John Din- effects (of the releases) at thegeil, D-MIch., chairman of the time, "the aide said.oversight subcommittee of the RecentlydeclassifieddocumentsHouse Energy and Commerce have revealed releases into the Co-Committee, had written the En-. lumbia River over about 40 yearsergy Department asking for all from government reactors. Moredocuments, classified ornot, on the than 1 million curies of radioactivereleases into the Columbia River substances were released Into theand into the atmosphere. environment, according to the doe-Dingell was joined In the request uments.
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Researchers in Hiroshima
reassess' radiation dosage
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of A-bombs,-effects
By Sally Solo
Associated Press writer -

TOKYO (AP) - U.S. and Japa-
nese experts have concluded that
the devastation from the 1945
atomic bombings of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki was caused by less radia-:
tion than previously estimated;
meaning that stricter nuclear safety
standards may be needed.

- ~ ...

Dr. Roswell K. Boutwell, chief
of research at the Radiation Effects
Research Foundation in Hiroshi-
ma, said Tuesday that the.bination-
al group concluded that within 1.25
miles of the Hiroshima explosion,
neutron rays were one-tenth as
strong as had been previously as-
sumed, while calculations for gam-
ma rays "didn't.; change very
much." *

"The task that we at the RERF
will address in *the next several
months will be to recalculate all the
biological responses that we have
observed," such as the incidence of
cancer and other diseases in the
survivors of the bombs, he said in a
telephone interview.

RERF Chairman Dr. Itsuzo Shi-
gematsu said in an earlier interview
with The Associated Press that ac-

- .

cording to the new conclusions on dent emeritus of Rockefeller Uni-.the radiation dosage, stricter nucle-- versity, and Dr. Eizo Tajima, vicear safety standards may be called chairman of Japan's NuclearSafe-.
for, taking into account that physi- ty Commission, and held at the.cal damage was caused with fewer. RERF in Hiroshima. -neutron rays. * . .A The U.S.-Japan RERF was reor-

The U.S.-Japan Joint Workshop ganized in 1975 from the U.S.-runfor Reassessment of Atomic Bomb Atomic Bomb Casualty Commis-.Radiation Dosimetry in Hiroshima' sion, which began conducting phys-.;and Nagasaki announced Monday, ical studies on A-bomb victims,'that after three years of research,", called "hibakusha," in 1947. Thethe method has been revised for foundation had based its studies ofmeasuring the dosages of radiation the medical effects of exposure toreleased in the world's first nucleart the atomic bombs on 1965 dosageattacks. - ; - estimates.
The group's three-day workshop -"This new computational system.was the fourth of its kind. It was takes into account all the processesled by Dr. Frederick Seitz, presi through which radiation released

from the atomic bombs-could reach
human organs," said a statement
by the group, made available to the
AP today.

"Scientists .throughout the world -
concerned with the effects of radia-
tion-on man have been looking for-
ward to the early release of the';-
reassessment of atomic bomb radi-
ation dosimetry and to the re-eval -
nation of the effects of atomic -
bomb radiation on man based on
the new dosimetry," the statement
said.

Boutwell said the workshop also
concluded that the power of the
uranium-based Hiroshima bomb
was underestimated by about 20
percent and actually had a yield
equal to 15 kilotons of TNT. He
said the plutonium-based Nagasaki
bomb's yield was 21 kilotons, as
had been thought.

The first bomb struck Hiroshima
on Aug. 6, 1945, killing an estimat-
ed 140,000 people in the blast, heat
and radiation. Three days later, as
many as 70,000 people died in the
bomb the United State dropped on
Nagasaki. Japan surrendered, end-
Ing World War 11, six days after
that.

The reassessment group gathered
for the first time in February 1983
and again nine months later, in Na-
gasaki.
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Researcher Study links radioactivity, cancer rates
SPOKANE (AP) - Highe

than-expected rates of thryoid ar
breast cancer were found In womr
In Eastern Washington and nor:]
ern Idaho in the decades followir
huge releases of radioactive iodir
from the Hanford nuclear reserve
don, a Boise State University si
ciologist says. - - -

However, Washington state ep
demiologist Dr. Sam Milham said
study he conducted found no uni
sual Incidence of cancer amor
people living near the Hanford ft
cility.

Michad Blain,' an assistant pr
fessor of sociology at BSU, sai
this week that a government stud
of cancer deaths issued in the mii
1970s found that Eastern Washing
ton and northern Idaho had thr
of 16 areas across the country wii
unusually high rates of those ca
cers between 1950 and 1969.

Thyroid and breast cancers al
highly sensitive to radiation effect
Blain said. The government stud:
the Atlas of Cancer Mortality f1
U.S. Counties, made no conch
sions on the cause of the cancers.

The three areas were Washin,
ton's Spokane County, the Idat
counties of Kootenai, Benewal
Latah, Nez Perce and Lewis whik

Id {Easter
h- three of
ie 'unusua
- oner~r

rn Washington and northern Idaho had
f 16 areas across the country with
Ily hish rates of (thyroid and breast)

Recently released government
documents show that more than 1tiia border Washington state, and Oka- million curies of radioactive mate-

a pogan and Chelan counties in rials were released from Hanford
u- north central Washington, he said. duin the lasears. Han
ig Blain acknowledged that his during the last 40 years. More than
'a- work needs refinement. "But, this 470.0 curies were released in a

clearly makes this a rational ques- two-year span In the 1940s, when
' Ion to ask," he added. ; - government officials admit that -- - - f .

id' Thryoid cancer deaths were twice war production needs! outweighed -r -

ly.. the national average in Kootenal environmentalconcerns
it Countyduring the 1950s and 1960,.. The cancer mortality report -. :'- Couny -shows several' inconsistencies,1-' he said. Spokane County's rate was, w ih Bans d he c ud ot x-

en amota hg.which Blain said he could not exit..e almost as high.
th. Blain said he could not account ain--.
a- for lower incidences of breast and L For instance, his analysis shows

Hanford reservation or why the higher-than-expected incidence of
re tH rnfo rd cancervai onar s co sr toy the w o e in oo na C u ty h d a
s,- two north central Washington" breast cancer. during the 1950.69 b'
[y, counties experienced' unusually period, but women in Spokane
or: highancer deaths. - County, which is closer to Han-

u "I can only assume that you ford,didnot. -
have to have a population to soak ' Dr. David Tauben, an initernist

v- this stuff up," he said.-,- and member of Physicians for So- - -
ho'" is su u, - cial Responsibility,, said Blain's

work is. "very interesting and may
be meaningful." But Tauben said:
Blain's conclusions should be re-
viewed by other scientists.

Blain also said more research.
- needs to be done.,'Milham said he used census data

'to track individuals in the area by
age and sex and found no unusual

. Incidence of cancer among people
living near Hanford.

The state also has tracked death
rates statewide by county, compar-
ing age and sex of cancer victims
against a statewide standard.

"I've looked at the figures for all
of Eastern Washington and found.

'nothing" that would indicate a
trend in increased cancer rates,
Milharn said.

He added, however, "I still think
it's stupid that people would know-
ingly dump a radionuclide on an
ecosystem."

Ron Gerton, director of environ;-
mental health and safety for the
U.S. Department of Energy at
-Hanford, questioned Blain's find-
ings, noting that it would be logical
that the people closest to the reser- ,'
-- vation would be affected the great- '
est.
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-T- he 19000 pages of documents relating to radioactive releases from the Hanford reservation sit'
:.-before the Washington Stae Nuclear Wasto BoardIn Olympia Thursdata.--.. ~I-

- antrUr se- aunc ea
- .:OLYMPIA (AP) An Investigation has "We have been very open about the docu-

been launched into possible environmental'and ments and we are not attempting to hide any-
_t health impacts of releases of radioactive mate- thing," he said.

;- rial at the Hanford nuclear reservatlomn. Gerton also told the committee the federal
A nine-member committee, formed at the re- Department of Energy, while not proposing to

-- quest of Washington Govr. Booth Gardner and extend a blank check, will seriously consider
.:- Oregon Gov. Vic Atiyeh, settled down to work requests for money to pay for the study.

Thursday after hearing a report on the docu. He later told reporters the department probe
ments by federal Energy Department. officia abl would make about $100,000 available. "Af-
Ron Gerton, ,, _. -,, v ter that, they're on their own,"' said Gerton.

* ; - The governors asked for a said~tific study of TryHsea;sa ietrfrtecm
"past, current and possible future environ. Th omittee, represenO igtsdo the stteob. re

.mental and health impacts of the radiation. re- h omte ersnsWesae4~e
leases." -gon and Washington and Umatilla, Yakima

Gerton briefly outlined the documents that and Nez Perce Indians tribes.
show hundreds of thousands of curies of radio- Oregon representatives are Mary Lou Bla-
active iodine were routinely released into the drew k i of the saeDepartment of Enuceargy n-
environment during the early 194 d

- -- *neering at Oregon State University and Ray

nclear reservation, told the committee the de, Umatpillea Tribe, RuselJu o f the Yaim la-th
partment welcomes the review of the 19,000 dian Nation and Ron Halfmoon of the Nez
pages of documents released last monUL- Perce Tribe.

'iVe're not trying to defend pastpractices or The committee, which won't mneet again unt-
mnake excuses for what took place," Gerton til May, gave general approval of a study and
told the committee. review proposal drafted by Hasseman.
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anford official:

:-Nob 6y be~iieves- us -

^ia~ panel in veS rmstigatnes B"We plan a careful and intensive review," said Warren

w Ca, I l nveso tigates : Bishop, chairman of the state Nuclear Waste Board.

*, , ! ' 
'Gerton said the federal government would help fund

: nuke site healthn azards 'some of the state's work, but said the level of funding

: i-- ; ' . needs to be negotiated. He said the upper limit of funding

By John 
.odge 1 \ W "would be around SioOo00.-

Olympian staff writer- ;- .- eanwhile, a House investigative subcommittee an.

Saying thej~ack public credibility, federai Department' nounced in Washington, D.C., Thursday that it intends to.

of Energy officials are endorsing an independent probe of Iaunch its own investigation into Hanford radioactive re-

environmental-and health effect from 40 years of radloac-.- leas-.

tive releases from the Hanford Nuclear Reservation. Gertonaurned over 19,000 pages of documents in Lacey

"Nobody believes us, so we're interested in getting' the. Thursday to the Nuclear Waste Board and its advisory

states involved," said Ron Gertoi, the Energy Depart- council. He also presented a quick overview of their con-

ment's environmental director at Hanford. "People need tents

something they can believe." . "We have been very open about these documents and

A nine-member' committee representing the states of we are not trying to hide anything," Gerton said.

Washington and Oegon and three Indian tribes met for- ' Gerton said there is no proof of increased cancer

the first~ie Thursday to begin reviewing the history of among past Hanford workers or people living downwind

planned id unplanned radioactive releases at Hanford;; of the 570-square-mile reservation, despite numerous

- v planned and unplanned radiation releases, especially from

1945 to 1949. -or .j 'weren't
"We can't prove that one person or 10 weren't

harmed," he said. "But our data says the impacts were

minimal, not observable." -.
As expected, radiation releases from nuclear reactors

and fuel reprocessing plants were highest in the early

years at Hanford, Gerton said.

"-There was considerable pressue to process the fuel as

fast as they could to develop a nuclear weapon," he said.

A( the height of war production in 1945, about 340,000

curies of radioactive iodine-131 was released into the air.

A curie Is a measure of radiation. By comparison, about

14 curies of iodine-131 was released during the Three Mile

Island nuclear plant accident in Pennsylvania in 1979.
There were no filters on the reactor stacks until 1948,

Gerton said. :
See Hanford /page IS
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any othe population," he said. tieHanfIord said the Energy Department re-
From page lB ceives copies of death certificates

of former Hanford workers.
"The filters weren't originally "But if the tumors and cancers

for environmental protection, but are not the direct cause of death,
rather to capture plutonium," he we're not getting information on
said. them," he said.

One of the more controversial in S Scientists first developed the
cidents was an intentional radiaton ability to test for radiation dosage
release of 5,034 curies of Iodine in rates off .the reservation site in
1949 to test equipment for moni 1957, Gerton said.
toring atomic weapons. testing byte From 1960 to 1965i the maxi-
the Soviet Union, which began the mum idividual off-site dosage
same year Gerden said. '. peaked at 50 milliresn to 100 mil-

Scientists measured the radioac- lirems per year, tapering off to I
tive material at 2,000 monitoring, millirem in 1983 and 2 millirems in
stations between Spokane, El 1984. By comparison, a chest X-ray
lensburg, Kiamath Falls, Ore. and Involves 20 to 30 miflirems and nat-
The Dalles, Ore. *- - .: ural background radiation is about

The heaviest. concentrations of 100 millirems a year in the Hanford
iodine, which has an 8%-day half- area, Gerton said. -
life, were detected on the reserva- The annual dose limit allowed at.
lion over-a six-month period. . -: nuclear plants Is 10W millrerms,

Several nuclear waste board Gerton said, adding that the old
members asked how much follow-' standard was 500 millirems.- -`
up work was done on exposed The volumes of reports only talk
workers. Radioactive iodine can about direct releases into the air
cause thyroid cancer. and the Columbia River, where the

"We've seen no evidence of thy- cooling water was returned from
roid-induced fatalities that exceeds the reactors, Gerton said. It does

not include some classified infor-
mation about radioactive gas re-
leases or data on defense waste
stored at Hanford that has leaked
into the environment.

Among the members serving on
the special committee to review the
Hanford documents are: Dr. John
Beare, director of health for the
state Department of Social and
Health Services; Andrea Beatty
Riniker, director of the. state De-
partment of Ecology; Dr. Royston
Filby of the Nuclear Radiation
Center at Washington State Uni-
versity; Russell Jim, manager of
the Nuclear Waste Program for the
Yakima Indian Nation and Ron
Halfmoon of the Nez Perce Indian
Tribe.

The jroup approved a work plan
that includes hiring an independent
consultant and a panel of experts
to pour through the documents.
The federal Center for Disease
Control in Atlanta, Ga., also will
study public health effects from the
releases.
- The final report will contain con-
clusions of the study and recom-
mendations for further action.
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Membens ofthes Hanord Histada Data Rnevie Commmtte begin anlzig1,000 pages ot documents fom the Hanford tkucleRservaitL..

-2 , .~ . ,, , , _ , _ _ , *, , , , , . .-

Dec^lass+;fi {fied dat -- adit talsto iai documnts he said,
V~of~soas zf u - ;-unless the agency Is ordered to do so under

.fs Freedom of Information A~ct rqet.
. *1S J agesGerton told thie state Nuclear Wastefill ~Bpage and representatives from OregOQ

br Elouzlse Schumacher .yesterday that thie 5.foot stack of docu-
limes staff reporter . .; ^~ :~ ments sitting on two adjoining- tables

---..- f represented all declassfd documents de-
* -2_ ACEY, Thmrston County - Te 19,§000. scrib~ng bothi planned and unplanned envi

pages of recently released documents on ronmental releases. The documnents cover
adiactive releases. from the Hanford the 40-plus years of nuclear-related acti

: ;Nuclear' Reservation represent only somev ties at the *Eastern Washington complex.
-t : :of the reports on1 the federal site, and {t's Thk-lle 3nformation Was decassified last

:unlikl the public will see the rest.. : monthi after environmentalists and others
- - iWe have 6O0,00 confidential documnents questioned how Hasnford has affected the

-I n our technical librazy," said Ron Gerton, environmnent and health of nearby resi.
-^ drector of health, safety and environment dents.

- - for the Department of Energy at Hanford. 7- Gerton emphasized that he was "not

* * - Thereare o plans to release any trying to defend past practices or make
. _ .,: z .- F._.'.* -

-' --.- A.*.
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excuses.' for what happened years ago at . an dmeclassifieda cil f-do iits/ri-
Hanford, Including many releases of radio- ed the releases of radloactive materil
active materials in quantities that would be Into environment. The House probe will
forbidden by today s environmental stan-, look nto the amount and.type ,o radiation
dard- . -s and 'what the' potential health

"I can't necessarily exp or defend effects nIghtbe.: . - -'- sr''G

whytheydid what they did, but they were. -Geton cited wartime pressures atshe
under tremendous pressure to develop reason for the release of 47.0,000 curies of
nuclear weapons,' Gerton said. . -radiatonln Iodine gas. -between the years

Hanford was opened In 1943 to produce 1945-1999. A curie Is a measure of radiation.
vlutonium for nuclear weapons under- the By corapar less than one-half curie.of
Manahattan Project. The 570-square-mile. ;oadiatldn' iodine-131 ga was emitted
site still Is used to make bomb materials, -' from Hrford lastyeariant 15 ures'were
as well as other nuclear-related work, and rleased 4zring the Three Mile Island
to store defense and other radioactive- AccidentJz1979-. .-. ..

was .The Energ Department maintains that
A subcomittee of the House of Repre .. * .*- '. , ,. -. ^,

sentatives headed by U.S. Rep. Jhn
Dingell, D-Mbch., has asked for classified lLES on-C 18 .

!2nmLC TX/iAL S
IMAR21986 P Z
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Review group
will analyze
the documents.

FILES
continued from C 1

the Im ct from Hanford has
been mnimal and has not thrat-
ened workers or nearby popula-
tions.

"The population most at risk
(on-site workers) don't show ab-
normally high" rates of cancer or
other Ill-health effects, Gerton
said. Those workers have been
studied extensively and causes of
death are tracked.

But Gerton acknowledged
that residents lving downwinT of
the site have not been examined
for health impacts, nor have
people who have moved out of
the Eastern Washingon area.

"We have just seen theztip of
the Iceberg" concerning radloac-
tive releases from Hanford, said
Tom Buchanan of Greenpeace.
"The DOE's feet need to be held
to the fire more."

Critics contend that the poten-
tial for health problems from the
radiation releases has not been
adequately measured by anyone.

One group that has been
esked to analyze the documents
Is the newly formed Hanford
Historical Data Review Commit-
tee, which met for the first time
yesterday.

The nine-member committee,
organized by the Nuclear Waste
Board, includes three representa-
tives each from the states of
Oregon and Washington and Indi-
an tribes.
; After reviewing the docu-
uients, the committee will recomi-
mend further studies of the
downwid residents or environ-
ment.

The Energy Department has
agreed to cooperate with the
committee, but has not decided
whether it will fund the effort or
any future studies that are called
ror.
-' "We can't give you a blank
!heck," warned Gerton.

a

I

I

. I
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Reveal all

on Hanford
leaks, urges
Rep. Nelson

ouls Schumache
limes staff reporter

LACEY - Releases of radioac-
tiit from Eanord constitute a
moral issue, a member of the state
Nuclear Waste Board said, and the
fedem ovrernrnent should provide

-SOur government shouldn't,
overdose s c s ( radloac-
tive materials) and then not be

ern" said state Rep. Dick
Nelson, Seattle Democrat. "It Is
their responsibility to prove to us.
those releases had no effect."

Nelson-was responding to the
recent decasscatlon of docu-
ments showing that delibeate and
unlned release of more than a

m curles of radioactvy have
ocrred since lutonim produc-
tion a nd ot her d efe nse-re lated a c-
tivites began at the Eastern Wash-
kIgton site in 14

1- The government maintains that
health and environmental impacts
are i The state govern-
ment and concerned citizens have
been skeptical, noting that resi-
dents downwind of Hanford never
have been studied.
- The state Nuclear Waste Board

has organized a nine-member com-
mittee withrepresentatives from
Washigtn Org0 and Indian
tribes to review the 19,000 pages of
doumnS that list some of the
ridioactive releases from the mu-
cear reservateion
;.-he Energy Department says

that 60,000 other reports are cLssi-
fied and cannot be revealed, al-
though a }ouse of Representatives
subcommttee is seeking those
documents for its owm Ivestiga-
tion

"We plan a careful and inten-
sive review," sald Warren Bishop
chairman of the Nuclear Waste
Board. "ItWs dear that this is a
vey dffilt and complex chore."

State said It expecs fud
fg for the review- commitee's
wriw to eome fm the Energy

sy l wE oatewffithe

.

I I -. :
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Hanford stories appalling
Revelations about the release of massive test instruments formeasuring Soviet weapons

amounts of radioactive material from the Han- testing.
ford Nuclear Reservation during the past 40- The Hanford documents show that contami-
years are dismaying. Effects of the long-secret nation entered the environment from several
practice on health and environment in a vast sources in the manufacture of plutonium for
region including parts of Washington, Oregon nuclear weapons. Some of the isotopes had a
and Idaho probably never will be known. "half-life" - the time it took to lose half its ra-

Speculation and concerns will continue for. dioactive - of less. than a second. Others, such
decades, however, and the credibility of an al- as uranium, have a half-life of 24,000 years.
ready-troubled industry is further damaged. - Except for urine samples of 32 people taken

Information is being gleaned from declassi- last fall in the Ringold and Mesa.areas east of
fied documents o'tained from the U.S. Depart-" , the site, the Energy Department has not con-
ment of Energy through the Freedom of Infor- ' ducted health studies of people living outside
mation Act and from other reports. . the reservation. -'

These records reveal that more than a million News of the release of the emissions causes
curies of radioactive materials were released concern because the iodine can be absorbed in
from the Hanford Nuclear Reservation in the; the human thyroid, where it can cause abnor-
past four decades. A curie is a standard mea- malities, including cancer. No public health
sure of radioactivity. - warnings were issued and -no health studies

To appreciate the magnitude of the revela- were made.
tions, consider that Three Mile Island nuclear, Th 1949 experiment that released 5,000
reactors in Pennsylvania, released about 14 curies of iodine-131 created a plume 200 miles
-curies over43days inthat1979accident. long and 40 miles wide lying northeast and

The documents, reviewed by The Associated; southwest of the Hanford complex. * -
Press among others, were released Feb. 27 by Given the political climate of that era, some
the Energy Department in response to numer- . may try to justify the Hanford operation. At-
ous requests for'information about operations mospheric testing of atomic bombs was under
at the 570-square-mile reservation on the Co- -- way at that time. Millions of curies went into
lumbia River in south-central Washington. X the atmosphere during those tests.,::

They show many plinned and unplanned rat- Still, the scope of the emissions at Hanford is
dioactive releases into the Columbia, and into troubling. Any possibility of assessing damage
the air, groundwater and soil including - now is remote. The mobility of our societymakes it all but impossible to draw any firm

* Releases of approximately 470,000 curies conclusions about effects on individuals.
of radioactive material durng a two-year span; . The belated revelation of that secret process
in the 1940s, with 340,000 curies of radioactive does emphasize the need for more open govern-
iodine-131 being released in 1945 at the height ment. -
of war weapons production. The ignorance, even arrogance, demonstrat-

e Releases of radioactive ruthenium at ed at the Hanford complex at that time proba-
spent-fuel processing plants during the 1950s bly would be cause for criminal indictment
and 1960s,. resulting in the largest release,1,020 today. Even then, much of the potential harm
curies, in 1962. .from exposure to radioactivity was known.

* A report that with eight production reac ' The Hanford incidents bring to mind the
tors drawing their cooling water from the Co-- atomic tests on the Nevada desert in the early
lumbia, the amount of radioactive iodine, 1950s when thousands of American soldiers
xenon, cesium, strontium, plutonium and ura- were forced to participate at ranges of only a
alum being dumped into the river was "on the few thousand yards. Claims for health damage

magnitude of several thousands of curies a day" by many of those GIs have been largely ignored
by 1960. Based on those averages as many as by the governument; that ordered their participa-
750,000 curies of radioactive materials could tion.
have been released annually during that period. The nuclear age is a fact of history. We must

* Details of a "green run" in December live with it. We can, in fact, benefit from it with
1949 that resulted in 'release of 5,500 ctuies of proper safegu"rds We. must never forget, how-
iodine over much of eastern Washington and ever, its lethal nature. We must demand ever
Oregon. The test apparently was intended to' closer accounts from its managers.
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Hanford reports
available to public

Documents revealing the release
of radioactive material from the
Hanford Nuclear Reservation are
now available for public review at

* the Oregon State library.
*Shirley George, assistant state li-

brarian, sadd 18 boxes of well-in-
dexed information have been placed
in the li'brary's reference room, open
8 am.-. p.m. weekdays..

The records detail, the release of
more than a million curies of radio-
active material from the reservation
during the last 40years.

.The US. Department of Energy
declassified the documents Feb. 27.

The records are also available at
state Department of Energy head-
quarters iv Salem.

--- " -: - -- Hafr Nula-eevto r
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Hanford also discharged
noni-rado active pollutants

By JOHN K. WILEY . sodium dichomate, a chemical that Energy, and its predecessor the
/Asodated Pr ' . would not be allowed to be dumped Atomic Energy Commission, have

RICHLAND - Plutonium- under current stindards adopted In consistently said the chemicals andproducing reactors at the Hanford the early i980s, said Dick Burkhalter radioactive materials were quicklyNuclear Reservation also spewed of the Ecology Department. -- d tiluted by the Columbia's largeuuds .of tons of cemic Discharges of the acids and other volumes of water and did not con-pollutants Into the Columbfa River chemicals released by the reactors stitute a health threat.for three decades, accorum ng to would today require a Permit, Several calls to the Energygovernment decments, . . Burkhalter said. Department's Hanford operations of-govn* additi toemilioso As many as nine production reac- fice for comment Wednesday wereIn addito n to oni of curies of,. tors were operating during HIan- not returned.:--t
,mpanganese and other heavy metals~ ford's94 pakd prdutonyar4et.to tereese ccredarlong as 40 years ago, their effects areroutnel reease Ino te rierthe A I si &Psal ummry-still being seen in contamination ofplants dumped thousands of tons an-' when only four reactors were 'the grirnd water beneath the reser-nually of chemicals and acids that operating shows more than 2000r vation, Stanley tahd.rare now regulated under 5tate hazar- tons of chemicals were discharged voth Steyadous waste and federal water quality Into the river. That fell to 13,D0 tons . Both Stanley and Burkhalter ,otedstandards. : ......... I -. InX7suy- .......... that the dual-purpose Nreactor, thears naMS7study." -* -- -;.- -- LL

The acids discharged by reactors - 'he 1970 report indicates some 98 tyeapons production facitystllwould have violated state hazardous tons of trichlorethylene, an organic operating, has a beer rd thanwaste standards, had they been in ef- degreaser, were discharged Into the - oldercounterpartsfect at the time, Roger Stanleystate riverS.k . .t.'-r - h Radioactive and chemical wastes
Department of Ecology hazardous . Waste disposal summaries of other were generated over-the last 43 yearswast regulator, said Wednesday. y. years do not contain separate stings when irradiated fu rods wereA -1969 report shows the discharie of chemicals discharged. ssolved In strong acids to extract :of more than 1 million pounds of.', The federal Department of r (SeePOLLUTANTS,Page2A)

. _ _.Jr fl .( *'e a ; t - t F a i.'r, , _ L 7

- ~~ o~~i~s~it 7e- E tQ i .r=.': F .W.,._. ,

- Pollutantsfrom Page 1A:-
-eradioactive Isotopes used I sistently said thatreleasesfromthe

makingnuclearweapons. XL .- - Hanford reservation had AO known
So much radioactive-phosphorous harmful effects on the region.t

chromium and zinc was released Into
the river that stmies were conducted -- Comprehensive tudies overin the 1 s and I s to determine amore than 25 years have shown thatI theur IS s and In afs dOet n the ndiation dor therma by the. - -thesireffects of Pacic ceian pubian have been well within theshellfish on Washington and Oregon o n. r eator e clue r torybeaches more than 400 miles agencies)n (sthby nucea regulatoble
downstream, the documents show.a gencie) ad tharmal deicscarvni b'A study published In 197 asked the cmradationo thermalual effecatioshv of.-dietary habits of hundreds of cUrread wildthev alu abl 2oultin reof.residents of Willapa Bay In fihandraco wildlf en"tai a to7 rheportWashington and Rockaway, Ore., I n reachntorneffogcluentms tonte-order to calculate "dose" esimates Wsigo clgclomsln
from eating shellfish contaminated Chemicals flusbed nto the ierlv-lby radioactive zinc. eluded sulfuric aid,. nitric adid and

The Energy Departmt has con- hydrofluoric acid, the report show.'

- - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.J:.::,'.._................... ......,

,. , .. .,,>,i:;, r i ~X~^-;;f2~ }- 4 <-~*t
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anford waste studied
Scientists searching for radioactive streams
RICHLAND (AP) - Tritium-contaminated waste

water from the Hanford Nuclear Reservation's
plutonium production area may be reaching the Colum-
bia River through an underground channel, an
oceanographer says.

Norm Buske says the waste water, which was produc-
ed from reactors and plutonium processing plants about
10 rles east of the river near the old Hanford town site,-
may be reaching the river in just three to five years in-.
stead of taldng 30 to 60 years.

The Hanford Reach Project is part of an un-
precedented joint effort by Buske's company, Search
Technical Services of Davenport, Greenpeace and the
USa Department of Energy to learn more about dangers
to the river from nuclear weapons production at Han-
ford.

Buske and other scientists spenfWednesday searching
the river.'.

"We can't expend funds on a whim, but we thought
(Buske's) request for more data was reasonable," said
Steve Leroy, external affairs officer for the US. Depart-
ment of Energy. "So we let him go ahead even though we
don't necessarily believe his theory."

Instead of speculating on Buske's theory, Battelle
scientists "prefer to wait and see whether his data sup-
port it," Battelle spokesman Todd Nelson said.

If the ground water travels much faster than the
Energy Department thinks, Hanford's suitability for a
high-level nuclear waste repository could get another
challenge.

According to federal site-selection guidelines, Hanford
will be disqualified If It can be shown that radiation from
the 3,000-foot-deep repository could reach the river In
less than 10,000 years.

Hanford scientists studying the repository proposal
already have acknowledged that contaminated water
from the repository could flow upward and intermingle
with an underground channel.

"This is a repository question, and that's why they're
talking us seriously," Buske said.

Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories, under con-
tract to the Energy Department, concluded in its 1984
monitoring report that about 20,000 gallons per minute of
Hanford waste-contaminated ground water - about one-
2,000th the total volume of the river - enters the Colum-
bia, much of it near the Hanford town site.

The water contains tritlum, a radioactive byproduct of
plutonium reprocessing. Hanford sources of tritium in-
clude the Plutonium-Uranium Extraction plant and the
100-N reactor areas at the northern tip of the reserva-
tion.

Battelle estimated the flowi rate to be about 3 cubic
feet per second and concluded, "despite the fact that
tritium enters the Columbla River near the Hanford
town site, the impact to the river is low."

Buske has challenged the flbw-rate figure, saying-
about eight times more tritlum Is coming into the river
than for which the Battelle figure can account. In recent
weeks, Battelle has revised Its flow-rate figure upward,
to between 11 and 22 cubic feet per second, Buske said.

The Battelle data show thaf a dramatic increase In the
amount of tritium released from the restart of PUREX
in late 1983 already had gone half way across the reser-
vation by the end of 1984, Buske s&l

"That speed would suggest a travel time of two to
tbreeyearstogettotheriver," hesaid.

. . .

. . .
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:-Storage site possibility
has Wisconsin -wornied
EMBARRASS, Wis. (AP)-Em- go as deep as 10 to 20 miles, ac-barrass River Conservation Club cording.to Michael Mudrey of the

Lnembers usually busy themselves Wisconsin Geological and Natural
this time of year with a contest to HistorySurvey.-
-guess when spring will break up the The region Is tied together loosely
:river Ice. b - by the Wolf River, a sometimes

These days, however, more swiftly flowing stream. thatominous thoughts are on residents' originates In northern Wisconsin and
meanders through pine, spruce and

The U.S. Department of Energy birch country. It is a favorite of
has listed the prime recreation and rafters,canoeistsandfishermen. -

farming region of 'northeastern The Embarrass flows through here
Wisconsin as a potential long-term. before joining the Wolf to the south.
storage uite for high-level radloac-'. The DOE has designated the Wolf
tive wastes from nuclear power River batholith as one of 12 potential-plants and military weapons. ; -i acceptable storage sites, all'in the

Spent fuel, which has a life of at Eastern half of the country. The
least 10,000 years, would be buried In DOE Issued a list of secondary poten-tunnels burrowed into the massive. tal sites, Including 17 square miles
rock formation 2,000 to 3,000 feet innorthwesternWisconsiln.-
belowground.-- .The DOE plans to conduct field

The club let off some steam about tests during the next few years and
the issue at a recent meeting, saild' narrow the list of 12 sites to five by-
Bill Peterson, who runs a farm im.* 1991.:
plement dealership In the commumi- Washington state, Texas and
tyof490people. ~- ,.'^ Or. . :, - Nevada are being studied for the"Everybody was' opposed to ItL first repository, which is to be com-They're going to send out letters to- pleted in 1998. A second repository
congressmen," Peterson said. "It wouldbeoperationalby2006. -would have a bad effect on property- ."I haven't, found one person invalues and businesses. We think it favor of it,>' said Bob Gretzlnger,'.
shouldgotosomedesolatearea." president of the club. "'This is greatEmbarrass sits on what geologists snowmobiling, camping, tourism
call the Wolf River batholith, an country. A lot of people are worrying
underground granite mass extending about i."' - - ..
throughseveralcounties. Opponents said the presence of

The batholith, a geological term such wastes would keep touristsmeaning any large body of granite, away, put prime recreation land'off.
covers 1,094 square miles and could lrrgts and endanger ground water.
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ked into-river - MAR23 8
- (AP) -A total of on a 162 document that referred to

Ipeary 1,300 nuclear reactor fuel the accidental melting of uranium
"slugs" ruptured and a few melted fuel as a "typical" occurrence at.
between 1955 and 1964 at the Hanford eight Hanford reactors from 1955 t
Nuclear Reservation, sending 1964. . . :
radioactive material Into the Colum- . The two reports were contained In
bia River, recently released govern- more than 19,000 pages of documents
ment documents reveal, released last month by the Energy

All but "a very small fraction" of Department. The documents
the fuel failures Involved no more covered Hanford's environmental ef-
than "a crack or break In the clad- fects from 1945, when the reservation
ding ... sometimes just a pinhole," was established to make material for
but all resulted in radioactive atomic bombs, through last year.
releases Into the river, said John Each fuel failure involved a break
Hunter, chief of reactor operations In the aluminum coating on a slug of
for the U.S. Energy Department at uranium about two inches in
Hanford. diameter and four to eight Inches

However, Hunter said there was no long, Hunter explained. The uranium
evidence of a major public health had been enriched slightly with a
threat. He said the releases have radioactive Isotope of uranium to -
been ended by improved technology. enable nuclear reactions to occur.

An article an the ruptures was
published Saturday morning by The In the eght graphite core reactors
Oregonian newspaper In Portland then operating at Hanford, he said,
Ore. Hunter discussed the failures in the sugs were lowered Intohunreds
a telephone Interview from his home of pros tubes, each also lined
Saturdayafternoon. with aluminum and containing

The article said a.1965 report on the water. A tube migt contain several
fuel failures provided more details - (See HANFORD, Page2A) -

slugs, Hanford/ from Page lA
lugs, separated by non-radioactive -Hunter said a baby living In the calculated the total dose to a typical

buffer materiaL Tr-Cities area - Richland, Ken- Tr-Cities baby's thyroid in 1963 at
Each rupture released uranium newick and Pasco, which take their. 15miliremsfromallsources.

and highly radioactive "fission pro- drinking water fromthe Columbia- . A mrirem Is a measure of absorb-
ducts" Into the cooling water, which would have received about eight ed radiation In living tissue. A
was released into the river after millirems of radiation in the thyroid diagnostic chest X-ray involves 20 to
spending 20 Minutes In holding gland, where iodine-131 concentrates 30 millirerms.
ponds. m oceIn the body, after the May 1963 Today, the maximum thyroid dose

The 1955 considered safe Is X,500 millirems
theK.- w.-. from air, water, -food and~ all otherserious meltdown occurred In the XC- ar aefo n l t

East reactor on May 12 1963, when Hunter said Hanford scientists sources.
about a pound of uranium and -. -
associated fission products entered .,.
cooling water that flowed Into the * ' i' ...

Columbia for nearly three hours

BLIC
A/

before te release was halted
The release raised the level of

river radioactivity to 150 percent of
normal 10 miles downstream at
Richland U hours after the accident,
according to a September 1163
report.

The 1965 report said 97 ruptures In
1964 caused the release of 39,000
curies of fission products and a total
6 million curies of radioactive
material Into the river. Those
releases Included about 1,700 curies
Of Iodine-131% which Is known to cause
cancer but loses half its radioactivity
In eight and a half days.

A curie Is a standard measure of
radoactivity.
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